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The University of Tennessee, Knoxville 

is proud to host the 

67^^ Annual Meeting of the 
2006 Association of Southeastern Biologists 

March 29-April 1, 2006, Gatlinburg, TN 
Gatlinburg Convention Center & Glenstone Lodge 

Preliminary Meeting Information 

The University of Tennessee. Knoxville 

The University of Tennessee, on the banks of the Tennessee River, began as 
Blount College, chartered on September 10, 1794. Following the Civil War, the 
State of Tennessee made the University the beneficiary of the Morrill Act of 1862 
which allocated federal land or its monetary value to the various states for the 
teaching of "agricultural and mechanical" subjects and to provide military training 
to students. Thus, the University of Tennessee (its designation after 1879) 
became a land-grant institution. Today, the population on the Knoxville campus 
consists of approximately 25,000 students and 8,160 faculty and staff. While the 
University has acquired a national reputation in both men's and women's 
athletics, the UT Knoxville campus during its history has also produced some 
distinguished academics and statesmen, including one Nobel laureate, six 
Rhodes Scholars, five Pulitzer Prize winners, two National Book Award winners, 
nine U.S. Senators, and one U.S. Supreme Court justice. These alumni and an 
infinite number of others of less prominence bear witness to the University's 
success in fulfilling its mission of preparing citizens of Tennessee and the nation 
for their role in a democracy, helping individuals to realize their own potential, 
and training them to perform service for the state and the nation. 

67th Annual Meeting 

This four-day event brings together approximately 800 biologists from across the 
southeastern United States. The meeting features a distinguished plenary 
speaker, special symposia, field trips, oral and poster presentations, workshops, 
networking and social events, and more. 
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The Annual Meeting provides you with the exclusive opportunity to showcase 
your products and/or services to this large and important audience of faculty, 
students, researchers, conservation workers, military and government personnel, 
and business professionals with a common interest in biological issues. Interests 
are diverse, and range from genetics and molecular biology, to physiology and 
population biology, to community and ecosystem ecology and systematics. 

Gatlinburq (Place of meeting) 

Gatlinburg is the gateway community to the Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park and is located within a two-day drive for half of the nation’s population. 

Attractions: 
Gatlinburg offers exciting adventures at every turn; the mountain village has a 
special attraction for everyone. Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Cades 
Cove, Christus Gardens, Ober Gatlinburg, Rafting in the Smokies, Gatlinburg 
Sky Lift, Ripley's Aquarium of the Smokies are just a few of the exciting activities 
for you to enjoy during your visit to the area. 

Dining: 
If you love good food, you're going to love Gatlinburg. Over 100 great restaurants 
offer everything from good old down-home Southern cookin' to Park Avenue 
gourmet, from authentic regional cuisine in rustic settings to popular theme 
restaurants. 

Shopping: 
Gatlinburg has more than 400 quaint shops and five malls. Many shops are filled 
with handmade arts and crafts, unique to the area and apparel and special 
keepsakes that you just can't find anywhere else. 

Golf: 
The Gatlinburg Golf Course offers a year-round modern facility with a full service 
pro shop and food services area. From challenging layouts and emerald fairways 
to beautifully wooded landscapes and well-manicured greens, you'll think you've 
died and gone to golfer's heaven. 

Getting To Gatlinburg Is Easy 

From Virginia: 
Take I-81 South to I -40 East to Exit 435 (Newport) and follow Hwy 321 South all 
the way into Gatlinburg. Approximate drive time from interstate; 45 minutes. 

From Lexington: 
Take 1-75 South to 1-640 East, then 1-40 East to exit 435 (Newport) and follow 
Highway 321 South to Gatlinburg. Approximate drive time from interstate: 45 
minutes. 
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From Chattanooga: 
Take Exit 81 on I-75 North and follow Highway 321 North through Maryville and 
Townsend and Highway 73 to Gatlinburg. Approximate driving time from 
interstate: 70 minutes. 

From Nashville: 
From 1-40 take 1-75 South to Exit 81 and follow Highway 321 North through 
Maryville and Townsend and Highway 73 to Gatlinburg. Approximate driving time 
from interstate: 70 minutes. 

From Asheville: 
Take 1-40 West to Exit 443 and follow Foothills Parkway to Highway 321 South to 
Gatlinburg. Approximate drive time from interstate: 45 minutes. 

From Atlanta: 
Take 1-85 North to 1-985 North to US 23. Take US 23 to Highway 23/441 to 
Highway 74/441 through Cherokee, NC to Gatlinburg. Approximate drive time 
from Atlanta: 4 hours 10 minutes. 
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ASB Field Trips 

The Great Smoky Mountains National Park (GSMNP) is a national treasure 
whose biological richness is unsurpassed any where in the Eastern United 
States. Yet, even after 75 years of biological studies in the park a complete 
assessment of the species richness of all groups of organisms is still unknown. 
The All Taxa Biological Inventory (ATBI) was created to stimulate new efforts on 
inventorying the biological taxa of all the living organisms in the park. As the 
known number of species in the park increases there is greater interest in 
preservation of this diversity from some of the environmental perils which 
threaten the health of all the flora and fauna within. With the 2006 annual ABS 
meeting in Gatlinburg TN, this affords participants a great opportunity to 
experience one of the United Nations designated International Biosphere 
Reserve first hand. Therefore, we have proposed five trips focusing on major 
groups of organism, biological inventories and environmental issues facing the 
preservation of the biota. 

Trips are halfday in length and will caravan (car pooling will be encouraged) from 
Sugarlands Visitor Center in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park to their 
destination. Participants will need to be prepared for wet and or cool weather and 
possible wet environments. Bring water and food as needed. Cost: $10.00. For 
information, contact field trip coordinators Ken McFarland or Edward Clebsch. 

1) Binding in the Smokies - a firsthand view of the great diversity of birds in the 
Smokies. A number of bird habitats will be explored from Sugarlands to Cades 
Cove. Trip will be lead by Jason Mitchell. 

2) Aquatic Insects in the Smokies - With the advent of the ATBI, studies on 
the insect diversity of the park have increased the known number of species. 
Come and join one of the ATBI entomologists and learn about the insect’s role in 
the environment. Trip will be lead by Dr. Jim Lowe and Bo Baxter. 

3) Plant Communities of the Smokies - no other place in the eastern US can 
you see the diversity of plant communities as those found in The Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park. Take a biome journey from secondary mesic forest of 
Sugarlands to the Spruce-Fir forest on Clingman’s Dome. Trip will be lead by Dr. 
Ed Clebsch and Dr. Ken McFarland. 

4) Salamanders of the Smokies - The Park is considered to be the salamander 
capital of the world. The diverse habitats provide environments for 30 taxa, 
including an endemic species, ranging in size from less than 5 cm to almost 1 
meter. View first hand some of this diversity and learn about their biology. Trip 
will be lead by Dr. Floyd Scott and John Byrd 

5) Black Bears and Boars in the Smokies - Human interactions with the black 
bear in and around the boarders of the park is an ongoing problem for both 
organisms. Learn about bear habitat and the threats tourist and urbanization 
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have on their environments. Similarly, the introduced wild boar has had a major 
impact on the native herbaceous plants in the park. Learn about their impacts on 
the park and the park’s efforts to manage their populations. Trip will be lead by 
NPS staff. 

NEW Commercial Workshops 

All commercial workshops will be presented on Wed 3/29/06 by exhibitors at no 
additional charge to ASB participants. This is a new and exciting dimension of 
the Annual ASB Meeting. Topics range from the non-formaldehyde preservative 
used in dissection to the latest electron microscopy instruments. Plan to attend 
this year’s event a day early and learn about the latest tips from the experts. 

Social Events 

Wednesday night mixer will be in the exhibitor area of the Tennessee Ball room 
immediately following the Plenary Session. Background music will be provided by 
a local bluegrass group, the “Woodpickers”. Heavy Hors d’oeuvers and cash bar 
will be available. 

Thursday night social; Beer and Bandana Bash at Mills Auditorium. Food will 
be picnic style with hamburgers and hot dogs; beer will be furnished by Smoky 
Mt. Brewery (microbrew). The “Kings”, a popular group from Virginia, will 
entertain us with their large repertoire which allows them the freedom to play 
whatever we would like to hear and dance to. 

Friday night Awards Banquet; Tennessee Ballroom; the menu for the banquet 
will be Chicken en Croute (Boneless breast of chicken stuffed with mushrooms, 
backed and served with a mushroom demi-glace); chef’s choice of vegetables, 
spinach-orange salad, assorted desserts, and chocolate fountain with 
strawberries, pineapple, pound cake and sugar cookies. Vegetarian meals will be 
available upon request. Following dinner award presentations will be made and 
Past President, Claudia Jolls, will present the banquet address. (A reminder; 
those competing for awards must be present at the banquet in order to receive 
the award). 

Registration Information 

Online attendee registration will be available by 15 November 2005. Please visit 
our web site; www.asb.appstate.edu/ to pre-register online for the meeting. You 
may also print a hard copy and mail it with your check to the listed address on 
the registration form. 

Hotel Information 

ASB has secured the following hotels at a discounted rate for exhibitors and 
attendees. Please remember to ask for the special ASB discounted rate when 
making reservations. The following hotels are providing additional services to 
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accommodate ASB. Please make your reservations soon. The Glenstone Lodge 
with the Gazebo Inn is our Headquarters Hotel has been secured for Exhibitors 
and Regular Members. The Microtel Inn is directly across the street from the 
entrance to the Gatlinburg Convention Center and has been designated for 
student housing. Please make your reservations as soon as possible. Please 
visit their web sites for directions to their property. THE LAST DAY TO 
RESERVE A ROOM AT THE DISCOUNTED RATE IS 2/01/06. 

Headquarters Hotel 

Exhibitors & Regular Members 

Glenstone Lodge & Gazebo Inn 
504 Historic Nature Trail 
Gatlinburg, TN 37738 
800-362-9522 
www.qlenestonelodqe.com 

Rates: 
Single: $75.00 Double: $75.00 
Triple: $75.00 Quad: $75.00 

Student Housing 

Microtel Inn 
211 Historic Nature Trail 
Gatlinburg, TN 37738 
865-436-0107 
www.microtelinn.com 

Rates: 
Single: $59.95 Double: $69.95 
Triple: $69.95 Quad: $69.95 

Overflow Hotel 

The Holiday Inn Sunspree 
520 Historic Nature Trail 
Gatlinburg, TN 37738 
865-436-9201 
www.ichotelsqrouD.com 

Rates: 
Single: $75.99 Double: $75.99 
Triple: $75.99 Quad: $75.99 
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LOCAL COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS 
FOR THE 67*^ ANNUAL MEETING 

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 

MEETING SITE: GATLINBURG, TENNESSEE 

Local Arrangements Co-Chairs: Patricia B. Cox 
pbcox@tva.gov 

865-632-3609 

Randall Small 
rsmall@utk.edu 

865-974-3065 

Program Committee: Jake Weltzin 
jweltzin@utk.edu 

865-974-3065 

Karen Hughes 
khughes@utk.edu 

865-974-3065 

Joseph H. Williams 
joewill@utk.edu 

865-974-3065 

Commercial Exhibits: Scott Jewell 
a2zconvention@yahoo.com 

336-421-0034 

Field Trips: Ken McFarland 
kdmcfarl@utk.edu 

865-974-6841 

Edward Clebsch 
eclebsch@utk.edu 

865-974-6841 

Social Events: Scott Jewell 
Patricia B. Cox 
Randall Small 

Transportation/Parking/ 
Tourism: 

Scott Jewell 336-421-0034 

Workshops: Scott Jewell 

On-Site Registration: James Caponetti 
jcaponet@utk.edu 

865-974-6841 

Tri-Beta: Edgar Lickey 
elickey@utk.edu 

865-974-3065 
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Affiliate Societies Meeting with ASB 
IN March-April 2006 

Host: The University of Tennessee, Knoxville 

The following affiliate societies, except the SE Division of ASIH and the 
Southeastern Fishes Council, will be in attendance at the 2006 Annual 
Meeting. We anticipate an excellent diversity of paper and poster presentations. 
The societies and their contacts are listed below. 

American Society of Ichthyologists 
and Herpetologists 
Southeastern Division 
Dr. Gregory L. Fulling 
Senior Fisheries Biologist/ 
Geo-Marine, Inc. 
550 East 15*^ Street 
Plano, TX 75074 
(972) 423-5480; Fax: (972) 422-2736 
e-mail; gfulling@geo-marine.com 

Beta Beta Beta 
Southeastern District I 
Dr. Virginia Martin 
Queens College of Charlotte 
1900 Selwyn Avenue 
Charlotte, NC 28274 
(704) 337-2261 
e-mail: martinv@rex.queens.edu 

Beta Beta Beta 
Southeastern District II 
Dr. Donald H. Roush 
Dept, of Biology, Box 5181 
University of North Alabama 
Florence, AL 35632-0001 
(256) 765-4435 
e-mail: droush@unanova.una.edu 

Botanical Society of America 
Southeastern Division 
Dr. Lytton John Musselman 
Mary Payne Hogan Professor of 
Botany and Chair 
Department of Biological Sciences 
110 Mills Godwin Building/45th St 
Old Dominion University 
Norfolk, VA 23529-0266 
(757) 683 3595; Fax: (757) 683 5283 

e-mail: lmusselm@odu.edu 
http://web.odu.edu/lmusselman 

Ecological Society of America 
Southeastern Chapter 
Dr. James O. Luken 
Dept, of Biology, P.O. Box 261954 
Coastal Carolina University 
Conway, SC 29528-6054 
(843) 349-2235; Fax: (843) 349-2201 
e-mail: JoLuken@coastal.edu 

Society of Herbarium Curators 
Dr. Michael Woods 
Dept, of Biol. & Environ. Sciences 
Troy University, Troy, AL 36082 
(334) 670-3403; Fax: (334) 670-3662 
e-mail; mwoods@troy.edu 
http://www.newberrynet.com/sabs/shc 
/index.htm 

Society of Wetland Scientists 
South Atlantic Chapter 
Dr. Steven J. Miller 
St Johns River Water Management 
District, P.O. Box 1429 
Palatka, FL 32178 
(386) 329-4387; Fax: (386) 329-4329 
e-mail: sjmiller@sjrwmd.com 

Southeastern Fishes Council 
Dr. Noel M. Burkhead 
USGS/FISC Geological Survey 
Center for Aquatic Resource Studies 
7920 NW 71"' Street 
Gainesville,FL 32653 
(352) 378-8181; Fax: (352) 378-4956 
e-mail: noel_burkhead@usga.gov 
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Southeastern Microscopy Society 
Dr. Judy King, President, SEMS 
Department of Pathology 
University of South Alabama 
2451 Fillingim Street 
Mobile, AL 36617-2293 
(251)471-7779; Fax: (251)470-5817 
e-mail: jking@usouthal.edu 

Southeastern Society of 
Parasitologists 
Dr. Charles Faulkner 
Dept, of Comparative Medicine 
College of Veterinary Medicine 

University of Tennessee 
2407 River Drive 
Knoxville, TN 37996-4543 
(865) 974-5718; Fax: (865) 974-6232 
e-mail: ctfaulkner@utk.edu 

Southern Appalachian Botanical 
Society 
Dr. Michael E. Held 
Dept, of Biology, Saint Peter's College 
Jersey City, NJ 07306 
(201) 915-9189; Fax: (201) 915-9191 
e-mail: MHSavanna@aol.com 

cja 

New ASB Affiliate 

SOUTHEASTERN MICROSCOPY SOCIETY 

http://www.semicroscopy.org 

Organized in 1964, the Southeastern Microscopy Society (SEMS) is a scientific 
organization comprised of professional microscopists working in the life, medical, 
and physical sciences. SEMS is dedicated to the advancement of scientific 
research and discovery through the use of microscopy and its associated 
methodologies. SEMS also promotes microscopic imaging as an integral tool for 
life and physical sciences education at all levels. 

The Ruska Award is SEMS’ annual student research award, it is named after 
Ernst and Helmut Ruska, the former an inventor of the electron microscope, and 
the latter an eminent biologist. Ernst Ruska was awarded the Nobel Prize in 
1986 for his work. We encourage students to present and compete for the award. 
Students must have a sponsor who is a member of SEMS. 

SEMS holds an annual scientific meeting in the southeastern region of the United 
States each spring. Scientific presentations and the business of the organization 
are conducted at this meeting. We plan on having our annual meeting with ASB 
in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, March 29-April 1,2006. 

Judy King, M.D., Ph.D. 
President, SEMS 
Department of Pathology 
University of South Alabama 
2451 Fillingim Street 
Mobile, Alabama 36617-2293 
Phone (251) 471-7779; Fax (251) 470-5817 

Email jking(§usouthal.edu ej 
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SOUTHEASTERN MICROSCOPY SOCIETY 
AWARDS 

Ruska Award - The purpose of the Ruska Award is to recognize and reward 
student excellence in research in which microscopy is used as a research tool in 
biological and/or physical sciences. The Ruska Award is given to the best 
student presentation at the annual meeting. Ruska participants are required to 
send a written abstract with illustrations prior to the annual meeting and give an 
oral presentation at the meeting. 

Distinguished Scientist Award - The Distinguished Scientist Award is given to 
members of long standing who exemplify personal and intellectual integrity, 
perennial scholarship, contributions to the field of microscopy, excellence in 
teaching and service to the society above and beyond the call of duty. The award 
is not given on a regular basis, but only at such times as individuals are identified 
by nomination. 

Distinguished Corporate Member Award - The purpose of the Distinguished 
Corporate Member Award is to recognize and show appreciation to corporate 
members of long standing. The award is not given on a regular basis, but only at 
such times that corporate members are nominated. 

Roth-Michaels Teaching Award - The purpose of the Roth-Michaels Teaching 
Award is to honor the contributions and commitment of two of our members. Dr. 
Ivan Roth and Dr. Gene Michaels, to microscopy education. Candidates for the 
Roth-Michaels award should have exemplified excellence in the teaching of 
microscopy at the primary and/or secondary levels of educations. The award will 
be given only at such times as individuals are identified by nomination. 

Jerry Paulin Lectureship Award - The purpose of the Jerry Paulin Lectureship 
Award is to provide funding for an outstanding lecturer in any area of microscopy 
to attend and present a one-hour presentation at the annual meeting. These 
presentations should be held only when a candidate has been identified and 
funding is available to support a candidate. 

For more information about SEMS awards please check the website at 
http://www.semicroscopy.org.C55 
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Special Reminders from the Print Editor 

ASB Banquet Attendance 

Please keep in mind that recipients of ASB awards must be 
present at the annual ASB banquet to receive the award. 
Therefore, all applicants for ASB awards must attend the 
banquet to insure the presence of the winners. 

Extra Abstract Submission 

Besides sending abstracts of papers and posters to the 
Program Committee by November 18, 2005, anyone wishing to 
be considered for an award must send an abstract to the 
respective award committee chairperson in order to be 
considered. Checking the box on the registration form for the 
award is not enough. An abstract must be sent to the 
chairperson by January 7, 2006. 

Instructions for Submitting Oral Presentations 

All oral presentations will be done using Microsoft PowerPoint 
only. Presenters should bring a backup copy as well as a 
backup consisting of overheads. 

Final Submission of CD 

We are requesting that final presentations be submitted on CD 
to the program committee by March 24, 2006. The first author’s 
name and truncated title should be written on the upper 
surface of the CD using an indelible marker. 

Submit the CD by the March 24th deadline to: ATTN: ASB 2006 
Annual Meeting, c/o Dr. Joseph H. Williams, Department of 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, TN 37996-1610. 
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Symposia at Annual Meeting 

1. Herbarium Informatics: Community Standards and Research Questions. 

The herbaria in this country are a repository of a tremendous amount of 
information. Individual institutional databasing efforts, standardization of methods 
(Specify, Index Kentuckienesis, Darwin Core), and development of a web-based 
infrastructure (Global Biological Information Facility [GBIF] and National 
Biological Information Infrastructure [NBII]) have set the stage for making this 
information widely available to the growing cyberinfrastructure. Most efforts to 
database herbarium collections have focused on the larger collections, since they 
tend to have greater resources. However, the ultimate research power of the 
available information in collections can be realized when both small and large 
collections are databased together in regions, such as the Southeast, that have 
experienced extensive collecting efforts over the past 100-150 years. 

The Society of Herbarium Curators is currently developing the SouthEast 
Regional Network of Expertise and Collections (SERNEC). SERNEC will 1) 
network the 150 herbaria in 15 states in southeastern North America, 2) develop 
a strategy for advancing each state’s ongoing databasing effort, and 3) publish 
online botanical resources that will be available to scientists, land managers, 
state and federal agencies, educators, and the general public. These data will 
provide a greater understanding of one of the most botanically diverse regions of 
the earth and will lead to better botanical research, better management planning, 
and a more well-informed public. By developing a database across the region, 
using large and small collections to provide more complete coverage, we will 
develop a powerful research tool. By developing this database through long-term 
focus on 1) community standards, 2) sharing of expertise, and 3) improvement of 
information content per specimen, we can provide a research tool to address 
ecological, systematic, evolutionary, and biogeographical questions. SERNEC 
will develop a research tool that can provide sufficient detail across the 
landscape at a scale to ask questions that are currently facing the scientific 
community and society. 

The goal of SERNEC is to provide a platform to 1) acquire funds to make 
regional collections available in digital form to the scientific community and 
general users, 2) coordinate research activities to help address the impact of 
humans on the biota and how that impact can be ameliorated, 3) coordinate 
teaching and learning activities to train new botanists, to help K-12 teachers 
develop new and richer curricula, and to spur greater botanical awareness 
among the general public, and especially among young people. Planned 
activities to promote participation include five annual regional 
symposia/workshops to be held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the 
Association of Southeastern Biologists (ASB), the Southern Appalachian 
Botanical Society (SABS) and The Society of Herbarium Curators (SHC) and 
state level symposia/workshops in years two and three of the project. An 
electronic discussion list is already in place to coordinate activities of the network 
participants. An SHC/SERNEC website is currently online (http://www. 
newberrynet.com/sabs/shc/). 
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Our first symposium will be held at the March 29-April 1, 2006, ASB meeting 
in Gatlinburg, Tennessee: 

Herbarium Informatics: Community Standards and Research Questions. 
SERNEC will develop a set of community standards for data collection. These 
will be based on the Darwin Core. The development of community standards will 
facilitate research and provide greater access to the collections. This meeting will 
also address research questions, with a focus both at the regional and the state 
level. 

Speakers (tentative): 

1. Zack Murrell 

2. Robert Peet 

3. Alan Weakley 

4. Steve Ginzbarg 

5. Chris Hodge 

Summary of SERNEC and Community Standards 

Concept Based taxonomy 

Application of Concept based taxonomy 

Community Standards and the Darwin Core 

Databasing and community standards 

6. SAIN representative Community Standards and GBIF 

7. Rich Rabeler SPNHC - Society for the Preservation of Natural History 
Collections 

We will conduct a two hour workshop/discussion following the presentations. 
The development of community standards is a long term issue. We will construct 
a web site to facilitate discussion on this issue that will be available before and 
after the ASB/SABS/SHC 2006 meeting. 

For additional information or to join the network, contact Zack Murrell 
(murrellze@appstate.edu). 

2. Symposium: All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory: A Search for Species in Our 
Own “Backyard” Part 1. 

ATBI: What it is...There has been much written about the accelerating crisis in 
protecting global biodiversity. This is not just a tropical issue, but also in the U.S. 
But how are we to make critical decisions about protection, when we do not even 
know what species exist, or what their relative abundance and distribution are? 
An All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory (ATBI) is a concentrated effort to determine all 
species within a given area within a short time frame. The ATBI at Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park was conceived in late 1997, in part as a proto-type for 
other reserves. 

The All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory (ATBI), a project of Discover Life in 
America (DLIA), seeks to inventory the estimated 100,000 species of living 
organisms in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. The project will develop 
checklists, reports, maps, databases, and natural history profiles that describe 
the biology of this rich landscape to a wide audience. The species level of 
biological diversity is central to the ATBI, but the project is developed within an 
ecological and conservation context and encourages understanding at other 
levels of organization, including genetic variation within species and ecosystem 
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descriptions. As of September 17, 2005, ATBI has identified 569 species new to 
science and 3,358 species previously not known to inhabit the Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park. 

This symposium will be a compilation of some of the research that has taken 
place in the GSMNP since the conception of the ATBI eight years ago. 

Morning Session; 

Presiding: Patricia Cox and Ed Lickey 

9:00 LANGDON, KEITH AND BECKY NICHOLS. Great Smoky Mt. National 
Park—History and Introduction of ATBI. 

9:15: O’CONNELL, SEAN. Western Carolina University—A survey of 
microbes found in the gut of the reintroduced Elk into the GSMNP. 

9:30 LICKEY, ED, KAREN HUGHES, AND RON PETERSEN. University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville—Distribution of Fungi in the Great Smoky Mt. 
National Park. 

9:45 KELLER, HAROLD. Southwest Missouri University—Tree Canopy biotia 
in the Great Smoky Mountain National Park. 

10:00 LOWE, REX, AND JEFF JOHANSEN. Bowling Green University and 
John Carroll University—A survey of algae in the GSMNP. 

10:15 COX, PATRICIA AND RICHARD SCHULZ. Tennessee Valley Authority 
and GSMNP—Pteridophyte distribution in the GSMNP. 

10:30 Break 

10:45 WETZEL, MARK AND PEGGY MORGAN. Illinois Natural History 
Museum—The Aquatic Oligochaeta and other annelids in the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park. 

11:00 BERNARD, ERNEST. University of Tennessee, Knoxville—Springtails 
(Collembola). 

11:15 MORSE, JOHN AND CHUCK PARKER. Clemson University and 
USGS—Aquatic insect fauna of GSMNP. 

11:30 PARKER, CHUCK AND JOHN MORSE. USGS and Clemson 
University— Aquatic insect fauna of GSMNP (Part 2). 

11:45 CARLTON, CHRIS. Louisiana State University—Beetle (Coleoptera) 
diversity in the Smokies. 

Afternoon Session 

Presiding: Patricia Cox and Ed Lickey 

1:30 SCHOLTENS, BRIAN AND DAVID WAGNER. University of Charleston 
and University of Connecticut—Lepidopteran Fauna of the GSMNP. 
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1:45 SANDERS, NATHAN\R0BERT DUNN^ JEAN-PHILIPPE LESSARD\ 
MELISSA GERAGHTY\ University of Tennessee, Knoxville^ and North 
Carolina State Univeristy^—Ant Communities through time and space in 
the GSMNP. 

2:00 MAYOR, ADRIEAN. GSMNP—Native bees (Hymenoptera: Apoidea) of 
the GSMNP. 

2:15 LANGDON, KEITH. GSMNP—Dragon and Damsel Flies of the Smokies. 

2:30 CLEBSCH, EDWARD and JAMES COKENDOLPHER. University of 
Tennessee and Lubbock, TX—"Pseudoscorpions of the Smokies--a 
preliminary report" 

2:45 WATTERS, G. THOMAS. Ohio State University—Mollusca found in the 
GSMNP 

3:00- 
3:15 BREAK 

3:15 PETERSEN MATTHEW J., AND JESSICA D. DAVIS. Iowa State 
University—Influence of Abiotic Factors on a Southern Appalachian 
Crane fly (Diptera; Tipulomorpha). 

3:30 NELSON, DIANE AND PAUL BARTLES. East Tennessee State 
University and Warren Wilson College—New species of Tardigrades 
found in the GSMNP. 

3:45 CASH, BEN. Maryville College—Survey of the Reptiles in the Smokies. 

4:00 SIMONS, TED. North Carolina State University— Breeding bird 
inventories in Great Smoky Mountains National Park - links to research 
and monitoring. 

4:15 POVORIN, ED. Clemson University—Small mammal surveys in the 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 

4:30 STEPHENSON, STEVE. University of Arkansas—Slime mold survey of 
the GSMNP. 

4:45 Closing remarks by PETER WHITE, Chairman of the Board of DLIA 
followed by a Discussion. 
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ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEASTERN BIOLOGISTS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
WEDNESDAY, 13 APRIL 2005 

HOLIDAY INN SHOALS 
SHEFFIELD, ALABAMA 

ATTENDANCE; 24 individuals attended the meeting. 

NAME_ 
Dwayne Wise 
Andy Ash 
Claudia Jolls 
Joe Pollard 
Tom Wentworth 

Terry Richardson 
Tim Atkinson 
Debbie Moore 

Jerry Ritchie 

Scott Franklin 

Jim Caponetti 
John Herr 
Leon Jernigan 
Scott Jewell 
Ed Mills 
Neil Billington 
Stephen Landers 
Michael Woods 
Patricia Cox 
Randy Small 
Bonnie Kelley 
John Aliff 
Lytton Musselman 
Ray Williams 

CAPACITY_ 
President-Elect 
Past President 
President 
Vice-President 
Executive Committee 
Member-at-Large 

Secretary 
Treasurer 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Print Editor 
Archivist 
News Editor 
Meetings Coordinator 
Committee Representative 
Local Arrangements 2005 
Local Arrangements 2005 
Local Arrangements 2005 
Local Arrangements 2006 
Local Arrangements 2006 
AAAS Representative 
Committee Representative 
Committee Representative 
Committee Representative 

EMAIL ADDRESS_ 
daw1 @ra.msstate.edu 
andy.ash@uncp.edu 
jollsc@mail.ecu.edu 
joe.pollard@furman.edu 

tom_wentworth@ncsu.edu 
tdrichardson@una.edu 
tim.atkinson@carolina.com 

dsmoore@troy.edu 

jritchie@hydrolab.arsusda.gov 

sfrankli@memphis.edu 
jcaponet@utk.edu 
herr@biol.sc.edu 
leon.jernigan@uncp.edu 
a2zconvention@yahoo.com 
emills@wingate.edu 
askdrb@troy.edu 
slanders@troy.edu 
mwoods@troy.edu 
pbcox@tva.gov 
rsmall@utk.edu 
bonnie.kelley@uncp.edu 
jaliff@gpc.edu 
lmusselm@odu.edu 
willmsrs@appstate.edu 

President Claudia Jolls called the meeting to order at 1:07 P.M. 

President’s Opening Remarks—Claudia made some opening remarks and 
welcomed all attending. She reminded all to keep their reports under 5 minutes. 
She asked for tellers for the Friday Business Meeting. She reminded award 
presenters to get award winners and award winners’ contact information to Jim 
Caponetti to include in the September issue of SEB. 
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OFFICER AND COMMITTEE REPORTS 

President’s Report—Claudia Jolls presented a brief report. Claudia mentioned 
she had created an electronic version of the ASB letterhead and distributed it to 
the EC. She focused on communication with affiliates, current and new patron 
members, and communicated with potential new affiliates. Primarily she opened 
communication with the Southeastern Chapter of the American Society of Plant 
Biologists, formally the American Society of Plant Physiologists. Additionally she 
focused on the performance of ASB committees. She distributed and had posted 
on the web the ASB position statement on the teaching of evolution in the 
classroom. She disseminated election results to the EC and also requested that 
information be transferred from Local Arrangements Committees to subsequent 
Local Arrangements Committees and to the Meetings Coordinator. Additional 
routine responsibilities were also covered. 

Secretary’s Report—Terry Richardson presented a brief report. All previous 
minutes were prepared and distributed to EC members. The September Interim 
EC Meeting minutes were likewise prepared and Terry called for the Chair to ask 
for a motion to approve the minutes. 

Motion 1: Motion was made to approve the minutes of the September 11, 
2004, Interim EC Meeting. 

Motion 1 was seconded. 

Motion 1 passed. 

All official electronic versions of the Constitution and of the Bylaws have been 
updated. Terry also mentioned that he had been working on ASB Handbook 
revisions and pointed out that these revisions must be approved before it can be 
placed on the web. He noted the current version of the Handbook on the web is 
the latest approved version, but may not be the most up-to-date version. All 
symposia approval or disapproval information was distributed to the various 
submitters. He said that all certificates of appreciation had been prepared as had 
the ballets for the election of officers. All AAAS information had been updated 
according AAAS requirements. He mentioned that he will be gathering materials 
and written committee reports to John Herr for archiving. 

Web Editor’s Report—Terry Richardson gave a brief report. The new web page 
version demonstrated at the previous annual meeting is still not yet complete or 
operable. He mentioned that the web site has been edited and updated as 
material has arrived and requested that individuals send all necessary material, 
links, etc., they wish to see on the web site. He said the Gatlinburg and 2006 
meeting information will soon be posted as it is received. 

Local Arrangement Committee 2005, Florence—Terry Richardson gave a brief 
report. He said that as of April 1,2005, there were 496 pre-registered participants 
with an additional 20% late registrants expected. He said the fieldtrips were not 
well received even though the number of trips was reduced to three. The panel 
discussion had 18 registrants although we were hoping for more. An increase is 
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expected. Terry said that about 200 participants were registered for the Pre¬ 
plenary Welcome Social and 196 were planning to attend the Post-plenary 
Social. He said 300-350 had purchased tickets for the Thursday Social and 226 
tickets had been sold for the Friday Banquet. Additional numbers for breakfasts 
and luncheons were presented. Terry said the “on-site” box lunches had gone 
over well with about 100 sold for Thursday and another 90 or so sold for Friday. 
Transportation to and from various hotels and the events were discussed. 

Past President’s and Resolution Committee Reports—Andy Ash gave a 
report. Andy had two resolutions to present; a Resolution of Appreciation to UNA 
and an ASB position statement concerning the Endangered Species Act. The 
Resolution of Appreciation to UNA was read and approved. 

Motion 2: It was moved from the Resolutions Committee that the 
Resolution of Appreciation to UNA be presented to the 
membership for vote at the Friday ASB Business Meeting. 

Motion 2 coming from committee needed no second. 

The Motion passed. 

Action Item 1: Jim Caponetti asked Andy to send him a copy of the 
resolution for the September issue of SEB. 

Andy next addressed the issue of position statements sent to the Resolutions 
Committee. He indicated that the Resolutions Committee deals with resolutions, 
not position statements. This issue arose because Andy received a position 
statement concerning the Endangered Species Act from the Conservation 
Committee. He suggested that position statements be submitted directly to the 
EC for consideration. Discussion followed. Andy then read a resolution endorsing 
or adopting the position statement from the Conservation Committee concerning 
the Endangered Species Act. Considerable discussion followed. 

Motion 3: It was moved from the Resolutions Committee that the resolution 
adopting the position statement from the Conservation 
Committee concerning the Endangered Species Act be 
presented to the membership for vote at the Friday ASB 
Business Meeting. 

Motion 3 coming from committee needed no second. 

Motion 3 passed with one opposed. 

Action Item 2: Claudia charged the incoming Past President, who will chair 
the Resolutions Committee, to clarify the issues of position 
statements and how resolutions are to be presented to the 
Resolutions Committee. 

President-Elect’s Report—Dwayne Wise gave his report. Dwayne said he 
found a plenary speaker for the 2005 meeting and had taken care of all items 
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related to the plenary speaker. He also mentioned that he had extended 
invitations to committee chairs and affiliate representatives to attend the 
Saturday EC meeting. Dwayne talked to two different societies about affiliating 
with ASB. He said the Southeastern Microscopy Society is ready to affiliate with 
ASB. They will bring about 100 attendees and 10 exhibitors to the annual 
meeting. Some discussion followed. He had also been in contact with the South 
Central Branch of the American Society of Microbiology. Dwayne said their 
president will bring this before their EC. Dwayne prepared an agenda and 
consulted with Claudia about issues for the Saturday’s EC meeting. 

Vice-President’s Report—Joe Pollard had no news to report. He passed around 
a sign-up sheet for ASB booth volunteers for the meeting. 

Membership Officer’s Report—Tim Atkinson gave the report for Debbie 
Atkinson. He said there were 6 deceased members: Edward Crawford; James E. 
Deck; Wilbur Duncan; Robert L. Humphries; Charles S. Shoup; Eric Fontelle 
Thompson. Four members have requested emeritus status with ASB: Loren 
Anderson; Sisir K. Dutta; Lafayette Frederick; E. Douglas Waits. Membership 
currently stands at 1303 with strong growth over this past year. 

Treasurer’s Report—Tim Atkinson reported. Tim first addressed the Enrichment 
Fund. He said there was a beginning balance of $38,793.00 and an ending 
balance of $40,923.00. From the Enrichment fund, $500.00 will be presented to 
Mrs. Mandy Tinsley of Etowah High School, recipient of the NABS Alabama 
Outstanding Biology Teacher award for 2004. She will be recognized at the 
Annual ASB Awards Banquet Friday night. 

Tim next turned to the budgets. All budgets were presented as written reports for 
the perusal of the EC. Tim pointed out that we over spent in several areas and 
gave two reasons for this over expenditure: (1) bills from Howard University for 
the 2003 annual meeting; and (2) payouts to LACs for pre-meeting expenses. He 
suggested that dues should be raised and will address this at the Saturday 
meeting. 

Motion 4: It was moved that the Treasurer’s Report be accepted. 

Motion 4 was seconded. 

Motion 4 passed. 

Tim then presented, in written form, the 2005 proposed budget. Two issues 
needed consideration in conjunction with planning the 2006 budget: (1) the 
contract with Meeting Coordinator, Scott Jewell; and (2) Printing costs. The 
contract issue with Scott Jewell will be dealt with at Saturday’s EC meeting. 
Some discussion ensued related to the printing costs. 

Motion 5: It was moved that the proposed budget be amended to reflect an 
increase in the printing costs line item to $18,000.00. 

Motion 5 was seconded. 
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Motion 5 was approved. 

Next, Joe Pollard addressed the issue of the Gatlinburg meeting revenue for the 
2006 annual meeting. 

Motion 6: It was moved that the proposed budget be amended to reflect a 
change in the 2006 Gatlinburg annual meeting revenue line item 
by $5,000.00 from $12,500.00 to $17,500.00. 

Motion 6 was seconded. 

Motion 6 was approved. 

Motion 7: It was moved that the 2006 proposed budget be approved. 

Motion 7 was seconded. 

Motion 7 passed. 

Print Editor’s Report—Jim Caponetti gave a report. Jim indicated that ASB’s 
relationship with Allen Press was sound and good. He pointed out they were up 
to date with respect to SEB. He and Don Roush developed standards for 
electronic submissions to the journal and to the LACs. Jim also reported on the 
Southeastern Naturalist, indicating the journal is doing well with manuscript 
submissions and subscriptions steadily increasing. He also pointed out with 
submissions increasing there may need to be an increase in the number of 
pages per issue. Jim informed the EC that the SEN could now handle 
monographs on a print-on-demand basis. 

Archivist’s Report—John Herr reported to the EC. The Archives are up-to-date 
and he will be taking a lot of archiving material to Athens, Georgia on May 3'^^, 
2005. He has revised the 1 and 5 year submission dates. 

Break—2:48 PM 

Reconvened—3:00 PM 

Graduate Student Support Awards—Neil Billington reported. He indicated 
there were 13 graduate student applications for support and all 13 requests were 
met. 

Tri Beta Report—Don Roush reported for Tri Beta. He said all 2005 meeting 
arrangements were in good shape and that Tri Beta was ready to go. Jim 
Caponetti requested rather quick notification of the 2005 Tri Beta award winners 
for publication in SEB. 

Meritorious Teaching Award—Bonnie Kelley gave a report. She reported there 
was a winner this year from among one updated previous nomination and 3 new 
nominations. 
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ASB Senior Research Award Committee Report—Ray Williams provided a 
report. He indicated there was only one submission this year, but the Committee 
voted 3 Yes, 0 No that the manuscript was indeed worthy of receiving the award. 
Ray also mentioned that we need ways to increase submissions. Several 
avenues for exploration were presented and Ray indicated the Committee would 
be meeting to brainstorm for more ideas. 

Poster Awards Committee—Joe Pollard gave a report for committee chair, 
Dennis Haney. Joe indicated that an award had been given in 2004. He also said 
the Committee had updated the judging worksheet and poster award description. 
Additional changes will be proposed at the Saturday EC meeting. 

Student Research Awards Committee—Claudia Jolls gave the report for the 
Committee chair. She indicated there were 3 applicants and all were indeed 
current members of ASB. She pointed out that the Committee did indeed select a 
winner for the ASB Student Research Award and the Brooks/Cole Student 
Research Award in Aquatic Biology. 

ASB Research Award in Microbiology Committee—Ken Shull gave a report. 
Ken mentioned that there were no applicants this year for the award. As a result, 
the Committee agreed to give the award to the best poster or presentation at the 
meeting. 

Botanical Society of America—Lytton Musselman reported. Lytton mentioned 
the Outstanding Student presentation in Botany. He said Joe Winstead will 
present the award and it will be used for travel to the ESA meeting. 

Committee on Women, Minorities and Persons with Disabilities—Bonnie 
Kelley reported indicating 18 people had enrolled for the roundtable luncheon 
discussion. She said the Committee was hoping to come forth with a list of 
suggestions from the discussion to help increase minority participation in ASB. 

Conservation Committee—Ed Mills reported to the EC. He said there was an 
effort to “re-energize” the Committee above its past level. He indicated the 
Committee presented a position statement to the Resolutions Committee 
concerning the ESA. Ed also pointed out that he had created the requisite 
portfolio to pass from outgoing chair to incoming chair. 

Education Committee—John Aliff reported. John indicated that the Committee 
arranged for funding for a symposium on evolution vs. intelligent design and that 
the symposium will be held at this annual meeting. 

Local Arrangements Committee 2006, Gatlinburg—Pat and Randy gave an 
oral synopsis and provided a detailed written report. They mentioned that 
Program, Fieldtrip and LAC chairs were in place. They pointed out that the newly 
renovated Convention Center would be the meeting site and that appropriate 
hotels had been lined up. There will be a Wednesday night mixer with a 
bluegrass band. They indicated that the Thursday night social has yet to be 
finalized, but outside there will be tents and inside will be music and dancing. 
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They said that Katy Evans of the Gatlinburg Convention Center will have a booth 
at this annual meeting. 

Local Arrangements Committee 2007, Columbia—John Herr gave an update 
on the status of the 2007 meeting arrangements. The new convention center will 
be used as the meeting site. John said he had the LAC formed and ready to go 
along with a tentative schedule of events. The Thursday Night Social will be held 
at the Strom Thurman Wellness Center a half mile from the convention center. 
The convention center hotel will be the host hotel and there are several other 
hotels nearby. 

Place of Meeting Committee—Ken Shull gave a brief report indicating that the 
College of Charleston, Charleston South Carolina is being considered for 2009 
and that Furman was set for April 16-19, 2008. 

Nominating Committee—Ken Shull reported. A slate of nominees was formed 
and published in SEB. 

Patron and Exhibitors Committee—Rebecca Cook gave the report. She 
mentioned the Committee had discussions regarding the patron members’ dues 
structure and benefits. One item mentioned was the possibility of an “Institutional 
Patron”. Another idea was the possibility of a tiered patronage system with varied 
dues for varied services from ASB. Finally, it was discussed that there be 
conditions placed on becoming a patron (details are in the written report). This 
discussion and specifics were to continue at the Saturday EC meeting. 

Action Item 3: The issue of patrons and exhibitors will be addressed at the 
Saturday EC meeting. 

Meeting Coordinator Report—Scott Jewell reported to the EC. Scott pointed 
out that he had been working on several meetings while actually being 
contracted and paid only for his efforts towards exhibitors at the 2005 meeting. 
He has accumulated a 440 potential exhibitor data base, worked on floor plans 
and securing contracts from hotels, and put together an exhibitor’s service “kit”. 
He also mentioned that having an ASB home base would help him aggressively 
negotiate better rates because of repeated meetings at a single site. 

Publications Committee—Tom Wentworth gave a brief report. He mentioned 
that the Committee interacted with the various Association editors and all seems 
to be going well. 

AAAS Representative Report—Bonnie Kelley reported that the AAAS affiliates 
meeting dealt with the current and ongoing attacks on evolution and how AAAS 
can help with efforts to combat these attacks. 

AIBS Representative Report—Claudia Jolls reported. The Annual AIBS 
meeting was replaced by 3, one-day symposia. AIBS is engaged in several 
ongoing projects and the dues structure will change next year. Claudia indicated 
details of these topics are in the written report. 
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ASIH Representative Report—Claudia reported. Southeastern Fishes Council 
was meeting with ASIH-SD whose meeting is held with the parent society, which 
is meeting the southeast in 2005 and 2006. SFC should return to meet with ASB 
in 2008. 

SWS Representative Report—Claudia provided an update indicating that SWS 
needs nominees for chair of the chapter. 

SHC Representative Report—John Herr reported. He said that the Society had 
adopted a constitution and by laws, and dues structure was established and that 
the formal date of establishment of SHC was July 4, 2004. 

SSP Representative Report—Claudia reported that SSP will return to meet 
again with ASB in Gatlinburg in 2006. They have requested that registration fees 
for the symposia speakers be waived and want a “cafeteria-style” fee schedule. 

OLD BUSINESS 

It was mentioned that there was a need for an American Collections Society 
representative. We are currently trying to clarify the relationship between ASB 
and ACS. 

The need to develop guidelines for symposia submission was discussed. Ken 
Shull said he thought there were guidelines for symposia and he would try to find 
them. 

Action Item 4: Ken Shull needs to find the guidelines for symposia if they 
indeed exist. 

John Herr proposed a site visit for May 13, 2005, to Columbia, SC, to see the 
meeting venue for 2007. John and Scott Jewell will be meeting on the 15'^. A 
lengthy discussion on site visits ensued. It was determined the issue would be 
taken up at Saturday’s EC meeting. 

Action Item 5: The issue of meeting site visits will be addressed at the 
Saturday EC meeting. 

The President-Elect (Kim Marie Tolson), Joe Pollard and Ken Shull will go to 
Columbia on the 13'*^ of May, 2005. 

NEW BUSINESS 

Scott Jewell offered a new contract proposal covering 2006-2010. Scott next 
spent a few minutes going over the details of the new contract. Much discussion 
regarding particulars of the new contract ensued. Claudia indicated that the 
proposed contract would be taken under consideration and a decision made 
before the end of the present contract. 

Motion 8: It was moved that the President set up a committee to look into 
the contract issue. 
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Motion 8 was seconded. 

Motion 8 passed. 

Action Item 6: Claudia or Dwayne (President-Elect) will set up a committee 
to look into the contract. 

Tim Atkinson asked that a dues increase and a new award be placed on the 
Saturday morning EC meeting agenda. 

Action Item 7: Dwayne will place the topics of increased dues and a new 
award on Saturday’s meeting agenda. 

John Aliff requested $200.00 to support symposium attendees’ travel. 

Motion 9: It was moved that $200.00 be provided for symposia attendees’ 
travel. 

Motion 9 was seconded. 

Motion 9 passed. 

Adjournment—5:23 PM 

Respectfully Submitted, 
Terry D. Richardson, Secretary 

C5S 

Mills Auditorium of the Gatlinburg, Tennessee, Convention Center. 
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Association of Southeastern Biologists 

Executive Committee Meeting 

Columbia, South Carolina 

10 September 2005 

AIBS Representative Report: 
Following a welcome reception, the AIBS annual meeting keynote address, 

“The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment” was delivered by Cristian Sampler, 
Director, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. This was followed by the AIBS Annual Awards: Distinguished 
Scientist Award to B. Rosemary and Peter Grant (Princeton University), 
Outstanding Service Award to Jay Savage (University of Miami), Education 
Award to Deidre Labat (Department of Biology, Xavier University, New Orleans), 
President’s Citation Award to Kenneth Miller (Brown University), Past-President’s 
Award to Joel Cracraft, and the Media Awards to Tom Meersman (Print), 
Elizabeth Pennisi (Print, honorable mention), and Diane Toomey (Broadcast). 

The morning session on May 8 covered the traditional council reports: 
Membership Status, Public Policy, Education, Diversity/Minority, Future Plans, 
Updates on Neon and NESCent, and member feedback. Council members 
selected one of two lunchtime focus groups to explore, either the “Impact of New 
AIBS Membership Categories” or “Journal Publishing with respect to BioOne’s 
Future Development and Sales.” The afternoon session addressed the major 
theme, “Open Access to Journal Publishing.” A series of short question-answer 
sessions culminated in a moderated panel that addressed “Today’s Challenges 
in Scholarly Communication.” 

The open access meeting on May 9 addressed major issues such as the 
current challenges for scholarly public journal publishing, the role of open access, 
professional societies’ responses, different publishing models, and library 
responses. The session ended with a moderated synthetic panel discussion 
dealing with consensus and future strategies. 

AIBS is currently actively engaged in strategies to curb the inclusion of 
Intelligent Design and Creationism in public school education. 

As a newly elected member of the AIBS Board, I am currently involved with 
the Membership Committee and the Committee on Diversity. One current activity 
of the Membership Committee aims to expand membership by encouraging 
departments to join. The Diversity Program serves as an umbrella for the 
Diversity Scholars Program (that recognizes and promotes the achievement of 
underrepresented minorities in biology), the Diversity Outreach Directory (a 
listing of programmatic support for underrespresented biology students), and the 
Diversity in Biological Sciences (DIBS) coalition that seeks t promote diversity in 
biology research, education, and careers. I will attend the NESCent Working 
Group on Evolution Education in Durham September 23, 2005. 

The 2006 AIBS Annual Meeting, May 23-24, in Washington, D.C., will 
address “Biodiversity: The Interplay of Science, Valuation, and Policy.” The 
annual meeting will be preceded on May 22-23 by an AIBS business meeting for 
the general membership and AIBS Council on member societies and 
organization. AIBS will sponsor a one-day symposium. Evolution and the 
Environment at the 2005 NABT annual meeting, October 7, 2005. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Geraldine W. Twitty, AIBS Representative cs 
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ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEASTERN BIOLOGISTS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
SATURDAY, 16 APRIL 2005 

HOLIDAY INN SHOALS 
SHEFFIELD, ALABAMA 

ATTENDANCE: 23 individuals attended the meeting. 

NAME_ 

Dwayne Wise 
Kim Marie Tolson 
Claudia Jolls 
Tom Wentworth 
Terry Richardson 
Tim Atkinson 
Debbie Moore 

Jerry Ritchie 

Scott Franklin 

Dennis Haney 

Jennifer Davis 

Jim Caponetti 
John Herr 
Leon Jernigan 
Scott Jewell 
Patricia Cox 
Randy Small 
Joe Pollard 
Rebecca Cook 
Victoria Turgeon 
Donald Roush 
Virginia Martin 
Bonnie Kelley 

CAPACITY_ 

President 
President-Elect 
Past President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Executive Committee 

Member-at-Large 
Print Editor 
Archivist 
News Editor 
Meetings Coordinator 
Local Arrangements 2006 
Local Arrangements 2006 
Committee Representative 
Committee Representative 
Committee Representative 
Tri-Beta Representative 
Tri-Beta Representative 
AAAS Representative 

E-MAIL ADDRESS_ 

daw1 @ra.msstate.edu 
tolson@ulm.edu 
jollsc@mail.ecu.edu 
tom_wentworth@ncsu.edu 
tdrichardson@una.edu 
tim.atkinson@carolina.com 

dsmoore@troy.edu 

jritchie@hydrolab.arsusda.gov 

sfrankli@memphis.edu 

dennis.haney@furman.edu 

jdavis@shorter.edu 
jcaponet@utk.edu 
herr@biol.sc.edu 
leon.jernigan@uncp.edu 
a2zconvention@yahoo.com 
pbcox@tva.gov 
rsmall@utk.edu 
joe.pollard@furman.edu 
cook-reb@lambuth.edu 
victoria.turgeon@furman.edu 
dhroush@una.edu 
martinv@rex.queens.edu 
bonnie.kelley@uncp.edu 

President Dwayne Wise called the meeting to order at 8:34 A.M.: 

President’s Opening Remarks—Dwayne proceeded to welcome all and 
thanked everyone for coming. He mentioned that ASB was at a point where a 
number of important decisions needed to be made. Also, introductions were 
made. Dwayne made it clear that the meeting would terminate at 10:30 A.M. 
President Wise then continued by asking affiliate representatives to report. 
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AFFILIATE REPORTS 

Tri-Beta—Don Roush and Virginia Martin were present and reported. Don began 
j by thanking the LAC for their beneficial help. Both indicated Tri Beta continues to 
! grow and that they welcome the interaction with ASB. Virginia mentioned that the 

meeting went well with 34 chapters present, 59 presentations and 91 in 
: attendance. Don mentioned that the Tri-Beta fieldtrip to Huntsville Space and 
j Rocket Center was a big success with 46 attending. 
I 

' Society of Herbarium Curators—John Herr presented a synopsis of the S.H.C. 
j meeting. He indicated that S.H.C. set contributions to join S.H.C. at $10 per year 
j for regular and $5 annually for students. John mentioned that S.H.C. elected 
I officers and had an executive board. 
I 

I Action Item 1: Dwayne requested that John Herr send to him and to Terry 
j the names and contact information of the officers and 
i executive board members. This information should be sent 

to the Web and News Editors for inclusion on the web page 
j and in the September issue of SEB. 

j Dwayne noted no other affiliate representatives were present. 

I 
OFFICER AND COMMITTEE REPORTS 

Poster Award Committee—Chair Victoria Turgeon suggested that in the future 
students be required to apply to be considered for the poster award and also 
submit a second abstract directly to the Committee. She felt this would make the 
judging process easier and more clearly define the application process bringing it 
in line with numerous other awards. She mentioned that 35 out of 85 posters 
asked to be considered for the award. Eight of those wishing to be considered 
either did not register or did not purchase banquet tickets. Some discussion 
followed. Following discussion the Committee recommended that an abstract 
submission to the Committee be added to the application process. 

Motion 1: From the Committee it was moved that submitting an abstract to 
the Poster Award Committee be included in the award 
application rules. 

Motion 1 from Committee needs no second. 

Motion 1 passed. 

Victoria said the Committee also wants in the poster guidelines a statement 
asking presenters to consider the significance of the work as they put their poster 
together. Discussion ensued. 

Motion 2: From the Committee it was moved that the judging form for 
poster judging be amended to include “significance of work” and 
that this addition be reflected in the poster guidelines. 

I 
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Motion 2 from Committee needs no second. 

Motion 2 passed. 

Action Item 2: Victoria and the Committee need to be sure the changes 
above are published in SEB and on the web site. 

Following discussion Dwayne asked for other award reports. 

Meritorious Teaching Award—Tom Wentworth mentioned handbook changes 
were made and sent to Terry. He wanted to know how these changes would be 
incorporated into the Handbook. Some comments and discussion followed. 

Student Travel Awards Committee—The incoming Chair of the Committee 
commented that this year 13 students applied and all received funding. 

Senior Research Awards Committee—Claudia mentioned that submissions 
were few this year and offered a suggestion of also accepting manuscripts 
published within the past year. Dwayne pointed out that this change had already 
been made. 

There were no additional award reports. 

Local Arrangements Committee 2005, Florence—Terry gave a brief summary 
of statistics currently available regarding the meeting. He mentioned that the 
meeting seemed to go well with few if any glitches. Someone raised the question 
about whether the program should be printed and available at the meeting or with 
registration packets for late registrants. Discussion on the topic followed. After 
discussion a motion was made regarding making available a printed version of 
the program at the meeting. 

Motion 3: It was moved that the Local Arrangements Committee be 
encouraged to distribute or otherwise make available at the 
meeting a document that includes the program and that this 
program be available and printable from the ASB web site as 
well. 

The motion was seconded. 

Motion 3 passed with 21 approved and 2 opposed. 

Action Item 3: LAC 2006 needs to incorporate this motion into their 
planning of the 2006 meeting and meeting expenses. 

It was also mentioned that information gathered by a Local Arrangements 
Committee be sent to the ASB President and Secretary in order to be readily 
available to future LAC members. 
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Local Arrangements Committee 2006, Gatiinburg—Pat Cox and Randy Small 
were in attendance. They gave a brief synopsis of progress to date and would be 
providing more final details at the September EC meeting. 

Action Item 4: Pat and Randy should be prepared to give a report detailing 
the 2006 meeting. 

Local Arrangements Committee 2007, Columbia—John Herr was present and 
updated the EC on the 2007 meeting details. He mentioned one of his main 
concerns was to increase attendance at the Annual Business Meeting. Some 
discussion followed. 

Committee on Women, Minorities and Persons with Disabilities—Bonnie 
Kelley gave a brief report. She mentioned that the CWMD-sponsored lunchtime 
roundtable discussion entitled “Increasing Minority Participation in ASB” was a 
huge success. Several suggestions were given to help increase minority 
participation in ASB. Also a name change of the Committee was suggested. She 
indicated the Committee plans to do something similar again in 2006. The 
Committee requested a 2 hour luncheon block be arranged for the Thursday 
roundtable discussion in Gatiinburg in 2006. 

Action Item 5: The CWMD will study the committee name change issue 
and report back to the EC in September. 

Action Item 6: LAC 2006 needs to arrange a 2 hour block for the CWMD 
roundtable luncheon discussion on Thursday. 

NEW BUSINESS 

Dwayne wants to continue working on affiliates for ASB. Dwayne mentioned the 
likely inclusion of the Southeastern Microscopy Society as an ASB affiliate and 
said it looks as though they will become an affiliate. He indicated they would 
have about 100 attendees at our annual meetings and bring approximately 10 
exhibitors with them. 

Also under New Business Dwayne entertained the report from the Patrons and 
Exhibitors Committee chaired by Rebecca Cook due to issues and changes that 
needed to be addressed. Rebecca brought up several concerns/suggestions 
from the exhibitors. One exhibitor suggested exhibitors be provided a packet with 
contact information of attendees and other exhibitors. She suggested this 
information also be placed in the attendees’ registration packet. Rebecca also 
mentioned that it would be a good idea to survey the membership to see what 
kind of exhibitors the membership wants present at the meetings. The issue of 
patron vs. exhibitor dues and booth fees came up again. 

Joe Pollard provided the specific recommendations from the Patrons and 
Exhibitors Committee regarding dues structure and booth fees as it relates to 
patrons vs. exhibitors. First, all patron members who desire booths at the annual 
meeting will be charged exhibitors’ fees. This is the reiteration of a decision made 
by the EC a few years ago. Second, it should be made clear to all existing and 
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potential patrons that all funds that they provide to sponsor awards or otherwise 
contribute to the society count toward the $750 patron membership fee. Joe 
pointed out that a careful reading of the language in the bylaws will reveal that 
this is not a new policy, but already exists. He noted that the policy is not one of 
$750 cash plus sponsor awards plus $1,000 for a booth. He mentioned that the 
Committee added a third clause which is reduced booth fees, not free, but 
reduced, may be offered to a patron on a case-by-case basis if recommended by 
the meeting organizer or local committee and approved by the majority of the 
patrons and exhibitors committee. He said that appropriate reasons for such a 
reduction might include exceptionally high levels of support for association 
awards. So, for example, if a patron has given $5,000 to support awards the 
booth might be free, or, with a long history of patronage, we might give them 
some discount or a phase-in period for the imposition of booth fees. He pointed 
out that the Committee agreed that the over-riding principle in granting reductions 
shall be that any patron member must have a total contribution from all donations 
and fees which is not less than the standard booth charge for that year and will 
usually be more. Discussion followed. Joe also added that there are two main 
things that this recommendation attempts to do and hopefully accomplish. One is 
that it will remove the perception on the part of non-patrons that they are paying 
more and getting less because the letter of the law here says that can’t happen. 
He said he did not think this does happen, but it will remove that perception. The 
second thing he mentioned was that it allows Scott Jewell the authority to 
negotiate patron status individually, before it has to go before the Patrons and 
Exhibitors Committee. 

President Wise made a ruling that the recommendation of the Committee be 
taken up at the September interim EC meeting, since it is not urgent that we 
make a change to the by laws or the constitution or the definitions that we 
already have in place. Additionally, the LAC for Gatlinburg is already in process 
and does not need a change right now. The Chair ruled that this recommendation 
be taken up at the September meeting and, as it stands now, be transmitted to 
the Secretary for dissemination to the EC. 

Action Item 7: Joe and the Patrons and Exhibitors Committee needs to be 
prepared to address these recommendations at the 
September Interim EC meeting and that the 
recommendation, as it stands now, be sent to the Secretary 
for dissemination to the EC. 

Additional discussion continued. 

Scott Jewell commented that we have an exhibitor expressing a natural desire to 
become Patron member. He also commented about the conversations he had 
with Exhibitors during this meeting. He said they all wanted access to a 
membership list so that they could market to the membership. He emphasized 
this is not via spam e-mail or mail. Scott indicated that there is also a request to 
have workshops. Academic Internet publishers, for example, said if they return 
next year and pay their $1000 fee that they would like to conduct a workshop. 
Discussion ensued. Dwayne mentioned The Complete Naturalist. He said he had 
spoken with Dr. Mann and that they want to sponsor an award. Dwayne 
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understands that they actually want to endow an award. He said he would be 
talking to them and charged the Past President, Claudia Jolls, with the duty of 
communicating with The Complete Naturalist to set up the particulars of this 
award endowment and the winner. He asked her to arrange whatever is 
reasonable for The Complete Naturalist and for ASB. 

Action Item 8: Claudia Jolls, the Past President, has been charged with the 
duty of communicating with The Complete Naturalist to set 
up the particulars of an award endowment and the winning. 
She is also charged with arranging whatever is reasonable 
for The Complete Naturalist and for ASB. 

Dwayne next brought up the issue of where the September Interim Meeting of 
the ASB Executive Committee would be held. He suggested Alcoa because of its 
proximity to Gatlinburg. Some discussion followed. 

Motion 4: It was moved that the meeting be held in Columbia as the most 
practical place to have the interim meeting and to conduct 
business related to the as yet finalized 2007 meeting. 

Motion 4 was seconded. 

Motion 4 passed. 

OLD BUSINESS 

President Wise introduced old business. He pointed out that at the meeting on 
Wednesday, the issue of the contract for a convention manager was left 
unresolved. He commented that it is absolutely impossible, given the time 
restraints, that we make a meaningful decision in the next 20 minutes. He asked 
for a motion having to do with how to proceed through the end of October. 
Dwayne pointed out that we cannot leave the LACs for Gatlinburg or Columbia 
hanging and we shall not do that, but that we do need to make an arrangement 
that is mutually satisfactory to all parties involved. He again asked for a motion 
about an arrangement with the current coordinator that could get ASB through 
October. Discussion ensued. A motion was offered. 

Motion 5: It was moved that the ASB EC extend Scott Jewell’s current 
contract. 

Motion 5 was seconded and discussion followed. 

Amendment to 
Motion 5: An amendment to Motion 5 to negotiate an extension on the 

current contract. Motion 5 now reads “ It was moved that the 
ASB EC negotiate an extension on the current contract with 
Scott Jewell. 

Motion 5 as amended was withdrawn. 
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Discussion ensued regarding authority to negotiate contracts. 

Motion 6: It was moved that the EC delegate negotiation, clarification and 
settlement of the extension of Scott Jewel’s current contract to 
the President and our Business manager. 

Motion 6 was seconded. Discussion followed. The question was 
called. 

Motion 6 passed. 

Action Item 9: Dwayne will form a committee of three persons not on this 
Executive committee in order to generate some distance. 
The committee will consist of three persons composed of 
Ken Shull, Andy Ash, and Jim Hull, all of whom have lots of 
experience. They will be charged to communicate with all 
past and future LACs about meetings, about what this 
society would like to accomplish with its meetings, how much 
it costs, and they are to bring to us at the September 
meeting a set of options, specifically defined, and they will 
also be charged to solicit bids from other convention 
managers so that we can have some feel for competitive 
bids. They will report to us and attend the September interim 
meeting in Columbia. Dwayne will convey this information to 
these individuals. 

Some additional discussion followed. 

Tim asked that the EC address the question of a dues increase. Tim mentioned 
that our print costs are eating up all of our membership dues. ASB is spending all 
of its dues money just to pay for the things we are mailing out. Tim indicated that 
there are many ways to address these costs, but most of those are within the 
purview of the print editor; to suggest a dues increase is within the purview of the 
Treasurer. Discussion followed. Terry recommended that Tim come to the Interim 
Meeting prepared to provide data to support the need for a dues increase. 

Other business: 

The Program Subcommittee for 2005, Stephen Landers, Michael Woods, and 
Neil Billington, were very irritated over the fact that a lot of people were able to 
get on the program, submitted an abstract, and then did not show up. They 
asked Jim Caponetti to bring that idea to the Executive Committee as to what 
can be done about it. They suggested that Jim publish a scandal sheet of those 
that did not show up. Discussion followed. 

Action Item 10: Dwayne charged Jim Caponetti, Tom Wentworth, and Joe 
Pollard as a subcommittee to present alternatives at the 
September meeting about how “published no-shows” could 
be handled. 
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Motion 7: It was moved to adjourn. 

Motion 7 was seconded. 

Motion 7 approved. 

Adjournment—10:35 A M. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
Terry D. Richardson, Secretary 

C5S 

I 
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Classified Ads for Northeastern and Southeastern Naturalist 

Classified ads offering opportunities for people with career interests in the natural 
history sciences may now be placed in the Southeastern and/or Northeastern 
Naturalists, within the following categories. 

Faculty positions at colleges and universities 
Graduate student fellowships and assistantships 
Postdoctoral research opportunities 
Field biologist positions 
Requests for funding proposals 
Announcements of scientific meetings and conferences 

Ads need to be received by February 20, May 20, August 20, and November 20, 
and must be placed over the web at http://eaglehill.us/Merchant2/merchant.mv. 
Journal issues mail about one month later. Rates are a modest $.03/character, 
with a $5 minimum. Space allocated to classified ads within the journal is limited. 
Ads will be reviewed prior to acceptance. 

C3S 
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Education Committee 

Chair: J. Phil Gibson, Department of Biology, Agnes Scott College, 141 
East College Avenue, Decatur, GA 30030; 404-471-6267; Fax 404-471- 
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Ricky Fiorillo, Department of Biology, Shorter College, Rome, GA 30165; 
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Dennis Haney, Department of Biology, Furman University, 3300 Poinsett 
Highway, Greenville, SC 29613; 864-294-2050; Fax 864-294-2058; 
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Debbie Moore, Department of Natural Sciences, Troy University Dothan, 
P.O. Box 8368, Dothan, AL 36304; 334-983-6556, Ext. 250; Fax 334- 
983-6322; dsmoore@troy.edu. 

John Shields, Center for Ultrastructural Research, 151 Barrow Hall, 
University of Georgia. Athens, GA 30602; 706-542-4080; Fax 706-542- 
4271. 

Research Awards Committee-Microbiology - Award Sponsored by 
Thomson Brooks/Cole 

Chair: Donald H. Roush, Department of Biology, Box 5181, University of 
North Alabama, Florence, AL 35632-0001; 256-765-4435; Fax 256-765- 
4430; dhroush@una.edu. 

Ken Shull, Department of Biology, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC 
28608-2027; 828-262-2675; Fax 828-262-2127; shulljk@appatate.edu. 

Min-Ken Liao, Department of Biology, Furman University, 3300 Poinsett 
Highway, Greenville, SC 29613; 864-294-3246; minken.liao@ 
furman.edu.05 
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TEACHING EVOLUTION AND THE CHALLENGE 
OF INTELLIGENT DESIGN: A SYMPOSIUM 

John V. Aliff 
Georgia Perimeter College 
Gwinnett University Center 
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 

ABSTRACT 

A symposium titled “Teaching Evolution and the Challenge of Intelligent 
Design” was presented at the 66th annual meeting of the Southeastern 
Society of Biologists, University of North Alabama, Florence, AL, April 
16, 2005. The symposium was arranged, introduced and moderated by 
John V. Aliff. The advent of a “scientific theory of intelligent design” has 
created conflict in religious denominations, public school education, and 
within the community of scientists who are being threatened by the 
imposition of a specific religious view. Intelligent Design theory is a new 
form of creationism that abandons the biblical inerrancy of the older 
scientific creationism in favor of a neutral position on the age of the 
earth. Intelligent Design theory is not a valid scientific theory for these 
reasons: 1) Its hypothetical, intuitive and religious assumption of the 
intelligent design of complex systems is not testable or falsifiable using 
the scientific method, 2) ID “theory” cannot develop hypotheses, and 3) 
ID theory does not predict new discoveries as a true scientific theory 
does. More simply put, ID cannot explain natural phenomena beyond the 
intuitive and religious assumption that “God did it.” The participants in the 
symposium-Barbara Forrest, Massimo Pigliucci, Taner Edis and Keith 
Miller-have written and edited leading papers and books on the 
challenges of creationism to the teaching and practice of science. The 
author lists 16 deceptions commonly used by scientific creationists and 
ID creationists in their propaganda. 

Keywords: Symposium, teaching evolution, intelligent design, 
creationists, Cobb County evolution stickers, supernaturalism, scientific 
method, scriptural inerrancy. 

INTRODUCTION: CREATIONISM AS A RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT 

I reflect upon my own experience in arranging a similar symposium on 
“scientific creationism” at Emory University in Atlanta in 1980 that featured a 
scientist, a historian and a theologian. That symposium was a traditional 
academic reaction to the theological and purportedly scientific content of 
creationism and a response to a proposal in the Georgia legislature requiring the 
teaching of scientific creationism in the public schools. The proceedings of that 
symposium were distributed to the senate and house of the Georgia Legislature 
who actually passed HB 690 slightly different versions of the bills but failed to 
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enact a compromise bill in joint session (1). Georgia legislators retired to their 
districts with a record of voting for God without the state having to defend their 
action in court as would happen later in Arkansas and Louisiana (see below). 

A few days later a woman, who attended the last session at Glenn Memorial 
United Methodist Church in Atlanta, appeared at my office with some tapes she 
wanted to let me hear in an effort to convert me to scientific creationism. The 
tapes were oral chapters of John C. Whitcomb and Henry M. Morris, The 
Genesis Flood, (2), with Reverend Whitcomb reading. As one with a southern 
religious upbringing, I heard a powerful, mythological sirenlike call to adhere to 
the simple proposition that the Judeo-Christian Bible is not only “God’s Word,” 
but scientific revelation as well. In a reaction to “blind faith,” the scientific 
creationists substituted a materialist definition of faith by demanding that science 
confirm scripture and scripture confirm science, while simultaneously attacking 
the materialism of scientific explanation. Also applying the principle of scriptural 
inerrancy to science, we now have young earth Islamic creationists (Harun 
Yahya) and old earth Islamic creationists on the internet (3a, b, c, d, e). Henry 
Morris, who entered a Ph.D. program in geological engineering with the express 
purpose of proving the scientific accuracy of the Biblical “food” account (4), 
followed Genesis Flood with a series of books that blame the theory of evolution 
for a multiplicity of evils including Nazism, Communism, religious heresy, 
abortion, crime, gay rights and women’s liberation (5). And most biologists 
thought the theory of evolution was a useful theory to explain nature and not an 
attack on religion! 

A “NEW” POLITICAL MOVEMENT: 
CREATIONISM DEVELOPS INTO INTELLIGENT DESIGN 

Creationists (e.g., Tim LaHaye, Jerry Falwell and Henry Morris worked 
together in San Diego) believe that they are the forerunners of a political 
revolution that will save America (4). Their goals are to establish a theocracy. 
The passing of anti-evolution laws represents their first efforts politically. If this 
effort to teach religion in the public schools fails, I predict that the ID creationist 
political movement will attempt to abolish public education. 

Scientific creationists have failed to pass laws requiring the teaching of a 
version of science subservient to a particular religious viewpoint coequal to the 
teaching of evolution. However, creationists have learned from their legal 
experience and now have started a political campaign to force the teaching of a 
“scientific theory of intelligent design” (ID) that is not directly linked to biblical 
inerrancy. 

As Judge Overton said in the 1982 Arkansas decision overturning a law 
requiring the teaching of scientific creationism, “creation science” was a “religious 
crusade coupled with a desire to conceal this fact” (6). The new ID creationists, 
like their scientific creationist forebears, attempt to disguise their religious and 
political motivations. The curricula of ID creationism and the older scientific 
creationism are remarkably alike. Supported by illogical arguments, they are 
crescendos of erroneous observations about the meanings of the terms evolution 
and theory, as Massimo Pigliucci, evolutionary biologist of S.U.N.Y., Stony 
Brook, pointed out. Dr. Pigliucci’s book Denying Evolution: Creationism, 
Scientism and the Nature of Science (7) traces the roots of American creationism 
to populism, anti-intellectualism, and scientism (science as an exclusive ideology 
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to explain everything in human experience) taught by some science teachers. 
See Dr. Pigliucci’s paper below. 

Offering only anecdotes and evidence by analogies (e.g., the irreducible 
complexity of the “designed” mousetrap conflated to apply to biochemical 
pathways), ID creationist publications, websites, and films use sophisticated 
propaganda designed to confuse the boundary established between science and 
religion by traditional academic disciplines (science, philosophy and theology) 
and the U.S. Constitution. The AAAS, AIBS, Association of Southeastern 
Biologists (sponsor of the symposium), the American Chemical Society, the 
American Physical Society, the National Academy of Sciences, the Georgia 
Academy of Science, along with many other professional societies, have gone on 
record opposing the older “scientific creationism” and the current ID creationism. 

Barbara Forrest, professor of philosophy of Southeastern Louisiana 
University, has written and spoken extensively about the political machinations of 
the ID movement. Her book. Creationism’s Trojan Horse: The Wedge of 
Intelligent Design (8) is an important contribution to the knowledge of the politics 
behind the ID movement. Dr. Forrest explained the scope of the ID movement 
and their political force, which in Kansas recently led to kangaroo courts (Darwin 
trials) that featured ID creationists. The “trials” were followed by a 6 to 4 vote of 
the elected members of the Kansas State Board of Education to forward the pro- 
ID revisions derived from the “trials” (“criticisms of evolution” in K.B.O.E. terms.) 
to a standards committee of science educators who will certainly not approve 
them (this review is legally prescribed). Never the less, the Board can approve 
and enact the ID creationist curriculum in September of 2005 (9, 10, 11) over the 
objections of the professional review board. At this time (September, 2005) the 
board of education of Cobb County, GA, using taxpayer money, are appealing 
the legal decision of U.S. Judge Clarence Cooper (January, 2005) to remove 
anti-evolution stickers from public school textbooks. These stickers read, “This 
textbook contains material on evolution. Evolution is a theory, not a fact, 
regarding the origin of living things. This material should be approached with an 
open mind, studied carefully and critically considered.” The sticker’s language. 
Judge Cooper also ruled, misused the scientific term theory by equating it with a 
“hunch” (12). See Dr. Forrest’s paper below. 

IS INTELLIGENT DESIGN SCIENTIFIC? 

Taner Edis, associate professor of physics at Truman State University (MO.) 
and research associate of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
explained how the theory of intelligent design is scientifically flawed. He pointed 
out that Darwinian evolution (natural selection) has taken root outside the 
confines of Biology by moving into physics. Dr. Edis explained how both chance 
and necessity, in addition to natural selection, are vital to creativity in general. He 
has authored an important book on the topic of the symposium: The Ghost in the 
Universe; God in Light of Modern Science (13), and he has edited, with Matt 
Young, Why Intelligent Design Fails, A Scientific Critique of the New Creationism 
(14). Please refer to Dr. Edis’ paper below. 

The existence of God and the belief in a Creator cannot be tested or falsified 
using the methodology of science (6). Keith B. Miller is a research geologist 
(paleontologist) at Kansas State University and a Christian who has defined and 
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defended the roles of science and religion in society. Dr. Miller and I made clear 
the value of science to describe nature using the evidence provided by nature 
itself. As a board member of Kansas Citizens for Science, he is very active in 
efforts to preserve quality science education in Kansas and to oppose recent 
attempts by ID advocates to change the public school curriculum. Dr. Miller 
edited the book, Perspectives on an Evolving Creation (15), which reflects his 
activities with the American Scientific Affiliation who believe that the discoveries 
of science do not conflict with religion or faith. See a fuller explanation of Dr. 
Miller’s position below. 

ID creationists attack the scientific method as “naturalism.” Surprisingly, ID 
creationists want to infuse “supernaturalism” into the science curriculum by 
considering the role of God in designing nature. Their chief proponent is Phillip 
Johnson -- a retired professor of law (16). Intelligent Design may explain nature 
intuitively and therefore, religiously: but not rationally, that is using the logic of the 
scientific method. The idea is powerful simply because most people already 
believe it to be true. However, scientifically ID theory cannot create testable and 
falsifiable explanations (hypotheses; see also 6). The so called “scientific 
revolution of Intelligent Design,” cannot describe how God does things or attempt 
to predict what God will do with nature. The argument of complexity indicating 
design is an old scientific creationist argument resurrected. For example, the ID 
creationist analogy asserting the irreducible complexity of the “designed” ear is 
much better explained by the fossil evidence of evolving cranial bones. Applying 
Darwin’s principle of descent with modification, evidence clearly shows how ear 
bones (ossicles) gradually developed from vertebrate jawbones. 

The failure of ID creation theory as science is cleverly hidden behind a wall of 
politically motivated propaganda. Massimo Pigliucci described the logical 
fallacies ID creationists use to attack the theory of evolution (e.g., equivocating 
evolution with either Darwinism or atheism). The principal logical flaw of ID is 
this: the unexplained in science is an opportunity to do further research to explain 
natural phenomena, not scientific evidence of a designer. As the associate editor 
of GaJSci Steve Whittle points out, “The invention of every thing we have 
(machinery, drugs, electrical appliances, etc) was hindered at one time by a lack 
of knowledge. ID “science” seems to suggest that an invention cannot take place 
through observation of nature and experiment, but rather it must await a decision 
by God to make it” (personal communication). Indeed, in spite of the smoke 
screen of propaganda, the assumption of a designer is intuitive. The only 
identifiable hypothesis in ID theory is as follows: A complex system that has not 
been explained had to be designed. Such an assumption is not testable using the 
scientific method. It is clearly a religious belief. 

ID is for many a wonderful religious idea and its believers should proclaim it 
as such. However, ID is a scientific non-starter according to Taner Edis or a 
“science stopper” according to Eugenie C. Scott of the National Center for 
Science Education (10). For instance, one would have to abandon the 
explanation of how horses came to be. They did not evolve. Natural selection 
(Darwinism?) could not have been involved. New structures could not have been 
added one at a time (descent with modification). God designed them. End of 
scientific discovery! 
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SALVAGING SCIENCE EDUCATION BY 
CORRECTING MISINFORMATION 

The speakers’ presentations were followed by a panel discussion and 
questions from the audience. We concluded that the way science is taught has 
contributed to the public misconceptions that are being seized upon by the ID 
creationists. Science should be taught as a method of knowledge rather than a 
mass of facts alone. 

We must understand the motivation of the creationists. They have a deep 
emotional response to any information that is perceived to threaten their 
understanding of religious scriptures. Although it may sound ridiculous to many, 
creationist suspicions about the “evils” of evolution and its effects on society must 
be addressed specifically. Instructors of evolution should avoid the battle of 
literalisms: scientific literalism vs. scriptural literalism. Science should not be 
taught as an exclusive way of explaining everything (scientism), as most people 
need a comfort zone for their spirituality. Scientific theories should be presented 
as concepts that not only describe a set of discoveries but also serve as a way of 
predicting new discoveries and formulating new hypotheses. 

DECEPTIONS OF SCIENTIFIC CREATIONISM AND 
INTELLIGENT DESIGN CREATIONISM 

After reading 25 years of creationist literature, I offer this list of the common 
deceptions and misrepresentations made by creationists. 

1. They pretend that evolution is only a “theory” in the sense of hunch. They 
ignore the fact that the vast majority of scientists conclude that evolution of 
species has occurred in the history of the earth. 

2. The scientific creationists demand that their scriptures are, using literal 
interpretations, scientific descriptions of nature while ignoring .at earth and other 
conflicting observations that are not supported by science or logic.^ 

Although ID takes no formal position on the age of the earth Phillip Johnson 
wrote, “I have consistently said that I take no position on the age of the earth, 
and that I regard the issue as not ripe for debate yet. I have also rejected all 
suggestions that I should denounce the YECs (young earth creationists) and 
instead have said that I regard high-quality YECs like Andrew Snelling (staff 
member of Henry Morris’ Institute for Creation Research) as respected allies.”^ 
Johnson toured the United Kingdom in 2004, speaking at churches with Andrew 
Snelling.^ 

3. The scientific creationists want us to accept their idea that the earth was 
created 6-10 thousand years ago by criticizing evolution and avoiding the 
“creation research” that would overwhelmingly prove their point. This logic is 
similar to proving that UFOs are angels because some have soundly criticized 
the research techniques of the scientists delving into the reported phenomena. 
Therefore, the often repeated nostrum follows: “You must believe in either 
evolution or creation.” 

4. They pretend that their reactionary political-religious philosophy of 
teaching by indoctrination is an effort to “protect academic freedom.” They justify 
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this approach by saying that public education supports the indoctrination of a 
theory of evolution. [See reference 5.] 

5. The ID and scientific creationists profess their ideas as a “scientific 
revolution” when they do most of the workshops and recruiting in churches. ID 
creationists, like their scientific creationist forebears, cannot get their ID articles 
published in peer-reviewed journals. [I can personally attest that the rejections 
are for reasons of scientific accuracy.] 

6. In order to engage the rapidly rising populist anti-intellectualism of the 
industrialized world, they portray the theory and evidence of evolution as 
products of an atheist-humanist conspiracy. 

7. They portray themselves as scientific when they don’t allow for evidence to 
falsify their assumptions or otherwise apply the scientific method. By doing this, 
they practice pseudoscience. 

8. They purport that the occasionally heated discussions of evolutionary 
principles among scientists mean that we privately agree that it is not a real 
phenomenon. They “cherry pick” statements (misquotes and out of context) to 
support that contention, making it appear that well-known scientists (e.g., 
Dobzhansky, Gould, Eldridge and Patterson) support their position. 

9. Henry Morris and his sons imply that since unconformities (so called out of 
sequence layers) occur in geological strata, geologists do not know what they are 
talking about. The same tactic is applied to radiological dating. See Ed 
Chatelain’s excellent explanation of the uncomformities of the Grand Canyon, 
(AZ) at http://www.valdosta.edu/phy/hist_geoJab/. 

10. The scientific creationists flagrantly assume to represent the philosophy 
of all Christians. 

11. Creationists apparently believe that constant repetition of the ID 
creationist theme “Darwinism is dead” will make it so. The power of a simple 
propagandistic message is in its repetition. Accordingly, creationists believe 
democratic action will determine the conclusions made by science. This would be 
roughly equivalent to allowing a politically powerful lobby of 149 crystal healers to 
revise the curriculum of a California medical college. 

12. By hammering at the naturalism of science, ID creationists hope to 
conceal the inadequacy of their “supernatural science.” 

13. By asserting that evolution is a religion because it “requires belief,” they 
attempt to justify their position by confusing the issues. Propaganda, by 
definition, attempts to confuse issues by presenting misinformation. 

14. Contrary to their moral instruction, creationists justify their unethical 
misuse of science and its findings by asserting that the evolutionists do the same 
thing. 

15. To their “Christian” audience, the Institute of Creation Research accuses 
“evolutionists” of teaching “animal ethics” (hedonism).'^ 

16. Scientific creationists (Gish) declare that there are no transitional fossils. 
Their reasoning works this way: when a fossil is found that has intermediate 
features such as Artiocetus, a walking whale or Archeopteryx, a flying reptile with 
a toothed, lizard-like skull and feathers; their tactic is to define it as one animal, a 
bird or a whale, respectively. That way they continue claiming that there are no 
transitional fossils. 
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^The Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy: “The truthfulness of Scripture is 
not negated by the appearance in it of irregularities [errors of] phenomenal 
descriptions of nature... or seeming discrepancies between one passage and 
another.... Solution of them, where this can be convincingly achieved, will 
encourage our faith, and where for the present no convincing solution is at hand 
we shall significantly honor God by trusting His assurance that His Word is true, 
despite these appearances, and by maintaining our confidence that one day they 
will be seen to have been illusions.” http://www.bible-researcher.com/ 
chicago1.html. Contrast this logic with the naturalism of science and Ockham’s 
Razor that yields: “What you see is what you get.” 
^http://www.touchstonemag. com/blogarchive/2004_09_26_editors. html 
^http://www.darwinreconsidered.org/tournewstu.asp 
‘^http://www.icr.org/index.php?module+articles&action=view&ID=71 

CONCLUSION: SAVING SCIENCE 

Evolutionary theory is powerful. As Theodosius Dobzhansky said, “Nothing in 
biology makes sense except in the light of evolution” (16). Darwin’s thinking has 
led us to test the theory of evolution and go beyond his mechanism of natural 
selection to test new explanations of genetic change and descent with 
modification. A hopeful view is that the future will bring better knowledge if 
science maintains the freedom to discover what nature offers. Considering the 
attempted religious censorship of Bacon in the 1200s, the burning of the 
heliocentrist astronomer Bruno and the censure of Galileo in the 1600s, and in 
the 20th century, Lysenkoist persecutions of scientists in communist Russia (18); 
specifically, science and human curiosity have a long history of resistance to the 
dictates of ideologies, be they secular or religious. 

Like most scientists, I have no commitment to a theory of evolution or 
Darwinism other than that allowed by objective evidence for it and its predictive 
value. But there is something even more precious to protect here: that is the 
freedom of science to explore, explain, and relate what nature offers as 
phenomena. 

The future becomes dark indeed if religious zealotry, mutated and folded into 
a political movement built upon pseudoscience and promulgated by the President 
of the United States, acquires the political power to decide what scientists may 
explore or what our children may be taught. I recall the ancient accounts of a 
Roman soldier callously killing the great Archimedes and a mob of religious 
zealots flaying the skin of Hypatia, a renown pagan female mathematician and 
philosopher: similarly, scientific discovery and its transmission of knowledge are 
being threatened by an ideology preying upon a uniformed and misinformed 
public. The late Carl Sagan warned (19), “We have also arranged things so that 
almost no one understands science and technology. This is a prescription for 
disaster. We might get away with it for a while, but sooner or later this 
combustible mixture of ignorance and power is going to blow up in our faces.” 
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ABSTRACT 

Intelligent design (ID) creationists at the Discovery Institute’s Center for 
Science and Culture claim to be advocating good science and education. 
Although they promote ID as a “full-scale scientific revolution,” it is really 
the newest variant of American creationism. Proponents have no 
scientific data to support their contention that a supernatural designer 
explains biological phenomena better than natural processes. They have 
waged a thirteen-year PR and political campaign to translate their 
religious views, which include religious exclusionism and anti-secularism, 
into public policy. Only six states remain exempt from their attempts to 
influence science standards, curricula, or textbooks. When approaching 
educational policymakers, they disguise their agenda with seemingly 
innocuous terminology co-opted from legitimate scientific and 
educational discourse. ID creationists work through local, state, and 
national religious organizations and religious/political operatives, 
including members of Congress. If they succeed, they will damage both 
science education and the separation of church and state. 

Editor’s Note: Barbara Forrest appeared on CNN’s Larry King Live, 
August 23, 2005, defending the methodology of science against 
advocates of Intelligent Design “theory.” 

Keywords: Intelligent design, politics. Wedge strategy, legal decisions, 
Michael Behe, William Dembski, Phillip Johnson, Jonathan Wells, Center 
for Science and Culture, Discovery Institute, Intelligent Design and 
Evolution Awareness Center, Intelligent Design Network. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Creationism’s Trojan Horse (1), Paul R. Gross and I explained the nature 
and strategy of the intelligent design (ID) creationist movement, which is 
headquartered at the Discovery Institute (Dl), a conservative think tank in Seattle, 
WA. In 1996, Dl established the Center for the Renewal of Science and Culture 
(CRSC), now called the Center for Science and Culture (CSC), to promote 
“intelligent design theory.” Functioning as Dl’s creationist arm, the CSC is 
advancing a religious agenda by cultivating political influence with state boards of 
education, local school boards, and members of Congress. Executing a twenty- 
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year plan outlined in a document called “The Wedge Strategy” (a.k.a. the “Wedge 
Document”), ID creationists hope to drive a “wedge” between the concept of 
science and the naturalistic methodology by which science operates (2). This 
would foster in the public mind a premodern understanding of science in which 
God is invoked as a scientific explanation of natural phenomena. An early CRSC 
website announced that “new developments in biology, physics, and artificial 
intelligence are raising serious doubts about scientific materialism and re¬ 
opening the case for the supernatural” (3). ID proponents call this “theistic 
science.” 

Law professor Phillip E. Johnson began his anti-evolution crusade in the late 
1980s following his religious conversion (1). He and his tightly knit cadre of 
religiously motivated associates call themselves “the Wedge.” While they were 
formalizing the Wedge Strategy in 1996, Dl added the CRSC to its roster of 
programs, guaranteeing that the Wedge would have a formal home and lucrative 
“research fellowships.” Johnson became a CRSC advisor. A student creationist 
group founded in the 1970s (37), Students for Origins Research, transformed 
itself into Access Research Network (ARN), a separate, auxiliary ID organization 
in Colorado Springs. ARN functions as a clearinghouse for ID “educational” and 
promotional materials. 

The Wedge Strategy called for publication of thirty ID books by 2003, and the 
CSC has moved past that goal with books aimed at a popular audience. In 1991, 
Johnson had already published Darwin on Trial, in which he rejects science’s 
naturalistic methodology (4). In 1996, biochemist Michael Behe published 
Darwin’s Black Box, in which he stated that excluding the supernatural from 
scientific explanations is “an artificial restriction on science” (5). William Dembski, 
a philosopher, mathematician, and Christian apologist, followed in 1999 with 
Intelligent Design; The Bridge Between Science and Theology, explaining ID in 
overtly religious terms (6). In 2000, Jonathan Wells, the only founding Wedge 
member with a Ph.D. in biology, published Icons of Evolution (7), charging that 
science textbooks present fraudulent material about evolution to unsuspecting 
students. In 2003, philosopher Stephen C. Meyer co-edited Darwinism, Design, 
and Public Education (8), falsely advertised as a “peer-reviewed science book” 
(9). In addition to publication, the Wedge is executing virtually every aspect of the 
Wedge Strategy except the one they list as foundational to their program: 
“scientific research being done from the perspective of design theory” (2). 
Despite their protestations to the contrary, ID is a supernatural religious belief 
that its proponents attempt (unsuccessfully) to conceal behind their scientific 
pretensions. 

Wedge leaders deny that ID is religion and, consequently, that it is 
creationism. Most worrisome is Meyer’s contention that the 1987 U. S. Supreme 
Court ruling, Edwards v. Aguillard, which outlawed creationism in public school 
science classes, “does not apply to design theory” since ID is science (13). 
Claiming that “intelligent design fits the bill as a full-scale scientific revolution” 
(36), Dembski challenges critics: “Ask any leader in the intelligent design 
movement whether intelligent design is stealth creationism, and they’ll deny it” 
(1). Yet their own words show that ID is characterized by that hallmark of 
creationism, the rejection of evolution in favor of creation by a supernatural deity. 
Johnson has stated flatly, “Evolution is a hoax” (1). “Darwinism is not science,” 
insists Behe (10). Dl president Bruce Chapman promotes the falsehood that 
“Darwinism is a theory in crisis” (12). And Dembski identifies ID as not only a 
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religious but a sectarian Christian belief: “Intelligent design is just the Logos 
theology of John’s Gospel restated in the idiom of information theory” (11). Wells’ 
involvement, stemming from a different but equally anti-evolutionist religious 
affiliation, fulfills his obligation as a “Moonie,” a member of Rev. Sun Myung 
Moon’s Unification Church. At Moon’s urging. Wells earned a Ph.D. in molecular 
biology at the University of California-Berkeley, not to do science (he admittedly 
does no scientific research), but because “Father” Moon convinced him that “I 
should devote my life to destroying Darwinism” (1). And Wells himself, as a 
founding Wedge member, confirmed in 1996 that ID is creationism when, calling 
Johnson a “creationist,” he affirmed that “the most vocal advocates of design in 
the creation-evolution controversies, however, are creationists rather than theistic 
evolutionists” (1). (ID proponents reject theistic evolution, which holds that God 
shaped life through evolution, despite its acceptance by all mainstream Christian 
denominations. Catholic theologian John Naught is a prominent theistic 
evolutionist [38], as is scientist Francis Collins, director of the National Human 
Genome Research Institute [43].) 

A telling piece of evidence that ID is not science is the total failure by Wedge 
scientists to produce original research supporting ID - even by Behe, a practicing 
biochemist who claims to have embraced ID for scientific rather than religious 
reasons. Declining to discuss ID at scientific meetings - “I just don’t think that 
large scientific meetings are effective forums for presenting these ideas” (1) - he 
chooses instead to discuss it in churches (14). After thirteen years of the Wedge 
Strategy (which Johnson says began in 1992 at a conference at Southern 
Methodist University [1]), Paul Nelson, himself a Wedge founder (and young- 
earth creationist), recently assessed ID’s current scientific status: 

“Science in the Key of Design” if you will, is a melody that we’re going to 
have to teach others to hear and play. First, of course, we have to master it 
ourselves! ... 

Easily the biggest challenge facing the ID community is to develop a full- 
fledged theory of biological design. We don’t have such a theory right now, and 
that’s a real problem. Without a theory, it’s very hard to know where to direct your 
research focus. Right now, we’ve got a bag of powerful intuitions, and a handful 
of notions such as “irreducible complexity” and “specified complexity” - but, as 
yet, no general theory of biological design. (15) 

Despite ID’s admitted scientific sterility, the Wedge has a nationwide network 
of supporters and state-level organizations that do the political legwork in states 
where the CSC tries to influence public school science standards, textbook 
selection, or curriculum development. After young-earth creationists initiated 
efforts leading to the Kansas Board of Education’s deleting evolution from state 
science standards in 1999, ID creationists moved in and assumed the lead role 
when corporate lawyer John Calvert founded the Intelligent Design Network 
(IDnet) in Shawnee Mission, KS. Having played a pivotal part in promoting ID in 
Kansas, IDnet has affiliates in New Mexico and Minnesota and works closely with 
Science Excellence for All Ohioans (SEAO) to promote ID in Ohio. ID supporters 
on the Ohio Board of Education, with help from the CSC and IDnet, inserted an 
ID-friendly benchmark into state science standards and engineered the board’s 
acceptance of a creationist lesson plan for that benchmark. Recognizing the 
need for recruits, the Wedge also has student supporters. The Intelligent Design 
and Evolution Awareness Center (IDEA) began as the student IDEA Club at the 
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University of California-San Diego. Transformed into the IDEA Center after its 
founders graduated, the organization helps establish IDEA clubs at universities 
and high schools (1). The Intelligent Design Undergraduate Awareness Center 
(IDURC) is the student division of ARN. The Wedge Strategy also aims at higher 
education, and supporters among university faculty have used special courses 
outside required curricula to expose students to ID (16). ID proponent Jed 
Macosko, who teaches biophysics at Wake Forest University, taught such a class 
when he was a doctoral student at the University of California-Berkeley. He 
modeled his class after the one his father Chris Macosko, a chemical engineering 
professor at the University of Minnesota, taught as a freshman seminar at UM 
(1). Both courses awarded credit toward graduation, though not in science. 

ID CODE WORDS, ALLIANCES AND RELIGIOUS EXCLUSIONISM 

In the Wedge’s early years, ID creationists candidly displayed their true 
identity and agenda; they needed to raise money and cultivate their support 
base, which the Wedge Document calls ID’S “natural constituency, namely, 
Christians” (2). They did not shy away from the word “creationist” and were 
forthright in their references to the supernatural. However, as they have assumed 
a higher public profile, they have adopted euphemisms to disguise their aims to 
mainstream audiences (although they drop their linguistic fagade when 
addressing religious supporters). (See note 45 for a list of ID creationist tactics 
that will enable parents, concerned citizens, and school officials to identify ID 
activity if it appears in their school districts.) In the wake of publications exposing 
ID’S religious foundations and political ambitions, they have strategically altered 
their terminology, attempting to conceal their identity as creationists (1, 17). But 
their code words are clearly identifiable. 

One ID tactic is to try to convince school boards to alter the way evolution is 
taught, as Darby, Montana, minister Curtis Brickley did in 2004. Brickley’s 
proposal to add “intelligent design” to Darby’s high school science curriculum 
was supported by three of five school board members. Both Calvert and CSC 
fellow David K. DeWolf, a law professor (13), addressed the board on Brickley’s 
behalf. After opposition by Ravalli County Citizens for Science (RCCS), Brickley 
altered his terminology, requesting the teaching of “objective origins” rather than 
“intelligent design.” RCCS ultimately won: a new board scuttled the policy after 
the next election. But ID activity continues in other states, and ID code talk 
includes a variety of other euphemisms. 

The CSC promotes “teaching the controversy,” hoping to convince the public 
and educational policymakers that there is a raging debate over evolution in 
mainstream science. Stymied so far in efforts to get ID into science classes via 
the front door, ID creationists take the backdoor approach of proposing that the 
“strengths and weaknesses of evolution” be taught in order to encourage “critical 
thinking” or, as in the Ohio benchmark and lesson plan, “critical analysis” (17). 
They used the “strengths and weaknesses” approach in an unsuccessful attempt 
to influence the Texas Board of Education’s selection of science textbooks in 
2003 (12). ID creationists yet needed another euphemism for their attempt to 
evade the legal constraints of Edwards v. Aguillard, in which the U. S. Supreme 
Court outlawed creationism while acknowledging that “teaching a variety of 
scientific theories about the origins of humankind to schoolchildren might be 
validly done with the clear secular intent of enhancing the effectiveness of 
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science instruction” (18). Viewing this as a legal loophole, ID creationists 
pronounced ID an “alternative theory,” a scientific competitor to evolutionary 
theory (13). Even further, co-opting the language of civil liberties to disguise their 
reactionary agenda, they argue that teaching ID is protected by “a teacher’s right 
to academic freedom” (13). One of the most effective terms in the ID lexicon is 
“fairness,” used in constant appeals to allow children to hear “both sides” of ID’S 
contrived controversy. According to Dembski, one of ID’s favorite tactics is “to 
appeal to the undecided middle’s sense of fairness and justice, especially its 
tendency to root for the underdog and its predilection for freedom of expression” 
(19). But the ID tactic that most conclusively identifies ID as religion is its 
rejection of “naturalism.” 

Parents, concerned citizens, and school officials must be able to recognize 
attempts by ID proponents to make inroads in their communities. Below is a list 
of their most frequently used tactics: 

• Efforts to convince school boards to weaken the way evolution is taught. 
• Use of euphemisms and code talk in an attempt to skirt court rulings 

against teaching creationism: 
“Teach the controversy.” 
“Teach the strengths and weaknesses of evolution.” 
“Teach objective/balanced views of origins.” 
“Teach alternative theories.” 
“Academic freedom/fairness requires that students hear ‘both sides.’” 

• Objections to teaching “naturalism.” 
• Attempts to influence science standards and curricula, using the above 

code terms. 
• Attempts to influence selection of science textbooks, which may include 

objecting to the books’ instruction in evolution and/or to the exclusion of 
“alternative theories.” 

• Accusations of fraudulent material in science textbooks. 
• Proposals for disclaimer stickers in science textbooks and/or verbal 

disclaimers by science teachers or administrators. 
• Efforts to pass ID-friendly legislation that incorporates the above code 

terms. 
• Criticism of taxpayer funding for research in evolutionary biology, 

geology, and/or other related sciences. 
• Involvement of local, state, and national Religious Right organizations. 
• Presentations about ID as “science” to school boards, preceded or 

followed by presentations about ID in churches (where religious 
terminology is usually integrated into discussion of ID). 

• ID proponents touting their scientific credentials. (ID proponents with 
genuine scientific credentials are usually engineers, physicists, chemists, 
etc., not biologists.) 

ID’S anti-naturalism is central to the Wedge Strategy. Johnson conflates 
“methodological naturalism,” which is simply a fancy name for scientific method, 
with “philosophical naturalism,” a metaphysical view that reaches beyond science 
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in its conclusion that the supernatural does not exist. Johnson wrongly but 
deliberately equates these terms in order to argue that teaching evolution, the 
product of science’s naturalistic methodology, is tantamount to teaching atheism 
in public school science classes (20). But his rejection of naturalism is merely a 
backhanded way of arguing that an appeal to the supernatural can suffice as a 
scientific explanation. In doing so, Johnson ignores the essential distinction 
between science and religion that constitutes an elementary understanding of 
science. 

In addition to its strategic use of terminology, the Wedge employs other 
recognizable tactics intended to undermine the teaching of evolution. ID 
proponents have played a major role in disputes over science standards in New 
Mexico, Kansas and Ohio (1). With help from ID creationists such as University 
of Georgia chemist and CSC fellow Henry F. Schaefer III, the Wedge has been 
heavily invested in defending the Cobb County, GA, disclaimer stickers (21). 
Jonathan Wells calls for his readers to protest public funding of evolution 
research (7). In addition, awakened to the Wedge’s agenda by its aggressive PR 
campaign, sympathetic lawmakers have introduced ID-friendly legislation. Among 
the most egregious was Missouri House Bill No. 911, introduced by Rep. Robert 
Wayne Cooper into the Missouri General Assembly in December 2003. This 
abominably written bill, called the “Missouri Standard Science Act,” would have 
required that “if scientific theory concerning biological origin is taught, biological 
evolution and biological intelligent design shall be taught and given equal 
treatment” (39). It would also have required that “willful neglect of any elementary 
or secondary school superintendent, principal, or teacher to observe and carry 
out the requirements of this section shall be cause for termination of his or her 
contract.” From 2001-2003, thirty bills were introduced in fourteen states, and 
such efforts continue (22). As of April 2005, ten anti-evolution bills had been 
promoted in state legislatures (23). So far, all such legislation has failed. But 
CSC creationists now have political influence in the nation’s capital; they used it 
in an attempt to co-opt the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). 

In June 2001, Sen. Rick Santorum (PA) introduced a sense of the Senate 
resolution into NCLB. The “Santorum amendment” seemed innocuous to 
everyone except those familiar with the Wedge Strategy, who recognized its 
intent. Written by Phillip Johnson, it singled out “biological evolution” as a subject 
that “generates so much continuing controversy” that for the sake of “good 
science education,” students should be taught to “distinguish the data and 
testable theories of science from philosophical or religious claims that are made 
in the name of science” (1). The called-for distinction reflected ID complaints that 
naturalism is supposedly being used in public schools to chip away at students’ 
theistic beliefs (20). Pro-science and education organizations successfully 
lobbied to get the resolution removed from the bill, but ID supporters on the 
conference committee placed a slightly altered version in the legislative history, 
from whence ID supporters constantly invoke it as authoritative over educational 
policy. Although the Santorum amendment has no legal force over educational 
policy, Bruce Chapman and David DeWolf refer to it as “federal policy” with “the 
effect of law” (1). Influential members of Congress have signaled their 
agreement. In March 2002, Rep. John Boehner (OH) and Rep. Steve Chabot 
(OH) wrote a letter on congressional stationery to the president and vice- 
president of the Ohio Board of Education, incorrectly asserting, “The Santorum 
language is now part of the law.” In September 2003, Boehner, joined by Sen. 
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Judd Gregg (NH) and Sen. Santorum himself, intervened in the Texas textbook 
dispute with a letter to Chapman, also on congressional stationery, endorsing 
Dl’s interpretation of the amendment: “The Santorum language clarifies that 
public school students are entitled to learn that there are differing views on 
issues such as biological evolution” (24). This letter was distributed to the Texas 
Board of Education at the selection hearings (25). 

Evangelical Christians are an essential support base for the ID movement. 
The Wedge has evangelical supporters in churches around the country, as well 
as in campus ministries such as InterVarsity Fellowship and Veritas Forum (1). 
Prominent television evangelist Pat Robertson endorsed the teaching of ID on his 
700 Club program (40). Prison Fellowship Ministries founder Charles Colson is 
one of ID’S staunchest supporters (41). (There are also evangelicals, including 
scientists, who actively oppose ID [44].) Some of ID’s most vocal supporters, 
however, are national Religious Right organizations and their state affiliates (1). 
The most prominent supporter on the Religious Right is James Dobson. 
Dobson’s Focus on the Family (FOF) co-published a professional-looking 
creationist videotape. Unlocking the Mystery of Life, currently being sold by PBS 
as a science .Im in its online store. On its August 15, 2003, CitizenLink website, 
FOF announced that, thanks partly to this video, ID is “blowing Darwinism out of 
the water.” Additional support comes from Religious Right leaders such as D. 
James Kennedy of Coral Ridge Ministries; Phyllis Schlafly of Eagle Forum; and 
Concerned Women for America, founded by Beverly LaHaye (whose husband 
Tim LaHaye co-authored the popular Left Behind books). All of these 
organizations reject church and state separation as a myth. 

In addition to its religiously motivated anti-evolutionism, the ID movement has 
a more ominous side: its leaders attack the secularism and religious tolerance 
that are vital to constitutional democracy. CSC fellow Benjamin Wiker asserts 
that ID “directly contradicts the modern secularist intellectual trend that has so 
thoroughly dominated Western culture for the last two centuries” (26). He warns, 
“Soon enough, secularized culture will be compelled to realign.” Dembski and 
Johnson promote a disturbing religious exclusionism. Displaying a penchant for 
military metaphors, Dembski calls ID “ground zero of the culture war” (27). By his 
own admission, Christian apologetics (the defense of Christianity against 
perceived attacks) forms the foundation of his work as a “design theorist” (28). 
For Dembski, ID goes hand-in-hand with an aggressive forward movement into 
secular society by defenders of Christian orthodoxy: “We are to engage the 
secular world, reproving, rebuking and exhorting it, pointing to the truth of 
Christianity” (1). Christianity, he says, has a “dark side” for “those who refuse to 
embrace this truth.” He favors reviving the religious transgression of heresy: 
“Heresy remains a valid category for today” (1). Knowing that his Christian 
“mandate” will be unpopular, he asks rhetorically, “Can’t we all just get along and 
live together in peace?” His reply is chilling: “Unfortunately, the answer is no” (1, 
29). 

Johnson has also exhibited a disturbing tendency to criticize fellow Christians 
who disagree with him. His unsettling comments have been at times quite 
personal: during a 2003 radio program, he criticized the religious faith of Brown 
University biologist Kenneth Miller, a Behe critic and, like Behe, a devout 
Catholic: 
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The only reason I have to believe that Kenneth Miller is a Christian of any 
kind is that he says so. Maybe he’s sincere. But I don’t know that. If he is, I can 
say this: you often find the greatest enemies of Christ in the church... [T]here is a 
kind of person who may be sincere in a way, but is double-minded, who goes into 
the church in order to save it from itself by bringing it into concert with 
evolutionary naturalism... And these are dangerous people. They’re more 
dangerous than an outside atheist, like Richard Dawkins, who at least flies his 
own flag. So I am not impressed that somebody says that he is a Christian... and 
believes that evolution is our creator.... [S]uch people often do a great deal of 
damage within the church. (30) 

The religious exclusionism of ID leaders has at times taken on another facet: 
the criticism of non-Christian religious belief. In an interview about the ID 
movement with Christianity Today, Johnson, referring to September 11, 2001, 
spoke in the same breath of Muslim terrorists and Muslim students in American 
universities. He implied that Muslims worship a false god: 

Now we’re seeing how the country is almost cringing in fear of these Muslim 
terrorists from the Middle East. I see professors afraid to discuss the subject 
because they’re afraid of what the Muslim students will do. They’re afraid it won’t 
keep the peace on campus. I never thought our country would descend to this 
level. We are afraid to search the truth and to proclaim it. We once knew who the 
true God was and were able to proclaim it frankly. (31) 

In promoting ID for more than a decade, Johnson has repeatedly stressed 
his desire to move the country back toward what he considers its Christian 
foundation. Given his role as the catalyst for the formation of the Wedge and the 
sectarian Christian foundation upon which he and his fellow Wedge members 
have built their movement, such exclusionary sentiments can be understood as 
an integral part of the ID edifice. 

CONCLUSION 

Journalists have asked me how the Discovery Institute creationists, all well- 
educated and some with scientific credentials, can truly believe what they tell the 
public and educational policymakers about ID’S purported scientific validity and 
evolution’s impending demise. Although such puzzlement is inevitable if ID is 
isolated from its cultural, religious, and political framework, the ID movement is 
not puzzling at all when one views it within this context. It must be understood as 
part of something more than a strategy dreamed up by a relative handful of well- 
financed religious zealots: it is another column in the Religious Right’s attack on 
public education and secular society, and the Wedge Strategy constitutes ID’S 
logistical contribution to this attack. The aggressive campaign waged for more 
than a dozen years now by Wedge members and their supporters points to a 
troubled future for public education and constitutional democracy. Citizens who 
value both should understand what the ID agenda portends. 

NCLB’s 2008 deadline for nationwide, standardized science testing requires 
the revision of state science standards in time to meet this deadline. Having 
inserted themselves into the Kansas, Ohio, New Mexico, and Minnesota revision 
processes, ID proponents can be expected to target standards in other states. 
Given ID’s aggressive recruitment of young supporters, we can also expect anti¬ 
evolutionism to become more broadly integrated into American politics. 
Moreover, the CSC crafted a legal strategy in anticipation of lawsuits (13), 
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reflecting another Wedge Strategy goal: “We will also pursue possible legal 
assistance in response to resistance to the integration of design theory into 
public school science curricula” (2). The first lawsuit over ID was .led in 
December 2004 against the Dover, PA, school district (32), and more lawsuits 
can be expected. Wells’ call for his readers to challenge public financing of 
evolution research could also prompt attacks on research in related sciences 
such as astronomy and geology (33). 

The long-term results of ID proponents’ coordinated actions against teaching 
evolution, with the consequent diversion of time and money toward fending off its 
advances, will be the deterioration of science education, already threatened in 
many places by under-prepared and intimidated teachers. Fewer students who 
are properly educated about science will translate into fewer students who are 
qualified to become scientists. And the results of ID’S encroachment upon the 
public policy-making process include the further erosion of secular democracy, 
the bulwark of academic freedom that is the lifeblood of science. Separation of 
church and state may appear only distantly related to science education - until 
one remembers that we have only one Constitution to protect both. Science 
education is ID’S chosen vehicle for its role in the Religious Right’s broader 
attack on secular society. The undermining of church and state separation will 
mean the undermining of science education as well. 

Qualified scientists such as my co-author, Paul R. Gross, have now deflated 
ID proponents’ scientific pretensions. Other prominent scientists, including 
Steven Pinker, E. O. Wilson, Francisco Ayala, and Nobelist Steven Weinberg 
have rejected ID as lacking in scientific legitimacy (42). Detailed accounts and 
analyses of the Wedge Strategy are available to anyone wishing to understand 
how it is being pursued (1). But the exhaustive scientific analyses and accounts 
of the Wedge’s agenda must not overshadow the personal damage ID 
proponents have done and will yet do. There is no sadder example than Darby, 
Montana, as recounted by resident and RCCS member Victoria Clark, who said, 
“The local impact has been huge” (34). Comments by Darby residents whom 
Clark overheard revealed that the animosity Brickley ID’s campaign stirred up 
extended not only into the public school where ID would have been taught (“My 
daughter stormed out of the classroom to avoid more trouble”), but into the 
business community (“The florist didn’t deliver when she saw my name on the 
bill”). According to Clark, Brickley’s “objective origins” policy “brought Darby 
nothing but grief and discord.” His success in turning neighbor against neighbor 
over the ID issue was reflected in the tension in encounters between citizens on 
opposite sides. Clark stated, “There [was] a strangeness and bristling up the 
back, sometimes mixed with hostility” and “a tendency to avoid public 
conversation.” ID proponents, purporting to defend “critical thinking, freedom of 
speech, and freedom of religion,” had swallowed ID misinformation whole, 
contending that “there exists valid scientific criticism of evolution” and that 
“evolution and God are mutually exclusive.” 

Fortunately, the Wedge Strategy failed in Darby because concerned 
“Darbarians” rallied to the defense of their science curriculum and the 
Constitution. Both are safe there - at least until the next election. But Clark offers 
a hard-won lesson to communities who are potential targets of the Wedge 
Strategy: “[Pjay attention to local trustee elections, follow school board 
proceedings carefully, be aware of underlying agendas. Save your community 
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from this malignancy.” Fortunately, help is available. The National Center for 
Science Education is a clearinghouse for information and advice about ID. NCSE 
alerts members around the country so they can help resist Wedge efforts in their 
respective states and elsewhere. Organizations such as Georgia Citizens for 
Integrity in Science Education (GCISE) make valuable contributions to the anti-ID 
effort, and there are now other such pro-science organizations (35). 
Unfortunately, they work with small staffs - and small bank accounts. (See 
information about the Wedge’s financial largesse in Creationism’s Trojan Horse 
[1]). NCSE, like GCISE and its sister organizations, needs support from those 
who benefit, either as scientists, educators, parents, or simply as citizens, from 
the vital work it does. The beneficiaries of their efforts are invited to contribute 
manpower and financial assistance. Don’t wait until ID wedges its way into your 
schools. 
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The neo-Darwinian theory of evolution is the currently accepted paradigm to 
explain the history and diversity of life on earth. Yet, since the publication of 
Darwin’s Origin of Species it has been under attack on a variety of grounds. 
Some of these criticisms have been put forth in the philosophical arena, where 
evolutionary theory has often been accused of being incoherent or logically 
fallacious. 

Perhaps the best-known philosophical criticism of evolution has been put 
forth by Karl Popper, who once claimed that “Darwinism is not a testable 
scientific theory, but a metaphysical research program” (1). Famously, Popper 
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retracted his comments, once it was explained to him that there was quite a bit 
more to the theory of evolution than he had understood from a cursory 
examination of the subject: “I have changed my mind about the testability and 
logical status of the theory of natural selection; and I am glad to have an 
opportunity to make a recantation” (2). 

Peter Williams (3) listed a bewildering array of eleven logical fallacies 
allegedly committed by evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in a variety of his 
writings. In what follows we reexamine each of the fallacies and comment on the 
extent to which Dawkins actually commits them. This article is not meant as a 
defense of Dawkins (who can surely take care of himself), but rather as a 
stimulating exercise tackling the logical framework of modern evolutionary theory 
and its real or perceived philosophical implications. 

THE ALLEGED FALLACIES 

1. Self-Contradiction - a statement that refers to and falsifies itself. 
Williams quotes an open letter of Dawkins to his daughter, in which he 

advises her to think for herself, determine if a claim is being made on the basis of 
evidence or authority, and ask for evidence whenever somebody claims to know 
the truth. The problem allegedly is that Dawkins is conflating evidence with 
empirical evidence, from which it apparently derives that Dawkins also equates 
knowledge with scientific knowledge. Since the latter position is not itself based 
on empirical evidence, it follows that Dawkins contradicts himself by suggesting a 
course of action to his daughter that cannot actually be backed up by the very 
methods proposed by Dawkins. We feel Williams is reading too much into 
Dawkins’ advice. Dawkins starts out by simply suggesting a sensible course of 
action to his daughter whenever faced with evaluating somebody’s claim to truth; 
he is not saying that his advice is scientific, nor is he equating knowledge with 
scientific knowledge. As for what counts as evidence, the American Heritage 
Dictionary defines the latter as: “the available facts, circumstances, etc., 
indicating whether or not a thing is true or valid.” From this perspective, most 
evidence is in fact empirical. The only exception would be mathematical or logical 
reasoning, although most people wouldn’t think of this as ‘evidence’ so much as 
a ‘reason’ in favor of a certain conclusion. Finally, empirical (but not necessarily 
scientific) evidence for Dawkins’ statement could be brought in: one only needs 
to compare the number of successful decisions that people make about, say, 
their .finances based on reading their horoscopes vs. following the advice of a 
financial expert (if the latter is backed by empirical evidence on the performance 
of various portfolios). 

2. Begging the Question - the fallacy of using the conclusion of an argument 
as one of the premises employed to establish that conclusion. 

The problem here is that Dawkins seems to assume a naturalistic and 
gradualistic explanation for the diversification of life on earth. He claims that one 
can see that this must be true without stirring from one’s chair, as any other 
explanation can be ruled out on first principles. Williams concludes that Dawkins 
must take this philosophical (not scientific) position because he wants to exclude 
intelligent design a priori. 
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Indeed, Dawkins should not have said that one can see the truth of 
Darwinian evolution without stirring from one’s chair. Evolutionary biology is an 
empirical science, and it is only because of more than a century and a half of 
investigation that we have concluded that it is the best available explanation for 
the history of life on this planet. But there are two crucial distinctions that 
Williams fails to make: a) Darwinian gradualism is only one of a panoply of 
naturalistic explanations of evolution (others include Lamarckism, orthogenesis, 
and saltationism); while it is indeed the one currently most widely accepted by 
scientists, it is false to charge that it is the only game in town and is therefore 
accepted by default, b) Both Dawkins and Williams should make the all-important 
distinction between philosophical and methodological naturalism. Philosophical 
naturalism, the position that all there is to the world is natural phenomena, is 
indeed outside of science proper. But what all scientists espouse is 
methodological naturalism, the operational position that the best way to find a 
testable explanation for a phenomenon is to assume that only natural laws are at 
work. While creationists make a big deal of this alleged ‘bias’, in fact all of us 
behave as methodological naturalists most of the time. We are willing to bet (and 
this is an empirically verifiable prediction) that the next time that Williams’ car 
breaks down he will not go to church and ask his preacher to .x it; he will instead 
bring it to a mechanic, seeking a natural solution to the problem. Moreover, even 
if the mechanic should not .find any remedy, Williams will not therefore turn to 
God, but will ditch the car assuming (reasonably) that the facts are simply 
insufficient to find the correct natural .x, and that he is better served by another 
means of transportation. 

3. The False Dilemma - Two choices are given when in actuality there are 
more choices possible. 

Williams quotes Dawkins saying that William Paley’s supernatural 
explanation for the complexity of life and Charles Darwin’s natural alternative are 
mutually exclusive. Williams cites Michael Poole as clarifying the difference 
between explanations in terms of agency and those in terms of mechanisms. The 
two do not have to be in contradiction, since a particular agent (say, God) could 
use a given mechanism (say, natural selection) to achieve whatever goal the 
agent sets forth. 

We see two problems with Williams’ position: .first, he equivocates on Paley. 
Paley was not talking about God just being the agent determining biological 
complexity, he thought of God as also being the mechanism: in other words, it is 
anachronistic to see Paley as a theistic evolutionist, since he was defending the 
classical Christian doctrine that God created humans and everything else 
directly, not through the action of natural laws. Second, while at a more general 
level Poole is correct that agency and mechanism are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive, ‘God did it’ simply does not qualify as a scientific explanation because 
it doesn’t add anything to the rational explanatory schema. 

4. The Fallacy of Equivocation - a word is used in two different contexts and 
is assumed to have the same meaning in both contexts, when distinct meanings 
ought to be preferred. 

Williams here takes Dawkins to task for shifting the meaning of the word 
‘designoid’, coined to explain why the appearance of design in biological 
organisms is just that, an appearance. Dawkins says that there are natural 
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objects that superficially look like the result of design, for example a rock looking 
a bit like the face of an American President. He claims that this is the same sort 
of phenomenon that induces people to think that, say, the vertebrate eye is 
designed. The problem is that the first type of ‘designoid’ is obvious (i.e., people 
immediately realize that the face was not actually carved), while the second is 
much more subtle and-Williams claims-therefore belongs to a different category. 

We think Williams is partially right here: Dawkins did choose a bad example, 
and for fundamentally wrong reasons. The resemblance of a cliff outcropping to a 
human face is the result of entirely random causes (wind patterns, the 
consistency of the rock, etc.), while biological organisms are the outcome of two 
processes; mutation (which is indeed random) and natural selection (which is 
anything but random). That is why Dawkins’ designoids don’t cut it. However, 
Dawkins’ fundamental point can be rescued by simply using a better analogy. 
There are natural, non-biological, processes that convey the impression of 
intelligent design and provide us with a more closer parallel to evolution. For 
example, on many rocky beaches, pebbles are sorted by size going from the 
waterline towards the interior, in a distinctly nonrandom pattern. This is not 
because somebody got all the pebbles out of the ocean, carefully weighed them, 
and then constructed the beach. Rather, the pattern was created by the joint 
action of two processes: the (random) action of waves and the (nonrandom) 
effects of gravity. 

5. The Non Sequitur - Comments or claims that do not logically follow from 
what has gone before, but that are presented as if they do. 

Williams here leaves the field entirely to a quote from Stephen Barr, who 
accuses Dawkins of attempting to defend science from allegations of being 
‘joyless’ and ‘arid’, while not recognizing that ‘the public’ raises those objections 
to atheism, not to science itself. Apparently, Dawkins does not seem to see the 
difference between science and atheism. 

It is a bit difficult to make sense of what exactly the charge is here, and 
especially of why this would be an example of non sequitur. We take it that 
Williams’ intended target of criticism is the move from modern science’s 
discoveries to the philosophical position of atheism. Dawkins does indeed often 
state that his atheism is reinforced by the scientific understanding of the world: 
the more science finds out about nature, the less room there is for a direct 
intervention by supernatural entities. Now, if what Dawkins means is that atheism 
is logically implied by evolution, then he is surely wrong. On the other hand, to 
deduce philosophical (moral, existential, etc.) conclusions from the best available 
knowledge of the world is certainly not illogical, and seems to be the rational 
thing to do. The important distinction, therefore, is between an atheism that is 
informed by science (which is plausible), and one that is made logically 
necessary by science (which is illogical). 

6. Special Pleading (double standard) - the fallacy in which one criticizes 
others for falling short of particular standards and rules, while taking oneself to be 
exempt, without adequately justifying that exemption. 

The alleged fallacy here lies in the fact that Dawkins on the one hand rejects 
‘God’ as an explanation, on the ground that there is no way to tell where God 
himself came from, while at the same time accepts natural selection as a valid 
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explanation of the diversity of life on earth, even though natural selection itself 
cannot explain where life comes from. 

We see three problems in William’s position: First, natural selection was 
never meant as a theory of life’s origins, while ‘God did it’ clearly is. Second, 
Dawkins would be engaging in special pleading if he had not provided an 
account of how natural selection (not life) began, since the explanatory principle 
parallel to ‘God’ here is selection, not life (life is what needs to be explained by 
either ‘hypothesis’). But evolutionary biology does have an explanation for how 
natural selection comes into being: it happens as soon as there is a population of 
self-replicating, variable, molecules. No such explanation is available for God. 
Third - once again - ‘God did it’ is not an explanation, but a fancy way of 
admitting ignorance: an explanation is an account of mechanisms (such as 
natural selection), not a label to put on the facts. 

7. Wishful Thinking - a fallacy that posits a belief because it or its 
consequence is desired to be true. 

Williams comes really close to catching Dawkins (but not science in general) 
in agrante delicto. Dawkins is cited by Williams writing that nobody knows how 
life on earth originated, but it must have been by natural causes. 

If Dawkins is reaching that conclusion-as Williams alleges-because of his 
philosophical position of naturalism (i.e., atheism), then he is in fact engaging in 
wishful thinking (though no more than the other side when they say that life must 
have originated from an act of special creation). However, there is a more 
moderate interpretation of Dawkins’ statement: he is just being a good scientist in 
accepting as a matter of methodology that the only way to find a scientific 
explanation for the origin of life is to tentatively assume that there is one that 
doesn’t include supernatural intervention. One may not like the idea that science 
is limited to natural explanations, but it is hard to see what sort of experiments or 
testable hypotheses could possibly emerge from introducing a supernatural .at 
into these matters. As an aside, we also point out that Williams’ statement that 
there is “a large body of scientific evidence against” a naturalistic theory of the 
origin of life is simply false (see, for example. The Emergence of Life on Earth: a 
Historical and scientific Overview by I. Fry, Rutgers University Press, 2000.) 

8. The Red Herring - A Red Herring is an irrelevant topic or premise brought 
into a discussion to divert attention from the topic at hand. Usually, the 
irrelevancy is subtle, so that it appears relevant to those not paying close 
attention. 

This is really another version of the objection raised under fallacy #6, but with 
a different twist. Williams claims that the real problem of evolutionary theory is to 
explain the origin of catalytic proteins (enzymes), and accuses Dawkins of 
distracting his readers from it by introducing natural selection as an explanation 
of how enzymes became more complex beginning from a simple molecule. 

Once again, evolution by natural selection is not, and was never meant to be, 
a theory of life’s origins. Ironically, it is the creationists who make a red herring 
out of this issue, since they keep misinterpreting the scope of evolutionary 
theory. Natural selection is (demonstrably) perfectly capable of changing and 
improving the catalytic actions of proteins, which is all the theory claims. On the 
other hand, it is true that we still don’t know how the first replicators originated; 
however, what is needed for a naturalistic theory of origins is that the first 
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replicators were simple enough to originate randomly. This does not seem an 
inordinately unlikely supposition. Lastly, it is interesting that Williams introduces 
the concept of ‘irreducible complexity’ of proteins as if it were widely accepted in 
science. It is not. 

9. Straw Man Argument - a type of Red Herring that attacks a 
misrepresentation of an opponent’s position. That is called to burn a straw man. 
It is a surprisingly common fallacy, because it is easy to misunderstand another 
person’s position. 

The incriminating passage here is one in which Dawkins states that the 
difference between science and religion is that the former is based on evidence 
and ‘gets results’, while neither apply to the latter. Williams, curiously, takes this 
to be an attack on Christianity in particular, and responds that there has been a 
strong Christian tradition of valuing rationality. 

First, Dawkins was taking aim at religion in general, not especially at 
Christianity. Second, the criticism was that religion is not based on evidence, 
which is not the same as accusing religious people of not valuing rationality. One 
can construe rational arguments in favor of the existence of God, but one cannot 
provide any evidence to back up such constructs. Science is an inextricable 
combination of rationality and evidence: without the latter, it would not be 
different from logic or philosophy. Lastly, while it is certainly true that there are 
great traditions of rational inquiry within Christianity, do we need to remind 
Williams that the Church always put very strict limits on such ‘free inquiry’? Just 
think of Bruno, Copernicus and Galileo. The scholarly tradition of the Catholic 
Church is surely well represented by the Jesuits (for example, they run the 
Vatican astronomical observatory in Italy), and yet it was the Jesuits who 
opposed Galileo and famously refused to acknowledge the observational 
evidence he was providing through his telescopes. It is hard to think of a better 
example of how differently science and religion approach the relationship 
between rationality and faith. 

10. Ad Hominem - the fallacy of attacking the individual instead of the 
argument. 

Dawkins, in his characteristic bluntness, likens people who believe in God to 
children who believe in Santa Claus. Williams takes this to be an ad hominem 
attack, and hence a logical fallacy. Williams then goes on, somewhat curiously, 
to state that even children are sometimes right, and that therefore one cannot 
dismiss childish beliefs altogether. 

We chastise Dawkins for his language, which is sure to inflame and certain 
not to gain him much sympathy. On the other hand, this hardly qualifies as a 
fallacy because Dawkins is not using the ‘belief in God = childish thinking’ 
equation as an argument against the existence of God. On the contrary, he 
begins with the premise that God is a fairy tale and then deduces (in a perfectly 
logical manner, if one accepts the premise) that believing in God is as childish as 
believing in fairy tales. Of course children (or childish adults) can be right about 
certain things, but Socrates (in Plato’s Meno) convincingly argued that true belief 
without cause is nothing to brag about. 
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11. Poisoning the well - a form of ad hominem attack that occurs before the 
meat of an argument, biasing the audience against the opponent’s side before he 
can present his case. 

Dawkins is once again taken to task for his language. In some of his writings, 
he alleges that no qualified scientist doubts the reality of evolution, the 
implication being that one should not pay attention to arguments advanced from 
people who do not believe in evolution, because they are not qualified on such 
matters. 

As in other cases, we agree with the criticism of Dawkins’ language, which is 
clearly hyperbolic (heck, if one searches hard enough one can find qualified 
scientists who doubt quantum mechanics, by most accounts the best scientific 
theory of all time!). Dawkins can indeed reasonably be taken to be ‘poisoning the 
weir here. However, we find Williams in turn to be rather disingenuous (and 
relying on an appeal to authority, a fallacy in itself) when he quotes three 
allegedly qualified and unbiased authors on his behalf; William Dembski, 
Jonathan Wells, and Thomas Woodward. All three are open Christian apologists, 
and therefore cannot seriously be considered to be ideologically unbiased (note 
that while Dawkins is an open atheist, there is a large number of religious people 
from many denominations among evolutionary scientists). Moreover, Dembski 
has degrees in mathematics and philosophy, Woodward teaches theology at a 
fundamentalist Christian school for ministers, and Wells has a degree in 
biochemistry and molecular biology. None of them are qualified to comment on 
evolution for the simple reason that their degrees are not in any of the organismal 
biological sciences. One of us (Massimo Pigliucci) has a Ph.D. in Botany, which 
is an organismal biological science, but he would hardly feel qualified to 
comment about the reasonableness of, say, quantum mechanics. Just because 
one has a Ph.D. one is not automatically qualified to pontificate on all topics, as 
much as one’s ego might incline one to think so. 

SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY, AND THE LIMITS OF LOGIC 

This entire discussion is based on the concept of logical fallacies. But 
reasoning can be logical, and even correct, at the same time that it is strictly 
speaking fallacious. For example, one of the classical fallacies is the post hoc 
ergo propter hoc (after that, therefore because of that), where one infers that the 
cause of a certain effect is a particular event on the basis of the fact that the 
alleged cause preceded the effect in short time (e.g., I woke up with a headache 
this morning; I drunk red wine last night; ergo the wine caused the headache). 

It is important to realize in what (very strict) sense post hoc ergo propter hoc 
is a fallacy: if one wishes to say that it necessarily follows that if two events are 
temporally close to each other, then the first one causes the second one, this is 
obviously not true. We have plenty of examples of temporal sequences the 
elements of which are not causally connected (e.g., last night it also happened to 
be full moon, but that very likely had nothing to do with my headache this 
morning). However, it is perfectly rational to begin the investigation into causes 
based on correlations, which is exactly what science does. If I know that certain 
kinds of red wine (e.g., high in sulfites) are prone to cause headaches in certain 
individuals, and if I repeatedly observe that when I drink those kinds of wine I 
often develop a headache the following morning, then I am logically justified in 
tentatively concluding (pending further evidence) that my headaches really are 
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caused by high sulfites levels in red wine (and I ought to stop drinking such 
concoctions). 

It follows from all of this that science is inherently an approach that can lead 
only to tentative conclusions, while if one wishes Truth one is limited to the realm 
of logic and mathematics. Philosophy occupies an interesting middle ground 
between these two approaches: while a philosopher attempts to build bullet-proof 
logical arguments (i.e., she aims at logical truth of the formal kind), the premises 
of her reasoning can only be of two types (Hume’s famous ‘fork’). Either one 
starts with arbitrary or unfounded statements, in which case even logically tight 
reasoning leads nowhere; or one begins with empirical observations about the 
world, and philosophy therefore shares some of the limitations of science. A lot of 
ink and bad feelings would be avoided if people realized that human beings (with 
the exception of logicians) cannot attain Truth, but only more or less likely 
maybes. 
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ABSTRACT 

Challenges to modern evolutionary science are often rooted in 
fundamental misconceptions about the nature of science itself. Among 
the public, there is a widespread perception that the focus of science on 
natural cause-and-effect explanations is a thinly disguised effort to 
promote a godless worldview, rather than an inherent methodological 
limitation. Furthermore, the general public often view theories as merely 
unsubstantiated guesses, rather than as the unifying concepts that give 
our observations coherence and meaning. Theories within the historical 
sciences, in particular, are seen as being inherently untestable without 
an objective basis for assigning validity. Science for many is simply an 
encyclopedic accumulation of unchanging observational “facts.” The 
dynamic nature of science with the continual revision of theoretical 
constructs becomes for them evidence of the fleeting validity of scientific 
“truth.” The future of scientific literacy will depend on how we respond to 
these misconceptions as scientists and educators. Key words: Nature of 
science, science teaching, evolution, methodological naturalism. 
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scientific method, theory, philosophical naturalism, creationism, 
intelligent design 

INTRODUCTION 

Misunderstandings and fallacious understandings of the nature and 
limitations of science are widespread in our culture. They underlie much of the 
popular resistance to the conclusions of modern science, particularly historical 
sciences. Misunderstandings about the nature of science also lay at the 
foundation of most of the recent attacks on public science education by Intelligent 
Design proponents and traditional creationists. These efforts are expressions of 
deeply held, but entirely false, views of science that threaten many people’s 
religious world views. 

Although the popular ignorance of the conclusions of modern science has 
been widely recognized, the false understandings of the nature and practice of 
science are more fundamental and present a greater obstacle to scientific 
literacy. This is particularly true for the “historical sciences” - those sciences that 
deal with the reconstruction of the past. Those who oppose the current 
conclusions of the historical sciences commonly see scientific and theological 
descriptions of reality as being mutually exclusive and contradictory (1). A 
“warfare” view of science and faith is widely assumed. This view is supported by 
erroneous understandings of the nature of historical and theoretical science. A 
distorted understanding of the history of science also exacerbates this view. 

Too many people in our society view science as simply the discovery of 
unchanging truths to be memorized and added to an encyclopedia of scientific 
knowledge. Theories are viewed as merely unsubstantiated guesses, rather than 
as the unifying concepts that give our observations coherence and meaning, 
provide us with a basis to make testable predictions, and ultimately to solve 
scientific problems. As a result, many people are unable to distinguish valid 
scientific conclusions from pseudoscience. The dynamic nature of science, with 
its continual revision of theoretical constructs, becomes evidence in the eyes of 
the public for mistrusting the validity of scientific “truth” and a basis for its outright 
rejection. Theories within the historical sciences, in particular, are seen as being 
inherently untestable and driven by a materialistic philosophical agenda (2). 

The widespread public misperceptions of science are clear indicators that 
science educators have largely failed to communicate the processes by which 
scientific understandings of the natural world are obtained. Helping students to 
understand the nature and limitations of science is a fundamental part of science 
education. In recognition of this, the nature of science (NOS) is a prominent 
theme within all comprehensive science standards. This prominence is well 
articulated in documents such as Science for All Americans (3) and the National 
Science Education Standards (4). The NOS theme is also part of many state 
science standards, including those of Kansas. 

The effective teaching of evolutionary science is also tied to the teachers’ 
understanding of the nature of science. For example, studies of both college 
students and science teachers have shown a clear relationship between the lack 
of understanding of the nature of science and low acceptance of the theory of 
evolution (5). Furthermore, middle and high school teachers have not been 
adequately prepared to teach the NOS. Too often the NOS is left to implicit 
inference through students’ science classroom experiences and reading, rather 
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than being an explicit topic of instruction (6). This is especially the case when 
science is taught as a package of received factual knowledge to be learned, and 
where the emphasis is placed on the results of confirmatory laboratory 
assignments rather than on the dynamic process of inquiry itself. 

Science teachers and educators need to be more aware of the popularly held 
erroneous understandings of science, and develop strategies to directly and 
effectively address them. Informing students and the larger public of how science 
really works, and what questions it does and does not address, is critical to 
combating the appeal of anti-evolutionary creationist arguments. 

DISCUSSION 

Misconceptions and obstacles to scientific literacy; 
This paper will first present a number of the common public misconceptions 

of the nature of science, and briefly outline a response to each. This will be 
followed with some suggested educational remedies. 

Science is a thinly disguised effort to promote a godless worldview. 
Scientific and religious understandings of the origin and evolution of the 

universe, earth, and life are widely seen as being in tension if not outright 
opposition. Evolution in particular is seen as inherently atheistic and inseparably 
wedded to a worldview that denies God and objective morality. Evolutionary 
theory, often pejoratively referred to as “Darwinism,” is also perceived as denying 
purpose and meaning. As a result, the science of evolution and the theology of 
creation have become in the minds of many two mutually exclusive explanations. 
Such dichotomous thinking is also consistent with our cultural preference for 
simplistic answers to complex problems. 

For traditional creationists and most Intelligent Design (ID) supporters, the 
conviction that evolutionary theory and orthodox Christian faith are in 
irreconcilable conflict is fundamental. It is also a central part of the political 
strategy of the ID movement. As stated by Phillip Johnson, one of the founders 
and leaders of the ID movement: “The objective [of the Wedge Strategy] is to 
convince people that Darwinism is inherently atheistic, thus shifting the debate 
from creationism vs. evolution to the existence of God vs. the nonexistence of 
God.” (7) 

The broader “warfare” view of science and faith owes much of its modern 
expression to a pair of widely influential 19th century works - John William 
Draper’s History of the Conflict between Religion and Science (1874) and 
Andrew Dickson White’s A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in 
Christendom (1896). Such views have been perpetuated by simplistic and 
grossly inaccurate historical summaries. However, this warfare view has been 
thoroughly discredited by both theological and historical scholarship (8). Christian 
theologians (including evangelicals) have long recognized that a faithful reading 
of Scripture does not demand a young Earth, nor does it prohibit God’s use of 
evolutionary mechanisms to accomplish God’s creative will. Many evangelical 
Christians at the time of Darwin found no inherent conflict between evolutionary 
theory and scripture. In fact, several of the authors of the “Fundamentals” (the set 
of volumes that gave us the term “fundamentalist”) accepted some form of 
evolutionary theory. One of these was B.B Warfield, a theologian who argued 
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forcefully for Biblical inerrancy, and who accepted the validity of evolution as a 
scientific description of origins. Probably the most prominent advocate of 
evolutionary theory in America in Darwin’s time was Asa Gray, a committed 
evangelical Christian (9). To the present day, Christian scientists and theologians 
have articulated this integration of evolutionary science and Christian faith within 
a broad range of theological traditions (10). 

Although the conflict perspective continues to be promoted by some 
individuals within both the religious and scientific communities, its conflation of 
philosophical materialism or atheism with evolution must be rejected as 
philosophically, theologically, and historically false. As long as this false view is 
allowed to remain in students’ minds, they (and by extension the general public) 
will be unable to accept the conclusions of science, no matter how well they are 
taught. The scientific enterprise is a limited way of knowing about the natural 
world. Scientific research proceeds by the search for chains of cause-and-effect, 
and confines itself to the investigation of “natural” entities and forces. This 
limitation of the scientific enterprise is sometimes referred to as “methodological 
naturalism.” Science restricts itself to proximate causes, and the confirmation or 
denial of ultimate causes is beyond its capability. Science does not deny the 
existence of a Creator - it is simply silent on the existence or action of God. 
Methodological naturalism is not a prescriptive “rule”, but simply describes what 
empirical inquiry is. It is certainly not a statement of the nature of cosmic reality. 
Science does not, and cannot, say that material things are all that exist, or all that 
matter. Science pursues truth within very narrow limits. Our most profound 
questions about the nature of reality (questions of meaning and purpose and 
morality), while they may arise from within science, are theological or 
philosophical in nature and their answers lie beyond the reach of science. 

Some non-theists see God as an unnecessary addition to a scientific 
description of the universe, and therefore extend this to a philosophical 
exclusion. In fact, God is unnecessary, or rather irrelevant, for a scientific 
description, but a scientific description is not a complete description of reality. 
Scientific methodology excludes appeals to supernatural agents because it has 
no way to test for the action of such agents. To then use this methodological 
exclusion to support a philosophical exclusion is completely fallacious. That 
science does not make reference to God says nothing about whether or not God 
is actively involved in the physical universe or in people’s lives. 

One very important feature of the scientific enterprise is that it takes place 
within a multi-cultural and interfaith community of scholars. At a typical 
professional scientific meeting there will be participants from a wide range of 
nationalities, cultures, and religious traditions. Yet, those scholars can sit down 
together and productively discuss scientific questions, examine evidence and 
even reach consensus conclusions. They can do this because scientific 
knowledge is not tied to a particular religious or non-religious worldview - it is 
universally accessible. Any attempt to incorporate supernatural action into 
scientific description, or to declare that science is inherently atheistic, 
undermines this religious neutrality. 

The methodological naturalism (MN) of science restricts the search for 
truth. 
Many Intelligent Design (ID) advocates argue that MN arbitrarily and 

unjustifiably excludes supernatural agency from scientific explanation. They 
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believe that this exclusion of God from scientific description unnecessarily 
restricts the search for truth. Phillip Johnson has made this a prominent focus of 
his arguments. 

“We [members of the intelligent design movement] are opposed by persons 
who endorse methodological naturalism, a doctrine that insists that science must 
explain biological creation only by natural processes, meaning unintelligent 
processes. Reference to a creator or designer is relegated to the realm of 
religion, and ruled out of bounds in science regardless of the evidence.” (11) 

Note that MN is treated as a doctrine, a philosophical assumption, rather 
than a methodological limitation of scientific inquiry. In much of the ID and 
traditional creationist literature, MN is falsely presented as equivalent to 
philosophical naturalism or materialism. That is, the practice of science is seen 
as based on a philosophy that claims that the material universe is all that there is. 

ID advocates believe that the exclusion of God from scientific description 
unnecessarily restricts the search for truth. It does nothing of the sort. If God 
acted in creation to bring about a particular structure in a way that broke causal 
chains, then science would simply conclude that: “There is presently no known 
series of cause-and-effect processes that can adequately account for this 
structure, and research will continue to search for such processes.” Any 
statement beyond that requires the application of a particular religious worldview. 
Science cannot conclude “God did it.” However, if God acted through a seamless 
series of cause-and-effect processes to bring about that structure, then the 
continuing search for such processes stimulated by the tentativeness and 
methodological naturalism of science may uncover those processes. Using an ID 
approach, the inference to “intelligent design” would be made, and any 
motivation for further research would end. Thus, ID runs the risk of making false 
conclusions, and prematurely terminating the search for cause-and-effect 
descriptions when one wasn’t already at hand. Furthermore, how would a gap in 
our knowledge be filled unless there was a continued effort to search for possible 
“natural” causes? Thus even the verification of gaps requires research conducted 
using MN assumptions. 

In both the 1999 and 2005 Kansas science standards controversies, a single 
word has been the focus of a great deal of attention. That single word is “natural.” 
Scientists and science educators describe science as a human process of 
discovering natural explanations for the physical world around us. Creationists 
and ID supporters want to remove the word “natural” from the definition of 
science so that supernatural explanations can be admitted. However, an appeal 
to a supernatural agent does not provide any insight into how a particular event 
or process occurred. The intelligent design approach of “God did it” can explain 
anything, but doesn’t provide the cause-and-effect understandings of physical 
phenomena that are the proper subject of science. 

Supernatural action is a legitimate subject of scientific inquiry. 
Both traditional creationists and ID supporters have been seeking to have 

“non-natural” or supernatural action included as a legitimate part of scientific 
explanation. One way that this view is expressed is that science pursued under 
theistic assumptions must differ in its scientific conclusions from science as 
currently practiced. There is the strong desire to see scientific evidence for divine 
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action, to have theistic arguments be part of science. William Dembski, a 
prominent ID advocate, has stated; 

“... intelligent design is incompatible with what typically is meant by theistic 
evolution. Theistic evolution takes the Darwinian picture of the biological world 
and baptizes it, identifying this picture with the way God created life. When boiled 
down to its scientific content, however, theistic evolution is no different from 
atheistic evolution, treating only undirected processes in the origin and 
development of life.” (12) 

Note that this statement implies that “Darwinian” evolution is inherently 
atheistic and must be in conflict with a theistic perspective. It also accepts 
uncritically that evolution denies the possibility of divine guidance or purpose. 

As previously argued, the methodology of science is incapable of 
investigating supernatural action. Even what scientific research is conducted by 
ID advocates is conducted using MN. The genetic research of Michael Behe, for 
example, is entirely consistent with standard science using a MN approach. 
There simply is no way to incorporate the actions of non-natural agents into a 
scientific research program. What ID proponents typically do is to overlay 
philosophical and religious understandings on scientific conclusions. They invest 
particular scientific observations with theological meaning. It is entirely 
appropriate for anyone to apply his or her religious and philosophical 
perspectives to interpreting science. Theists as much as atheists can, and 
should, work toward a comprehensive integrated worldview. However, that does 
not make such philosophical perspectives themselves scientific. It is no more 
appropriate to argue that science can conclude that “God did it,” than to argue 
that science demonstrates that the natural world is all there is, or that natural 
process are divinely unguided and without ultimate purpose. 

From the perspective of scientific inquiry, a supernatural agent is effectively a 
black box, and appeals to supernatural action are equivalent to appeals to 
ignorance. A supernatural agent is unconstrained by natural “laws” or the 
properties and capabilities of natural entities and forces. It can act in any way, 
and accomplish any conceivable end. As a result, appeals to such agents cannot 
provide any insight into understanding the mechanisms by which a particular 
observed or historical event occurred. Belief in the creative action of a 
supernatural agent does not answer the questions of “How?” “A miracle occurs 
here” is no more an answer to the question of “How?” than is “We don’t know.” 
The scientific community’s passion is to understand the “Hows” of the natural 
world. It is the gaps in our current understanding of the natural world - those 
black boxes - that draw the attention of scientists and drive new discovery and 
new theoretical insights. 

True science deals with proven facts. 
Many people see science as an encyclopedic listing of unchanging facts. 

Since scientific “facts” are equated with “truth,” once discovered they cannot 
change. This is an essentially static view of science, and very much at odds with 
the tentative nature of scientific conclusions and the dynamic process of scientific 
inquiry. It also elevates the discovery of observational “facts” as the fundamental 
objective of science. Theories on the other hand, are viewed as mere guesses 
and speculation. This is commonly expressed in phrases such as “Evolution is 
just a theory.” 
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However, science is not the mastery of a body of unchanging scientific 
“facts”, but a way of inquiring about our physical environment. It provides a way 
of understanding, explaining, and integrating our diverse observations of the 
natural world. Theories place our observations into an explanatory context and 
give them coherence and meaning. Although observations form the foundation of 
scientific description, serious theoretical inquiry is the essence of science. 
Observational “facts” by themselves are lifeless and do not yield understanding. 
Nothing could be more deadly to science than to divorce it from the unifying 
theories that give observations meaning. Theories also provide the predictions 
that suggest new observations and drive new discovery. Theories are the very 
essence of the scientific enterprise. 

Scientific theories are not speculations or guesses but well-supported 
interpretations of the natural world. They are built up from many hypotheses that 
have survived repeated tests against new observations. However, no scientific 
theory can be proven in the sense of a mathematical or logical proof. Any 
accepted scientific theory is simply the best existing explanation for the 
observations already made, and rests on the continued success of the 
hypotheses that are generated from it. Science is a dynamic enterprise of 
understanding the natural processes operative in the universe. Scientists modify 
or even replace theories as new observations accumulate and improved 
explanatory models are developed. The very strength of scientific methodology is 
that ideas are subject to testing and verification. 

The construction and testing of hypotheses is fundamental to scientific 
inquiry. Although different fields of scientific study have unique ways of 
approaching their subject, there are some basic elements that characterize 
scientific methodologies. 

1) Observations are made of the natural world, whether directly or through 
the use of instruments. 

2) Perceived patterns and regularities in these observations become the 
basis for proposing a hypothesis to explain them. This occurs within a set of 
already existing broader theoretical understandings. 

3) A new set of observations not yet made is predicted deductively from the 
hypothesis. 

4) The hypothesis can then be tested against these new observations. The 
original hypothesis may be supported, or the new observations may be found to 
be inconsistent or unexpected. 

The above process may be followed very formally. However, it may also be 
followed in an informal, almost subconscious, way as a scientist generates and 
tests new ideas while working on a research problem. 

Although hypotheses can be disproven by the methodology of science, they 
cannot be positively proved. Scientific conclusions are always tentative. 
However, the more the expectations generated by a hypothesis are confirmed, 
the more confidence the investigator has in that explanation. The success of 
hypotheses in turn lends additional support to the theories upon which those 
hypotheses rest. 

There is no way to objectively select among “theories. ” 
If a “theory” is understood simply as a guess or speculation, then one 

person’s “theory” can be as good as another’s. This is particularly true if scientific 
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theories are viewed as resting more on philosophical bias than objective 
observations. Any person’s idea becomes a “theory” with an equal claim to 
serious consideration. Arguments of any type and merit can then be seen as 
having equally valid claims to “truth.” For the public, selecting between competing 
theories is more a matter of choosing authorities than critically evaluating 
scientific claims. 

Scientists constructing scientific theories, and their component hypotheses, 
are influenced by philosophical, religious and cultural assumptions. The 
investigator(s) may even be unaware of some of these influences. However, 
those hypotheses are subject to test, and will not become widely held by the 
scientific community unless their predictions are fruitful. The source or inspiration 
for an idea is irrelevant to its utility as a scientific hypothesis. The validity of the 
idea must stand or fall on its own. 

Theories change and are modified over time as new discoveries are made 
and new more productive interpretive frameworks are proposed. Some are 
ultimately rejected by the preponderance of practicing scientists, and others 
remain at the fringes provoking critical examination. How do we distinguish a 
good theory from a bad one? How do we establish relative confidence in 
theories? Criteria for a good scientific theory include: 1) explanatory power, or 
the ability to integrate and explain a wide range of observations, 2) predictive 
power, or testable expectations; 3) fruitfulness, or the ability to generate new 
questions and new directions of research; and 4) aesthetics (eg. beauty, 
simplicity, symmetry). 

It is important that the process of evaluating a scientific theory (and its 
component hypotheses) takes place within a community of trained practicing 
scientists. The scientific enterprise is fundamentally conservative, and any new 
idea must meet the challenge of demonstrating a greater ability to explain and 
integrate current knowledge and predict future observations than its competitors. 
Scientists meet that challenge through diligent research, and by presenting the 
new ideas for criticism by the scientific community through professional meetings 
and publication in peer-reviewed science publications. Most new ideas do not 
survive this process. However, having passed through this process and won the 
consensus of the scientific community, a new idea is ready for widespread 
application in addressing outstanding questions in the field. 

Biological evolution (descent with modification from a common ancestor), 
plate tectonics (the mobility and recycling of the Earth’s crust), and the Big Bang 
theory are examples of extremely well substantiated theories that provide an 
interpretative framework for a vast amount of observational evidence. That is, 
they have great explanatory power. These powerful unifying theories continue to 
generate fruitful and testable hypotheses that drive new discovery. 

The historical sciences are inherently untestable. 
Creationists and ID supporters frequently claim that the historical sciences 

(cosmology, astronomy, geology, evolutionary biology, anthropology, 
archaeology) deal with unrepeatable events and are therefore not experimental. 
Furthermore, because past events and processes are not directly observable, 
theories of origins are deemed inferior or less certain than studies of present 
processes. This view commonly finds expression in statements like: “No one was 
there so we can never know what really happened.” This view is false. The 
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historical sciences are no less scientific, or testable, than the “hard sciences” 
(13). 

Research in the historical sciences proceeds by an almost continuous 
process of hypothesis creation and testing. Predictions are continually tested 
against each new observation or analysis. Obtaining data from a newly analyzed 
sample or newly described locality is no different methodologically from obtaining 
data from a new experimental trial. In both cases, the new observations can be 
tested against expectations based on previous experience and theoretical 
predictions. If the predictions deduced from a hypothesis are not supported by 
new observations then that hypothesis is modified or rejected. Scientific research 
proceeds by an almost continual process of hypothesis creation and testing. 
Many past theories in the historical sciences have been discarded with the 
accumulation of new observations and the development of new theories of 
greater explanatory power. 

Like all scientific disciplines, the historical sciences proceed by testing the 
predictions or expectations of existing models and theories. In geology, for 
example, the measurement and description of each new rock outcrop or 
subsurface core is a test of working hypotheses based on present understanding. 
If a specific rock unit is interpreted to be part of a meandering river system, then 
specific predictions can be made concerning the geometry of this rock body and 
the characteristics and distribution of associated sedimentary rocks. In modern 
meandering river systems a whole complex of sedimentary environments are 
present: channel and point bar deposits, levees, crevasse splays, overbank flood 
deposits, abandoned channels, freshwater lakes, etc. Each of these 
environments has its characteristic spatial relationships, sediment types, 
depositional features, and associated biota. If the original hypothesis of a 
meandering river system was correct, then further exploration and sampling of 
the area should reveal the predicted geologic features and their predicted spatial 
and temporal relationships. If the new observations are contrary to these 
predictions, then the hypothesis must be modified, or if necessary, abandoned. 

All “theories” have a right to a hearing in the public science classroom. 
Because historical theories are viewed as untestable guesses, it is often 

argued that all “theories” have a right to a hearing in the public classroom. It is 
this fundamental public misunderstanding about the nature and centrality of 
theory in science, combined with the identification of evolution as a fruit of 
atheism or materialism, that provides the basis for the public call for the 
democratization of science. These misconceptions also underpin the public 
support for traditional creationism and intelligent design. 

In the public mind, “fairness” demands that all voices have a right to be 
heard. However, few people have the skills to evaluate the validity of scientific 
claims. This includes those elected to local and state school boards. In the 
absence of critical thinking skills, marginal ideas, pseudoscience, and folk 
science may be favored because their conclusions agree with individuals’ 
worldviews. In this way ideas, however unsupported, get equal access to the 
public - bypassing the rigors of research and peer review. 

Furthermore, many people have been led to believe that creationist or ID 
arguments have been excluded from the science curriculum for political or social 
reasons, rather than for their failure to explain or predict observations. As a 
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result, determining the content of public science curricula is seen as a political, 
not a scientific, issue. Public opinion polls are viewed as a valid basis for 
determining the content of public science curricula. It becomes the public’s 
responsibility, not that of the community of trained scientists, to decide what 
qualifies as valid science. 

However, good science is not determined by popular vote. Rather, it is the 
consensus of the community of science professionals that determines the 
currently best theories. That community includes individuals with a wide range of 
cultural and religious worldviews. The scientific enterprise is a human activity and 
thus imperfect. But it is the very diversity of the scientific community, and the 
incredible range of experience and knowledge of the natural world held by that 
community, that provides the best means of determining error and identifying the 
most practically useful and fruitful ideas. We do a great disservice to our children 
if we deny them the consensus understanding of that community. 

Addressing public misconceptions as science educators: 
As science educators, what do we do? From the discussion above, it is clear 

that scientific evidence and argument alone are not enough. The evidence will 
not persuade people if they hold fundamentally erroneous understandings of the 
scientific process. For many, the essence of science is not the process inquiry 
and theory construction, but rather a body of accepted “facts” to be accepted on 
authority. When science is further seen as resting on a philosophy of materialism 
or atheism, there is a powerful barrier to science education and public science 
literacy. 

The nature of science (NOS) must be an important component of teaching 
science, and evolutionary theory in particular. The NOS is communicated 
implicitly to students in all science courses. However, the impression given 
through science instruction commonly reinforces popular misconceptions rather 
than countering them. Portrayals of the history of science in science textbooks 
are notoriously simplistic and commonly present science as a steady march of 
enlightenment culminating in our current understanding. There is little sense of 
the human dimension of the scientific enterprise and its cultural, political and 
philosophical context. This can often reinforce the perception of science as the 
accumulation of encyclopedic knowledge. Laboratory and classroom activities 
are often structured to focus on obtaining the correct results, rather than on the 
process of inquiry itself. Similarly, assessment is commonly focused on knowing 
science content rather than understanding science as a way of knowing. Such an 
emphasis leaves students without the tools to critically evaluate competing 
scientific claims, or to understand the incomplete and open-ended nature of 
scientific conclusions. 

The NOS is rarely taught explicitly beyond a simplistic recitation of “the 
scientific method.” The understanding of the scientific method is often focused on 
a generic description of experimental method that really does not reflect science 
as it is actually done, especially in the historical sciences such as biological 
evolution. As found by Dagher and Boujaoude, such generic understandings do 
“not appreciate the distinctive nature of evidence, explanations, and predictions 
employed in evolutionary theory.” They therefore argue that teaching the nature 
of science must be embedded within the context of specific theories. The 
meaning of any abstract NOS without such context may become “vacuous,” and 
actually lead to the rejection of valid scientific conclusions. (14) 
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The NOS must be taught explicitly, and teaching strategies and lesson plans 
must be developed with understanding the NOS as their primary goal. As 
emphasized by Cough and Olson, “Teachers must play an active role in posing 
questions at strategic points to explicitly draw students’ attention to NOS ideas. 
Just as students rarely develop accurate science ideas from activities alone, 
accurate NOS ideas will not be learned simply by doing activities or 
reading/watching historical and contemporary accounts of science in action.” (15) 

Students do not acquire an understanding of science as a process and a way 
of knowing through traditional science instruction. Teaching about the nature of 
science must be explicit, reflective, and taught within an applied context (16). The 
focus of science instruction must be the nature of science; it will not be passively 
learned or absorbed merely through the learning of science “facts.” 
Communicating the nature of science must include: teaching the historical 
context and development of scientific theories, inquiry-based instruction, and 
explicitly teaching the methodological foundations of science within the context of 
specific theories. 

Discussing the historical context of the rise of new scientific theories and 
models can be an effective way of presenting the human side of the scientific 
enterprise. Science becomes inherently more interesting when is seen as a truly 
human activity. Students can also better appreciate that, despite personal 
ambitions, personality conflicts, and political agendas, ideas that successfully 
resolve scientific questions and lead to further discovery rise to scientific 
consensus (even if that process is a long one). There are now many excellent 
historical treatments of important episodes and personalities in science that are 
accessible and historically accurate (17). Such accounts are particularly valuable 
in countering the popular “conflict” view of science and faith. 

Having students become participants in scientific inquiry is an effective way 
to develop an understanding of the scientific process. In inquiry-based 
instruction, student problem solving focuses not on the solution but on the 
process of inquiry. This moves attention away from getting the right answer, to 
reflecting on the processes involved in trying to answer the question. Such 
inquiry-based instruction needs to be accompanied by explicit teaching on the 
nature of science. As discussed above, that teaching needs to be done within the 
context of a particular theory or hypothesis. Students need to know not only what 
the current scientific consensus is, but how that consensus was reached. 

It can be legitimately argued that the structure and demands of current 
science curricula pose significant obstacles to implementing the suggestions 
above. Where can teachers find space in their teaching for this emphasis on the 
nature of science? While the pedagogical challenge should not be minimized, 
much of the teaching about the NOS can be embedded within the existing course 
content. Students already acquire a certain perception of what science is, 
accurate or not, during the course of their science education. The question then 
is not so much should we teach the nature of science, as how do we present 
science in such a way that the nature of science is accurately communicated. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Numerous fundamental misunderstandings about the nature, limitations, and 
practice of science underlie the public resistance to the conclusions of modern 
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science. This is particularly true of evolutionary science, which has been falsely 
portrayed as an expression of an atheistic or materialist philosophy. Both 
traditional creationists and Intelligent Design supporters build their cases upon 
these false views of the scientific enterprise. Therefore, public challenges to the 
conclusions of science must be addressed not only by appeals to the evidence, 
but also by directly countering the widely-held erroneous views about the nature 
of science itself. 

Public science education needs to be part of the solution rather than part of 
the problem. As science educators we must be attentive to teach not just the 
content of our science, but its methodological foundation. The nature of science 
must be taught consciously and explicitly. The nature of science needs to be 
taught as part of the subject content, and currently accepted theories need to be 
understood as the result of a long process of rigorous testing and challenge 
within a diverse community of scientists. Students need to understand science as 
a dynamic, exciting, open-ended, and thoroughly human activity. Science is a 
process of developing explanations for how our natural world works, of making 
sense of our diverse observations of the world around us. It is a limited way of 
knowing about our physical reality; it complements rather than conflicts with other 
human endeavors that seek to answer other more profound questions. Rather 
than being perceived as a threat, the scientific enterprise should be seen as a 
vocation open to anyone with a curiosity about the workings of the natural world. 
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ABSTRACT 

“Intelligent Design” (ID) creationism largely relies on long-discredited 
forms of argument to try and make a case against naturalistic evolution. 
However, it also includes some novel elements, such as William 
Dembski’s claim to rigorously identify a reliable signature of intelligent 
design and thereby establish ID as an independent form of explanation 
not reducible to “chance and necessity.” Such arguments also fail; 
indeed, intelligence itself appears to be a product of combinations of 
chance and necessity, where Darwinian processes are critically 
important in producing genuine novelty. Addressing the scientific 
mistakes of ID creationism requires attention to current science about 
intelligence, complexity, and information; it must be a collaborative effort 
between biologists, physicists, computer scientists and others. 

Keywords: intelligent design, creationism, artificial intelligence, 
randomness 

When the Intelligent Design (ID) movement attracts the attention of 
mainstream scientists, it does so as the latest incarnation of creationism. The ID 
literature reinforces this impression. ID proponents devote most of their efforts to 
denouncing “Darwinism,” by which they mean naturalistic theories of evolution. 
Some ID proponents accept common descent, some do not. But the ID 
movement is united in thinking that mindless mechanisms - Darwinian variation- 
and-selection in particular - cannot account for the diversity and complexity of 
life. 

If ID was only a collection of neocreationist claims concerning biology, it 
would be relatively straightforward to address. For example, the most prominent 
biology-related argument for ID has been due to biochemist Michael Behe (1), 
who claimed that certain molecular machines were “irreducibly complex.” 
Structures such as the bacterial .flagellum, he argued, could not be assembled 
gradually through a series of functional intermediate forms - all of their many 
components had to come together at once. Critics immediately pointed out that 
systems and their components need not have had the same functions throughout 
their history. Indeed, Behe has lately shifted his emphasis away from his original 
argument. 

Instead, Behe and other ID proponents’ current arguments for design in 
biology describe the interlocking complexity of biochemical systems and state 
that it is implausible that they could have been assembled gradually. They then 
say that “Darwinists” have to supply a fully-articulated sequence of successive 
changes; otherwise Darwinian evolution can be dismissed as mere speculation 
(2). Such attempts at shifting the burden of proof do not impress many scientists. 
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Though incomplete, evidence that, for example, eubactehal flagella are related to 
and have evolved as secretory mechanisms (3) is compelling. Biologists need to 
update their responses to creationism, addressing old arguments that have now 
been cast in a biochemical idiom, but otherwise ID presents no challenge to 
biology. 

Then there is ID and physical science. Unlike the biblically literalist 
champions of Young Earth Creationism, ID proponents tend to accept an old 
universe or take no position on the matter of age. Nevertheless, ID includes 
physical claims as well. Their main concern is identifying supposed mysteries 
such as fine-tuning in astronomy and physical cosmology and proclaiming these 
as evidence of design (4). Though fine-tuning arguments have found favor 
among some theological liberals as well as in ID, they appear to be useless in 
terms of advancing science (5). So again, if all ID did was to retool old-fashioned 
intuitions about divine design, the scientific response to ID would not need to 
extend beyond adapting standard responses to creationism. There would be little 
of intellectual interest in criticizing ID. 

However, though the bulk of ID literature is devoted to recycling old errors, 
there are some aspects of ID that are more interesting mistakes - where figuring 
out exactly how ID goes wrong can help us advance our knowledge and 
understand evolution better. One area where ID gets interesting is in its claims 
about intelligence. 

ID proponents have vigorously engaged in philosophical debates about 
whether naturalistic explanations are required in science. They find 
methodological naturalism to be an unjustified constraint on our ways of 
investigating the world. They would like, ultimately, to introduce intelligent agents 
as a fundamental cause in scientific explanations. This seems reasonable 
enough: after all, sciences such as archaeology explain many of their findings by 
human agency. However, ID claims much more than an ability to identify the 
work of agents about which plenty is known independently (6). Human and 
animal intelligence can plausibly seen to be part of the natural world. ID is 
fundamentally revolutionary point of view only if intelligent agency is somehow 
beyond natural mechanisms. 

To flesh out such ideas, ID thinkers observe that today’s natural scientific 
explanations only make use of randomness and of lawful, patterned events - in 
biologist Jacques Monod’s terms, “chance and necessity” (7). A physicist may 
predict a planetary orbit by writing down the appropriate equations from a theory 
of gravity, or describe radioactive decays as being completely random. In 
general, the physical world behaves according to combinations of chance and 
necessity. Biology follows the pattern of modern physics when explaining 
evolutionary adaptation. The raw novelty in the genome comes from blind 
variation and mutation - largely due to chance. This variation is then subjected to 
nonrandom selection. In other words, biology also combines chance and 
necessity in its central theories. Furthermore, this approach has been so 
successful in modern science that it motivates a more comprehensive 
physicalism, according to which everything in our world is physically realized (8). 
ID claims that this is incorrect - that intelligent design is a third, independent 
mode of explanation that is not reducible to chance and necessity. Intelligence, in 
the ID view, is beyond physics. 
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A number of the leading lights of ID have presented the claim that meaningful 
information can only be created by intelligence, and that intelligence is beyond 
chance and necessity, as a central aspect of ID (9). In particular, William A. 
Dembski, the leading theoretician of ID, has explicitly argued that ID is a third 
option (10). Moreover, he has proposed what he claims is a mathematically 
rigorous way to tell if a certain data set contains “complex specified information” 
(CSI) which is supposed to be the signature of an intelligent cause. In fact, CSI, 
in Dembski’s view, is just a pre-specified pattern which is extremely improbable 
to be produced by any combination of chance and necessity. At the heart of 
Dembski’s version of ID (11, 12) are two propositions: 

1. There is a rigorous mathematical procedure to detect CSI, which is a 
reliable signature of intelligent design. 

2. Intelligent agency is not reducible to any combination of chance and 
necessity. 

If these two claims could be sustained, ID proponents would be justified in 
their hopes to usher in a scientific revolution. In fact, they could claim some 
success even if their efforts to cast doubt on biological evolution should continue 
to fizzle out. This is because ID, especially in Dembski’s version, is primarily a 
claim about complexity and about intelligence - not just biology. Even if biologists 
are (as they almost certainly are) correct about common descent, and if they are 
right about some of the mechanisms behind evolution, all would not be lost for 
ID. If propositions 1 and 2 are correct ID proponents could still infer a guiding 
intelligence behind biological complexity - the designer would then have injected 
all the necessary CSI into the world in the beginning. Regardless of any 
philosophical wrangling about methodological naturalism, ID proponents can also 
state that this designing intelligence is something beyond mere physical 
mechanisms. 

None of this is likely to happen. Just in the past few decades, natural 
scientists have continued to learn a lot not just about the details of biological 
evolution, but also the physics of complexity and the nature of human and 
possibly even machine intelligence. None of this new knowledge is any comfort 
to ID. It is still possible to find a few thinkers with ID sympathies who think that 
concepts of self-organization in nonequilibrium thermodynamics pose a 
challenge to mainstream biology (13). However, these are intellectually marginal 
currents. In the study of complexity, the overwhelming trend is toward an 
invigorating synthesis of perspectives from biology, physics, computer science 
and other relevant disciplines. So it is very implausible that ID should be correct. 
Most scientists who pay any attention to ID therefore ignore the substantive 
claims involved in ID and concentrate on countering its political influence. 

Nevertheless, a number of scientists and science-oriented philosophers have 
examined the claims of ID in detail. In particular, Dembski’s work summarized in 
proposition 1 above has come in for heavy criticism. Dembski hopes to detect 
design through examining a data set and eliminating chance and necessity as 
possible explanations. We infer design regularly in everyday life, and it is 
certainly interesting to try and formalize the reasoning we use to do so. Dembski 
proposes a rigorous way of making design inferences, and his initial effort was 
intriguing enough to be published by a reputable academic press (14). However, 
though it may have some intuitive appeal, it has become clear that Demsbki’s 
procedure suffers from numerous fatal problems (15). For example, he often 
assumes a uniform probability distribution to calculate a very small probability for 
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a structure, and then takes this as reason to eliminate all element of “chance” as 
part of its explanation. Even his notion of CSI appears to be ill-conceived and 
badly defined, and it certainly has little to do with “information” as understood in 
mainstream work in information theory (16). Indeed, some critics have judged 
that Dembski’s work is of very low quality and has little substance to be taken 
seriously (17). Dembski later tried to bolster his position by making use of the “no 
free lunch” theorems, arguing that blind mechanisms cannot create CSI but 
smuggle the information in from carefully chosen fitness landscapes (18). Again, 
numerous basic errors plague this argument as well (19). In short, Dembski and 
the ID movement as a whole have achieved nothing close to a rigorous way to 
detect design; they only have some intuitions that at the most have some vague 
commonsense appeal. 

If modern science shows us anything, it is that our intuitions can fail 
spectacularly outside the domain of everyday life. Still, intuitions do not get 
discarded lightly. Even with its numerous technical errors, ID proponents might 
remain confident that there is something to Dembski’s approach. After all, they 
often say, ID is a new paradigm. We cannot expect it to appear on the scene fully 
worked out, entirely free of problems. Dembski or others may have to go back to 
the drawing board, but the basic intuition that intelligence is something beyond 
natural processes will remain ever-ready to be resurrected. 

So some critics of ID also ask if there is some deeper flaw in the intuitions 
driving ID, something not even a retooled, patched up design-detection 
procedure akin to Dembski’s can overcome. For example, philosopher of biology 
Elliott Sober points out that design arguments (including ID) are problematic 
because they can succeed only given independent knowledge about the goals 
and abilities of the designer (20). If so, Dembski-style attempts to infer that some 
data is a result of design without making assumptions about the nature of the 
designer are inherently flawed. 

Sober’s critique assumes that the likelihood form of design arguments are 
most defensible. But Dembski takes a different approach. If Dembski’s CSI (or 
whatever new and improved variation ID can come up with) cannot indeed be 
assembled by chance and necessity, such criticisms would be moot. Moreover, 
Dembski’s attempts to formalize a design inference implicitly includes knowledge 
about the kind of things human intelligence produces. ID proponents 
overwhelmingly come from conservative theistic backgrounds, and it is no secret 
that their designer is a personal, at least somewhat anthropomorphic God. So 
whatever the difficulties of generic design arguments in philosophy, it is not true 
that ID includes no expectations about designers - though the ID movement 
does not care to emphasize this, possibly for legal reasons. 

To undercut the intuitions behind ID, we need something more: to explicitly 
argue that intelligence itself is a product of chance and necessity. Imagine that 
we were presented with a complex mathematical procedure useful in detecting 
design - that something related to proposition 1 were correct. This procedure 
could be a useful scientific tool; to borrow an example from Dembski, its uses 
might include tasks such as SETI astronomers figuring out if a signal they 
detected was produced by an alien intelligence (though SETI researchers today 
approach their problem quite differently than Dembski). But if we had good 
reasons to think proposition 2 were mistaken, then ID would still have no 
purchase on reality. 
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We have such reasons. The details of the argument, which rely on some of 
the technical apparatus of theoretical computer science, have been presented 
elsewhere (21,22). In outline, however, it can be summarized. 

Let us first characterize Dembski’s approach to detecting design. Dembski 
might observe that if we encounter a slip of paper with “Bu sabah hava gok guzel, 
ama belki sonra bozabilir, belli degil...” printed on it, we have a very good notion 
that it is a meaningful message, even if we do not know Turkish and so have no 
clue what it means. We know enough about natural languages to see that it fits 
the appropriate pattern. Moreover, we can distinguish it from simple rule¬ 
generated strings such as “qaqaqaqaqaqaqaqa...” (the rule being “repeat ‘qa’ 
over and over”) and random gibberish such as “uwl wdfjw2f 
af2h7kcfje/jvbppwvjo...”. The Turkish sentence looks like the sort of thing an 
intelligence would produce. There is some nonrandom content in it, even if we do 
not know what it signifies. It might have been printed out by a computer, but in 
that case, we know that the actual content must have been pre-programmed into 
the machine. Machines are devices that work according to chance and necessity. 
And so Dembski argues that machines cannot create new CSI - they can only 
preserve or degrade the meaningful content. 

Now, Dembski wants to infer design only from the message itself, without 
any knowledge of how it was produced. In that case, there is the question of 
distinguishing between a message printed by a computer and one scribbled out 
by a human. How can we say that the human is a genuinely intelligent source of 
new information, while a machine cannot do any such thing? 

This is a longstanding question confronting researchers in artificial 
intelligence (Al), and it is no surprise that many ID proponents, including 
Dembski, have endorsed the position that humans can do things no mere 
machine is able to. In arguing against evolution, ID proponents continually assert 
that chance and necessity cannot assemble meaningful genetic information. 
Against Al, ID takes the same line: assert that chance and necessity cannot 
produce genuine novelty - that it cannot produce complex information. We know 
that humans are the source of new information, because we are flexible, creative, 
not bound by pre-set rules. Computers, by contrast, only follow pre-programmed 
rules. 

The flaw in such an argument is that it does not adequately consider 
combinations of chance and necessity - in the computer context, procedures 
combining algorithms and randomness. As it happens, we know a good deal 
about just what a machine with access to a truly random function can accomplish 
and what it cannot. It turns out that the only tasks not performable by 
combinations of chance and necessity are certain “oracles,” and we know of 
nothing (humans included) that realizes such oracle-functions. In particular, 
information-containing output and creative tasks that introduce genuine novelty 
are not beyond machines that combine rules and randomness (22). “Artificial life” 
research provides some particularly telling examples (23). Demsbki’s CSI is not 
and cannot be a signature for a kind of result no machine can ever produce. In a 
way reminiscent of Darwinian evolution (not coincidentally) randomness serves 
as a source of raw novelty, not conditioned by any rules. Rules, including 
interactions with a machine’s environment and with other machines, shape the 
raw novelty into something that is meaningful in its local context. 

Al research faces a problem similar to what biologists once did: how to 
create meaningful information. And the Darwinian mechanism of variation and- 
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selection is a beautiful solution to precisely this problem. Hence much recent 
work in Al has taken a Darwinian turn. Moreover, recent thinking in the cognitive 
and brain sciences also highlights the role of Darwinian mechanisms in our own 
brains. So we can say, with considerable confidence, that intelligence is nothing 
supernatural. Intelligence is achieved by mechanisms combining chance and 
necessity, within the realm of ordinary physics. 

ID falls hopelessly afoul of today’s understanding of complexity and 
information. This understanding, still partial and ever-expanding, combines 
insights from many separate disciplines. Physics sets the stage by describing a 
world operating according to chance and necessity. Physicists also help us 
understand how complex systems work by exploring self-organization and 
nonequilibrium thermodynamics, giving us clues about how complex 
selfreplicating systems form. The mathematics underlying computer science 
gives us rigorous definitions of complexity and information, and a common 
language in a day when much of theoretical science has come to depend heavily 
on computer simulations. Cognitive and brain sciences, even though they remain 
far from maturity, still tell us much about human intelligence that illuminates how 
chance and necessity combine to achieve complexity. But the centerpiece of our 
modern understanding of complexity comes from biology; Darwinian variation 
and selection. Darwin’s mechanism is the answer to the question of how chance 
and necessity can bring genuinely new information into the world. 

ID proponents are right to highlight the question of the origin of information. 
This is an interesting question. However, they treat information as a mysterious 
quantity and fail to make connections to established research concerning 
information. On top of this, they do not realize or do not acknowledge that 
mainstream science already possesses the critical elements of a satisfying 
answer to their question. In their political opposition to evolutionary science, ID 
proponents promise to be a significant irritant for scientific and educational 
institutions (24). But in responding to ID, its critics also have an opportunity to 
highlight today’s developing multifaceted, interdisciplinary understanding of 
evolution and complexity. If more scientists thereby become more aware of how 
their specialties .t together with natural science as a whole, then ID might 
indirectly be of service to science after all. 
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The following two articles were reprinted with permission from the Vol. 5, No. 

4, Autumn Newsletter, 2004 issue of the "ATBI Quarterly," Ruthanne Mitchell, 
Editor. 

Sifting Litter in the Great Smoky Mountains 

Victoria Bayless and Chris Carlton 

Eight DLIA scientists and 16 
volunteers gathered during the week 
of 27 July - 2 August 2004 to 
conduct the first ever Forest Litter 
Blitz. The objective of this event was 
not to pick up trash in the forest but 
rather to harvest the diversity of 
small organisms that inhabit the 
organic layer on the forest floor, 
including leaves, twigs, and other 
woody debris (e.g., rotten logs). A 
diverse microcosm of tiny 
invertebrates exists within this layer 
of moldy, decomposing organic 

debris, including beetles, springtails, mites, land snails, pseudoscorpions, 
millipedes, centipedes, and many other, mostly lesser-known, creatures. Isolating 
these tiny organisms requires sifting the litter into sample bags and using a 
technique called Berlese extraction. 

Volunteers and scientists dispersed each morning armed with specially designed 
sifters built by members of our Louisiana State Arthropod Museum lab or DLIA 
volunteer Will Merritt (thanks Will). They returned at the end of each day tired 
and dirty with precious bags of dirt. Several different Berlese Funnel devices 
were used to warm and dry the samples and drive the organisms into waiting 
containers of preservative. We appreciate Ernie Bernard’s generosity in loaning 
us equipment from his lab at the University of Tennessee and the assistance of 
Tommy Allen of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences and Park Curator 
Adriean Mayor in transporting and setting up additional funnels. During the latter 
part of the week, volunteers and scientists entertained themselves by sorting the 

Cnris Canton and Victoria Bayiess ooiiecting. 
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various organisms taxonomically for distribution to specialists. Commonly 
overheard comments included: “What is THIS?” and “Its so cute!” Highlights of 
the week’s fieldwork included Alexey Tishechkin’s solo backpacking expedition to 
Thunderhead Mountain where he collected three large samples in one of the 
more difficult areas to access. Chris Carlton and Janet Ciegler had an exciting 
encounter with a big rattlesnake that cicada expert Carlton initially misidentified 
as a really BIG cicada. Rattlesnakes and cicadas both buzz, right? 

Endomychus biguttatus, a fungus beetle. Chris Cariton showing specimens to 
Park visitors. 

In total, we collected 36 litter samples that we estimate will yield approximately 
3,000 arthropod specimens. We immediately picked out the beetles and those 
are being processed at our lab at LSD. We also set aside small fractions of litter 
for cellular slime mold cultures and sorted small snails for DLIA scientist Dan 
Dourson. Analysis of the samples is ongoing but significant initial discoveries 
include a “new to science” species of the ground beetle genus Anillinus and the 
discovery of a specimen of undescribed snail that probably will be designated as 
a paratype when formally described. The new Anillinus are in addition to the five 
species of Anillinus already known from the Park, four of which are themselves 
very recently described. Organisms extracted but not sorted from the samples 
were deposited with Adriean Mayor for further sorting and distribution to 
interested scientists or identification in-house. A significant achievement of the 
event was filling important distributional gaps from the west and southwest parts 
of the Park. 

We enjoyed interacting with Park visitors outside Sugarlands Visitor Center by 
first luring them to us using displays of large showy beetles and beautiful 
scanned images and photographs of the tiny organisms found in this habitat; 
then we showed them the real thing, often 2 mm or less in length. They liked the 
photographs better! We also demonstrated the finer points of litter sifting, which 
the children seemed to intuitively understand and appreciate. While parents often 
wrinkle their noses at our insect collecting activities, the children are fascinated at 
the diversity of cool and neat stuff that lives beneath our feet in the GSMNP. 

Victoria Bayless, vmosele@lsu.edu and Chris Carlton, ccarlt@lsu.edu 
Louisiana State Arthropod Museum - http;//www.agctr.lsu.edu/arthropodmuseum 
Louisiana State Universitycj 
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Litter Blitz 2004; 

New Discoveries from Thunderhead 
Mountain and Elsewhere 

Alexey Tishechkin 

One of the 
the Litter 
expedition 
Mountain. 

notable events during 
Blitz was a mini- 

to Thunderhead 
This is the highest 

mountain in the western half of the 
Park and apparently an area of at 
least some endemism for small 
invertebrates with limited dispersal 
capabilities. A carabid beetle, 
Trechus tonitru Barr, is known from 
nowhere else but the summit of 
Thunderhead Mountain. Collecting 
this species, only one of numerous 
Trechus species not collected 
recently during the ATBI, along 
with filling gaps in our coverage for 
the Park highlands, were the major 
reasons for a two-day hike and 
overnight stay at the Spence Field 
shelter. 
The expedition was quite 
successful and the tough, five-mile 
hike back with a 60 pound-load of 
sifted litter paid off well. Numerous 
specimens of Trechus were 
collected and our suspicions that 
Thunderhead Mountain could 

harbor disjunct, yet undiscovered populations of other specialized soil and litter 
beetles turned out to be true (e.g., blind carabids of the genus Anillinus). Four 
samples were collected on the NC and TN sides of the summit of Thunderhead 
as follows: along the Appalachian Trail; half a mile east of it; and upper Jenkins 
Ridge Trail. They yielded among other beetles, three species of Anillinus, all of 
which may be new, even considering the recently described species by Sokolov 
et al. (2004)! Obviously, resolution of the diversity within this genus is far from 
being complete, even for apparently well- collected areas, as we thought the 
Smokies were by now. In addition to these “Thunderhead” Anillinus species, a 
new species for the Park (possibly also undescribed) was discovered in leaf litter 
at the entrance to Gregory Cave in the Cades Cove area. Also, numerous 
specimens from multiple localities were collected to find another dubious 
Anillinus (either an undescribed species or a subspecies of the recently 
described A. langdoni), known previously only from three specimens. 

Scanrang electron mtefograpn of AnSIhus ground 
beetle, dorsal view. 
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Detail Anillinus head. Note complete absence of eyes. 

The first results of processing and sorting other Litter Blitz 2004-collected beetles 
are also providing more exciting records. In the blind flightless leiodid beetle 
genus Catopocerus, only one of the five eastern species was originally known 
from the Park. Recent collecting and identification of some other ATBI material 
confirmed the previously suspected presence of another Catopocerus species 
and presence of a possibly undescribed species in the central highlands. We 
also strongly suspect discovery of undecribed species in another specialized 
forest litter beetle genus, the aleocharine staphylinid genus Geostiba. According 
to Gusarov’s (2002) revisionary paper, this genus includes numerous, narrowly 
localized, highland species in the southern Appalachians. Five of them are 
known from the Park, all in central and eastern parts of it (i.e., Clingman’s Dome, 
Mount LeConte, Snake Den Ridge and Balsam Mountain areas). Numerous 
specimens of Geostiba were collected in the western areas, at and around 
Thunderhead Mountain, and some other new localities. These and numerous 
other forest litter specimens are waiting for processing and identification, and 
new discoveries seem to be just around the corner for litter fauna students. 

Alexey Tishechkin 
Louisiana State University 
atishe1@lsu.edu 
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The following three articles were reprinted with permission from the Vol. 6, No. 1 
Winter Newsletter, 2005 issue of the “ATBI Quarterly,” Ruthanne Mitchell, Editor. 

Figure 1; Predicted distribution map for Christmas fern, Polystichum acrostichoides. 

Fern Forays 2004 

Patricia Cox 

There were four successful fern forays 
this past summer. The first was May 
22 on trails in the Cades Cove area 
(Parsons Branch Road and Gregory 
Ridge Trail). There were 20 
volunteers, including students from the 
University of Indiana, the University of 
Louisiana at Monroe, Haywood 
Community Col-lege, and other local 
residents. The second foray, June 
12th, was conducted in the area of the 
Twentymile Ranger Station 
(Twentymile Creek Trail and Wolf Den 
Trail), and it was the first time that we 
encountered lightning, thunder, and 
lots of rain. This continued for about 
1.5 hours, then the sun came out and 
it was a beautiful day. Due to the 
weather, we had fewer vol-unteers 
(12), but they came from as far away 
as Cincinnati, OH. We found a new 
record for the North Carolina side of 
the Park: Decumaria barbara, a vine in 

the Hydrangea family. We spent the night at the hostel in Fontana Village, and 
were probably the first group to actually enjoy watching the bats come out of the 

Christmas fern, the most 
common tern in the Park. 
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attic at dusk! July 10th was the date of the third foray, for which we had 16 
volunteers and two Park interns mapping trails in the area known as the “Road to 
Nowhere”. One interesting fern we found on the White Oak Branch Trail was 
Lygodium palmatum, a climbing fern which is known from only a few locations in 
the Park. The last foray of the summer was August 21st. Again, we were plagued 
by rain most of the day, but that didn’t stop 14 volunteers from coming out to help 
map the Middle Prong and Sams Creek Trails in the area near Tremont. 

To date, we have mapped 165 
miles of 47 trails. With the help of 
Jessica Brown, DLIA intern, and 
Chuck Cooper, DLIA Database 
Technician, all the fern data have 
now been entered into an 
ACCESS database. Reports can 
now be generated and GIS 
probability maps can be produced 
with the help of Richard Schulz 
(NPS GIS Specialist). Preliminary 
data show that Christmas fern, 
Polystichum acrostic-choides, is 
the most common fern in the Park 
with over 25,000 observations on 
42 of the 47 trails. The next most 
common species is New York fern, 
Thelypteris novaboracensis, with 
17,700 observations on 42 trails. A 
few of the more uncommon ferns 
we have found are Trichomanes 
petersii (10 observations on one 
trail), and Lygodium palmatum 
(five observations on two trails). 

Figure 1 illustrates the type of maps that can be generated from the fern data. 
This preliminary map, developed by Richard Schulz, showing the probable 
distribution of Christmas fern was made by using the Vegetation Community 
Maps produced by the University of Georgia. More refined analyses can be made 
when other GIS layers are added to the data, such as slope, aspect, and shrub 
layer information. Darker shades on the map indicate a higher probability of 
finding plants in that area, and the lighter shades indicate a lesser probability. We 
can then go into the field to test these hypotheses. These GIS maps can be very 
useful in helping to fill in gaps for areas that are inaccessible to researchers. 
Volunteers are a most important part of this project. This year we had 36 different 
individuals from seven states participate. THANK YOU! 

Patricia Cox 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Heritage Program 
pbcox@tva.gov 

Group photo from foray 3 along the ’Road to 
Nowhere.’ 

C35 
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Pool and Pond Beetles of the Park 

Charlie and Sue Staines 

The Smoky Mountains are known for being wet. 
When people think of aquatic habitats in the Park 
they picture the numerous fast flowing streams; 
however, the pools, ponds, ditches, and flooded 
meadows are home to a variety of aquatic beetles 
not found in moving water. 

Beetles from a number of families are found in 
aquatic habitats. In North America alone there are 
10 families in which both larvae and adults of 
nearly all species are aquatic, three in which at 
least one life stage is aquatic, and two in which 
the larvae occur in water or in the underwater 
parts of plants. In addition, there are many 
species which burrow in wet mud and sand or 

hunt and hide under debris and stones at the water’s edge. The majority of water 
beetles prefer shallow water, where they hide among aquatic plants and 
underwater debris near the shore. Few species are found in deep water and 
none are found in the open ocean, although there are five families which live in 
the intertidal zone of ocean beaches. 

Our goal in the Park was to inventory the aquatic beetles in five families 
(Dytiscidae, Gyrinidae, Haliplidae, Hydrophilidae, Noteridae) by conduct-ing field 
work mostly in the Metcalf Bottoms, Cades Cove, and Cataloochee areas. We 
also examined the literature for records and insect collections at the Park, the 
University of Tennessee, and the Illinois Natural History Survey. Following are 
general descriptions of the five families we hoped to encounter. 

The family Dytiscidae (predaceous diving beetles) are found in flowing and still 
water habitats. Some species are predators and others are scavengers as larvae 
and adults. Larger species often feed on fish and small invertebrates, whereas 
smaller species are effective predators on invertebrates, especially mosquito 
larvae. The three larval instars, as well as adults, must surface for oxygen 
although there is circumstantial evidence that some species do not need to 
surface, perhaps being able to extract the oxygen they need directly from the 
water. 

The family Noteridae (burrowing water beetles) is aquatic both as adults and 
larvae. They are either predators of small inver-tebrates, or scavengers. Both 
larvae and adults burrow through the substrate on the bottom of ponds, marshes, 
and temporary pools with emergent vegetation. 

Many Gyrinidae (whirligig beetles) swim on the surface of ponds and pools. 
When disturbed they dive and scatter widely, often clinging to the roots of 
undercut stream banks. Adults are scavengers and feed on dead and dying 
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insects floating on the water surface. Larvae are predaceous, feeding on other 
aquatic insects. 

Haliplidae (crawling water beetles) are small, feeble swim-mers, found most often 
crawling along submerged vegetation, such as mats of filamentous algae, on the 
edge of small ponds, lakes or quiet streams. Some species are known to fly and 
have been captured in black-light traps. Adults are known to eat insect eggs, 
algae, and other plant material. 

The Hydrophilidae (water scavenger beetles) are mainly aquatic, being found in 
stagnant pools, along the margins of lakes and ponds, shallow quiet water of 
streams, and springs. Aquatic species are predaceous as larvae, and either 
predaceous, omnivo-rous, or phytophagous (plant feeders) as adults. A number 
of aquatic species are important predators of mosquito larvae, and the largest 
species in the U.S., Hydrophilus triangularis (34-37 mm), has been reported as a 
pest in fish hatcheries. 

Prior to our work, the literature and Park collections had records of 45 species of 
aquatic beetles in four families (Noteridae was not represented). Our records 
added 28 additional species and one family new to the Park. Our first day of 
collecting resulted in finding Hydrocantha iricolor, which represented not only a 
new species record for the Park, but the new family record (Noteridae) as well. 
One of the more unusual water beetles identified from collections was 
Sperchopsis tesselata, a species which is considered rare. It is one of the few 
hydrophilids found in clear, cool, flowing streams, and its preferred habitat is 
undercut gravelly or sandy stream banks. Even when it is found, the number of 
specimens is always small. 

We plan on returning to the Park in 2005 to continue our work by adding to 
species lists and gathering ecological information on aquatic beetles. 

Charlie and Sue Staines 
Research Associate, National Museum of Natural History 
staines.charles@nmnh.si.edu 
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The When and Where of Ant Diversity in the Smokies 

Robert R. Dunn and Nathan J. Sanders 

One of the most striking results of the ATBI in Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park (GSMNP) is the accumulating number of species in a variety of taxa ranging 
from the slime molds to the pinnacle of ecological and evolutionary dominance - 
the ants. In the late 1930’s, Arthur Cole, then a professor at the University of 
Tennessee, turned over rocks, busted up logs, and otherwise had a good ol’ time 
as he conducted the first extensive survey of the ants of GSMNP (but only on the 
Tennessee side of the Park). Cole’s work highlighted the ecology of individual ant 
species, but left many ecological stones unturned. 
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JP Lessard from McGill University and Raynelle rino from Humboldt 
University use a Winkley litter sifter near the Ramsey Cascades ATBI plot. 

State 

Recently, thanks to funding from Discover Life in America, we and a group of 
students from several universities have picked up where Cole and other 
myrmecologists (ant biologists) left off. Cole and others showed that, as with 
most groups, the ants are diverse and abundant in the Park. But now as part of 
our work to document the distribution of ants in the Smokies, we are finding that 
this diversity varies tremendously, and systematically, in space and time. 

For example, we and our team of student researchers (Jaime Ratchford, JP 
Lessard, and Raynelle Rino) found that one square meter of leaf litter might 
contain more than 10 species of ants while another square meter may con-tain 
just one or two individual workers. Thanks to Chuck Parker’s Herculean 
collecting, processing, and identifying efforts as part of his “How to Conduct an 
ATBI” study, we are learning that month-to-month variation in ant diver-sity and 
abundance is just as extreme as spatial variation. Like most arthropods, ant 
activity varies over the course of a year, and we now want to know what causes 
such tremendous variation from place to place and time to time (and we’re 
actively pursuing these questions). One of the most striking results so far is that 
the rarest ant species in space and time tend to be concentrated where there are 
more species overall. This might have considerable implications for deciding 
where (and when) to sample in the future as these are the locations and times 
where we are likely to discover even more new Park records than we have 
already found. 
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Jaime Ratchford from Humboldt State University processes some of the samples 
at the University of Tennessee Field Station. 

Over the next several years, we hope to shed light on two major issues in 
GSMNP. First, we hope to help design future sampling studies that can best 
sample poorly known species in the Park and uncover the drivers of temporal 
and spatial variation in other groups. Second, and perhaps more importantly, we 
hope to identify the best spots for picnicking. For us, these will be the spots with 
the most ants, but to each her own. 

Robert R. Dunn, rdunn@utk.edu 
Nathan J. Sanders, nsanders@utk.edu 
University of Tennessee 
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REVIEWS 

Debbie Moore, Review Editor 
Department of Natural Sciences 
P. O. Box 8368, Troy University 

Dothan, AL 36304-8368 

Randall, John E. 2005. Reef and shore fishes of the South Pacific; New 
Caledonia to Tahiti and the Pitcairn Islands. University of Hawaii Press, 
Honolulu, HI. 707 p. $75.00. 

Although located thousands of miles from the United States, Randall’s Reef 
and shore fishes of the South Pacific is more than a colorful table volume but a 
benchmark of information about fishes of the Pacific Ocean from New Caledonia 
to the Pitcairn Islands. Randall, who has described over 555 reef fish species 
(more than anyone else) was recently awarded the prestigious Bleeker Award at 
the Indo-Pacific Fish Conference held at Taipei, Taiwan, for his long and 
thorough studies of fishes of the Pacific Ocean. Those studies began in 1951 as 
a graduate student and since 1970 as senior ichthyologist at the Bernice Bishop 
Museum in Hawaii. 

Randall’s reef fishes is the result of his visiting most of the Pacific islands and 
while scuba diving photographing each of the 1,491 species contained in the 
volume, only 55 photographs are from other sources. A natural habitat color 
photograph depicts phylogentically each of the species within eight 
elasmobranch and 100 bony fish families discussed. Other information includes 
common and scientific names, synonyms, distinguishing features, food habits, 
habitats and depths frequented, hybrids where known, and geographic range 
(even overall ranges where known are included). A few introductory pages, along 
with acknowledgments, set the tenor of the volume. Randall’s sailing ventures in 
the area and an external feature of cartilaginous and bony fishes supplement the 
introduction. A six-page glossary (p. 655-660) is followed by over 600 up-to-date 
references (p. 661-674), while a species index (p. 675-707) completes this 
factual and accurate volume. 

Scientists, scuba enthusiasts, and students should possess this reasonably 
priced volume on fishes of the Indo-Pacific. Add it to Randall’s other scholarly 
publications on the Red Sea, Persian Gulf, Oman, Maidive Islands, and the Great 
Barrier Reef of Australia fishes and you will have a treasure of information on 
Indo-Pacific Ocean fishes. Expect Hawaiian fishes next. 

Frank J. Schwartz, Institute of marine Sciences, University of North Carolina, 
North Carolina 28557-3209. 

05 
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Mirarchi, R.E., ed. 2004. Alabama Wildlife. Volume 1. A checklist of 
vertebrates and selected invertebrates: Aquatic mollusks, fishes, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. The University of Alabama Press, 
Tuscaloosa, AL. 209 pages. $19.95. 

Mirarchi, R.E., J.T. Garner, M.F. Mettee, and P.E. O’Neil, eds. 2004. Alabama 
Wildlife. Volume 2. Imperiled aquatic mollusks and fishes. The University of 
Alabama Press, Tuscaloosa, AL. 225 pages. $19.95. 

Mirarchi, R.E., M.A. Bailey, T.H. Haggerty, and T.L Best, eds. 2004. Alabama 
Wildlife. Volume 3. Imperiled amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. 
The University of Alabama Press, Tuscaloosa, AL. 225 pages. $19.95. 

Mirarchi, R.E., M.A. Bailey, J.T. Garner, T.H. Haggerty, T.L. Best, M.F. Mettee, 
and P.E. O’Neil, eds. 2004. Alabama Wildlife. Volume 4. Conservation and 
management recommendations for imperiled wildlife. The University of 
Alabama Press, Tuscaloosa, AL. 221 pages, $19.95. 

This four-volume set of books is the product of Alabama’s Second Nongame 
Wildlife Conference held on 22-23 July 2002. The information that is presented in 
these books is unique in that it was generated by committees of selected experts 
in their field, as well as members of the audience attending the conference. The 
data presented were generated after each committee was charged with 
developing priority status designations and then producing an annotated 
checklist of taxa for their group. Designations fell into one of eight categories: 
Extinct, Extirpated, Extirpated/Conservation Action Underway, Priority 1/Highest 
Conservation Concern, Priority 2/High Conservation Concern, Priority 
3/Moderate Conservation Concern, Priority 4/Low Conservation Concern, or 
Priority 5/Lowest Conservation Concern. 

Volume One contains the checklist of vertebrates and aquatic mollusks of 
Alabama. Annotations begin with taxonomic designations from Class through 
Family. Each species annotation includes the following: common name, 
scientific name, relative abundance, description of distribution within the state, 
seasonal use of the state for migratory species, a brief description of typical 
habitat, priority status designation, and, if any, designation as federally imperiled. 

The introduction to each section/taxonomic group includes a description of 
how each committee derived their conservation designations. All committees 
focused on conservation designations as they applied to the state of Alabama, 
with the exception of the Bird Committee. This group chose to adopt a global 
approach due to the mobility of birds. Taxa that fell into the categories of 
Extirpated, Extirpated/Conservation Action Underway, Priority 1 or Priority 2 
appear with more in-depth species accounts in Volumes Two and Three. 

In the Preface to Volume One, the editor states that this book was designed 
to be used extensively in the field. One should not interpret this statement to read 
that the book is a field guide, for that it is not. It provides the reader with a list of 
species—347 aquatic mollusks, 317 fishes, 171 herpetofauna, 420 birds, and 76 
mammals (extinct, extirpated and exotic species included)—that have been 
found in the state of Alabama. Information on the individual taxa is greatly 
abbreviated so as to fit the over 1300 species into the 209 page book. Some 
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excellent color photographs of selected species are found within each section. 
However, no scales are given for size reference, and no mention of gender is 
made when appropriate. 

Volumes Two and Three are mirror images of one another, with Volume 
Two dedicated to imperiled freshwater mollusks and fishes and Volume Three 
covering imperiled amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. Each 
section/taxonomic group is introduced by one of the co-editors/compilers and 
includes a complete listing of committee members contributing to authorship on 
that group. Data in each section begin with a list of extinct species. Following 
that list is a more detailed account of each taxon that was assigned a priority 
designation (Extirpated, Extirpated/Conservation Action Underway, Priority 1 or 
Priority 2) in Volume One. It is in this section that the reader will find the 
information that biologists seek—physical descriptions with color photographs, 
distribution maps in Alabama and nationally, habitat where the taxon can be 
found, information on life history and ecology, as well as the basis for its status 
classification. Occasionally, I would find a range map (i.e. American Kestrel) that 
was not consistent with maps found in other reference books. At the end of each 
section there is an Alabama Watch List that contains all of the Priority 3 
designees for that taxonomic group. The editors feel that these particular taxa 
are the ones that are most likely to progress to imperiled status. It was 
encouraging to find that the authors would identify species that they felt there 
was insufficient data to claim that those species were NOT of conservation 
concern. This type of data gives biologists a direction in which to focus future 
research efforts. 

Volume Four is divided into three sections and contains conservation and 
management recommendations for the imperiled taxa of Alabama and their 
habitats. Section I lists thirteen general recommendations of conservation 
action—with most all recommendations aimed directly at the Alabama 
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife and 
Freshwater Fisheries (ADCNR-DWFF), even though the editors say they are 
directed to federal, state, and private agencies and organizations. 
Recommendations range from the development of a formal action plan for all 
imperiled taxa to the development of an education and outreach program. All 
have merit and appear to be based on sound biological data. I was particularly 
pleased to see a recommendation for the inclusion of imperiled plant species in 
future conferences and publications. 

Section II has a different angle as the editors now deal specifically with 
habitat complexes and make conservation recommendations for the imperiled 
taxa that inhabit them. Taking a “coarse filter” approach, they identify six 
terrestrial habitat complexes and six aquatic habitat complexes and then assign 
previously identified imperiled taxa to a habitat complex. By the senior editor’s 
own admission, a controversial formula is used to generate Ecosystem Habitat 
Complex Prioritization Scores (EHCPSs). The higher the score, the more 
critically imperiled the habitat complex. Fortunately, tables are included that 
consolidate the information. They clearly reveal that aquatic complexes 
generated four of the five highest EHCPSs. This is not surprising due to the 
inclusion of the large number of aquatic mollusks into the equations. Specific 
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recommendations that are given for the improvement of all habitat complexes are 
drawn from listed references and personal observations of the editors. The 
number of recommendations for each habitat ranges from 9 to 21. A “fine filter” 
approach is also used to address three terrestrial habitat generalists (Gray Wolf, 
Puma, Black Bear) that were identified to be mobile enough to range across 
various habitat types. 

The last section contains individual conservation and management 
recommendations for 90 freshwater mussels, 32 freshwater snails, 56 fishes, 14 
amphibians, 26 reptiles, 28 birds, and 24 mammals. It gets a bit repetitive from 
one taxon to the next, as there are recommendations that are consistent across 
all groups. This includes the identification of extant populations and distributions, 
the need for basic life history and ecology studies, monitoring programs, habitat 
assessment, and maintenance and protection of habitat. 

The editors of these books make some simple and inexpensive 
recommendations, as well as some grand and costly recommendations to 
conserve and manage for the imperiled fauna of Alabama. No suggestions are 
given as to how these recommendations should be funded, only that agencies 
need to prioritize their funding allocations because of the limited supply of 
available money. 

The four-volume set does provide much needed updates on the vertebrates 
of Alabama. The last coverage appeared in publications approximately 20 years 
ago. Expansion of the Nongame Wildlife Conference in 2002 allowed for the 
addition of data on freshwater mollusks. With the inclusion of a Glossary of 
Terms in each volume and references at the end of each section in all volumes, 
this set is useful to biologists with varying degrees of experience and from many 
areas of our discipline. 

Kim Marie Tolson, Department of Biology, University of Louisiana Monroe, 
Monroe, LA 71209-0520. 

03 

Fred Whitehead. 2004. The Seasons of Cumberland Island. The University of 
Georgia Press, Athens GA. 97 pages. $39.95. 

As the author notes, Cumberland Island is the “largest and most beloved of 
the Georgia barrier islands”. With 118 color photographs, the book is a beautiful 
tribute to the island and its restored natural environment. In the first fifteen pages 
the informative introduction by C. Ronald Carroll and David Dallmeyer briefly 
details the formation of the barrier island and its complex ecosystems and their 
importance. The language is geared to the nonprofessional reader but does not 
dumb down the material presented. 

Whitehead, a naturalist on Cumberland Island and a retired National Park 
ranger, takes us through the seasons in the island. Many of the photographs 
have detailed captions that guide the reader through the cycles of change 
affecting the biotic and abiotic components. The first season depicted is autumn. 
We are shown tremendous live oaks with massive trunks in the high ground 
regions contrasted with the stunted and easterly wind-pruned oaks near the 
beach. Positive and negative effects of the animal populations are noted with the 
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herpetofauna (rodent control) and feral hogs (plant habitat destruction, 
competition for food resources, etc.). 

Winter is depicted largely with dune shots as the island’s most prominent 
geological feature, reaching elevations of more than fifty feet. Dead Spatina 
grass from the salt marsh provides sea oats and other plants the opportunity to 
root and anchor both existing and new dune lines. The wildlife photographs are 
outstanding (bobcat, mink and deer) but one can’t help but wish more attention 
were given to the birds that over winter on the Georgia coast. 

Spring brings shots of the Neotropical birds, including the painted buntings, 
which nest on the island. Free ranging feral horses whose ancestors were 
released on the island in the early 1900’s adversely affect the salt marshes as 
they graze and trample the grass, yet the photography shows them beautifully 
frolicking in the surf. 

The summer on Cumberland Island is as spectacularly displayed as the first 
three seasons. This is a beautiful book, suited to the coffee table, or as an 
enticement to bring visitors to the region. Biologists may not learn any startling 
new facts, but the book well displays the island. 

Debbie Moore. Department of Natural Sciences, Troy University Dothan 

Campus, Dothan, AL 36303. 

03 

A view of the Smoky Mountains. 
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NEW! Available fall, 2005! 

G. Tyler Miller. Jr. 

Environmental Science: Working 
with the Earth, 
i-levcnth Ixlition 
0-495-01475-3 (casebound).©2006 
0-534-42250-0 (paperbound). ©2006 

These concise, 20-chapter versions of G. Tyler 
Miller's best-selling Lir'ing//! tlte Environment 

offer a proven approach for using scientific laws, 
principles, models, and concepts to clarify even 

the most complex environmental topics. 

NEW! Available now! 
Lauralee Sherwood 

Eundanientals of 
Physiology: A Human 
Perspective, 
Tliird Edition 
0-534-46697-4. ©2006 

A streamlined version of the 

popular Human Physiology: From Cells to 

Systems, this conceptual book emphasizes 

currency, homeostasis, and real life experiences. 

Contains PhysioEdge 2, a valuable tutorial 

CD-ROM. 
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ASB Patron Members 453 

Carolina"' Synthetic Blood 
Take the risk out of blood-typing studies with our 

safe, convenient, and realistic synthetic blood and antisera kits. 

Carolina’s synthetic blood and antisera are used to simulate traditional blood-typing activities. 

Our kits address the National Science Education Standards and include suggested questions for 

assessment. Kits include everything needed for a class of 30 students and are available for studies in: 

• ABO-Rh Blood Typing (item MG-70-0101) 

• Transfusion Matching (item MG-70-0104) 

• Blood Group Genetics (item MG-70-0107) 

• Frequency of Blood Types (item MG-70-0110) 

• Forensics (item MG-70-0113) 

To learn more about these kits, visit us online at www.caroiina.com/blood.pdf or email 

steve.binkley@carolina.com. 

Carolina Biological supply company 
2700 York Rd • Burlington NC 27215 
800.334.5551 • www.carolina.com Worid-Class Support for Science & Math 
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BREEDLOVE, 

KNOWtEDCM! 

EXPERIENCE 

Dedicated to 

Problem Solving and Value-Added Solutions 

Web Site: http://www.bda-inc.com/home.html 

Florida (USA) Office: 
BREEDLOVE, DENNIS & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
330 W. Canton Ave. Winter Park, Florida 32789 

Tel: 407 677-1882 Tel: 800 304-1882 Fax: 407 657-7008 

Tennessee (USA) Office: 
BREEDLOVE, DENNIS, YOUNG & ASSOCIATES, (TN) INC. 

133 Holiday Court Suite 207, Franklin, Tennessee 37067 
Tel: 615 599-1996 Fax: 615 599-1998 

Copyright: Breedlove, Dennis & Associates, Inc. 2000. 
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ASB Membership Form 

To join ASB or to renew your membership, please complete the information 
below, enclose check payable to Association of Southeastern Biologists, and 
mail to Tim Atkinson, Carolina Biological Supply Company, 2700 York Rd, 
Burlington NC 27215-3398. If you have any questions, please contact Tim 
Atkinson at 336 538-6224, FAX 336 538-6322, or e-mail tim.atkinson@ 
carolina.com. Thank you for your support. 

We encourage all members to consider a higher level of membership support 
this year. 

Name_ 

Address 

City_State_Country 

Zip Code_-_ Telephone (_)_ 

Cell Phone (_)_ Fax (_)_ 

E-mail_ 

Regular ~ $25 _ 

Regular, 3 years - $65 _ 

Family - $30 _ 

Student-$10 _ 

Emeritus-$10 _ 

Contributing - $50 _ 

Sustaining - $100 _ 

Life-$250 _ 

Patron - $750_ 

Library - $30 _ 

Library, 3 years - $85 _ 

ASB ENRICHMENT FUND CONTRIBUTION 

If you wish to subscribe to The Southeastern Naturalist, please see page 386 for 
subscription information. 
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